
jp vi pjis—de-^-davjarex ̂ ^lavejrs. irt Paradise g

m'a appris enormement — tout, en fait —

de choses. L'auteur a fait ± un travail

sensationnel de reconstruction et je vous

remercie de avoir offert ce livre.

Rene^ Pelissier 20 ix 8^

[this is from a French fan of mine, who has written
the most marvellous reviews of the Pac since Mag»
Tj0 long, ago expressed interest in the Peruvian
slaving, so after his last review I sent him a copy

of your book. Could I do less for a man who had
called me, in print, 'I'Herodote du Mer du Sud'?
(of course Herodotous told a lot of 'stories , but
then he told them very well).



■-PBl Comerdo" y los ^ ̂ f/f, ?
&L poiinesios en 0!

Hugo GUERRA A.

a los polise<"El poriodismo, segvit cofno m aisr- que nadie puede proteger
s«, pusda *er la mis nobla do las pro-
fesionas o al mis vli da los oficios",
decia nuestro recordado patricio, doc
tor Luis Mir6 Quesada de ia Guerra. Y,
precisameEte, a continuacidn presonta-
mos im caso de la nobleza bistorica de
nuestro diario.

El doctor Henry Evans Mauds, de laj
U

stos?
(61 Se, denuncid que no habia una

Corte compeiente para atender las re-
clainaciones da estos esclavos fugitives.

(71 Se deplord la mcrtalidad y ei aban-
doao lisico y moral de los. poiinesios
en el Peru.

(8) Se aclard que era inliamano e
niversidad de Canberra, Australia, aca-J irracional tratar a los islenos del mis-

ba de publicar un libro titulado "Essla-I mo modo que a los peones peruanos, sin
vistas en el Paraiso" (Slavers in Para- ua previo periodo de aclimatizacibn y
disel, que tiata sobre el "trifico perua-
no de trabajo en Polinesia entro 1862
y 1864".

En el denuncia como es que se "im-
portaba" isleiios de los cxoticos Mares
del Sur para convertlrlos en esclavos en
el Peni, pese a que en nuestro pais la
esclaviiud ya habia sido abolida aiios
antes por el Idariscal Kambn Castilla,

El engano, praciicado por traficantes
inmorales ingieses (como el iniciador
Joseph Charles Birnel, franceses y lue-
go peruanos, corisistla en "enganchar"
con falsos aunque prometedores con-
tratos a indigenas de las islas —entre
otras— Easter, Nini, Xs'ukulaele, Ata-
fu, Tokelauans, Earotonga, Naniniki y
Nufcuhiva, para ■ trabajar como peones
o empleados dom^sticos en las hacien
das azucareras y arroceras de la costa
peruana. Y, tambien como trabaj adores
en las islas guancras.

Maude expiica en su obra que U de
cision de traer a los poiinesios, se adop-
to en razon del fracaso de la venida de
los ctiinos coolies para desempenar las
mismas lunciones. La autorizacion para
la inmigracion polinesia al Pen! apare-
cio en "El Peruano", el 12 de abril de
1862.

Aunque la obra del escritor austra-
liano aoarca un periodo de solo 36 me-
ses del traiico camutiadamento cscla-
vista, da una idea de la impresionante
devastacidn que produjo este fenomeno:
por ejemplo, la pobiscibn de la isia Tu
valu se redujo de 20 mil a S mil per-
sonas.

Pero, bien, iqui tiene qua vcr todo
esto con nuestro peribdicoV Bejexnos
que el propio Maude —en una carta le-
cnada el 7 de setiembre de este sho,
dirigida al Br. Alejandro MirO Quesa
da (i.— lo explique: "La razdn por la

adaptacion alimentaria.
(9) En marzo de 1863, se reelamo en

alia vos que se cambiara la legislacibn
sobre inmigrantcs orientales "para sal-
var el honor del Peni y poner fin al
trafico de esclavos".

Las cifras podrion seguir, pera no es
nuestro animo agotar al lector. S6I0 bus-
ta resumir en qua la yci de "El Co
merdo" —como lo reconoce Maude—
fua oida por la opinidn publica peruana
y po^ tiempo despuds se termind con
la esclavitud disfrazada de los poliue-
SiOE.

Ante todo esto, y despues de tantas
anos, cabe senalar el reconodmienlo in
tern adonal a la trayectoria indepen-
diente, nacionalista y valiente de "El
Comerdo" (salvo bajo el periodo do im
cautadon).

Finalmente, es pertinents plantear un
reto a los sociologos y antropologos
para seguir los rastros de los niiles de
poiinesios que tan humildemente con-
tribuyeron al desarrollo del Peni,



que !e eavb mi iibro €s pBis tcumim*
aii , adin3ratA6ii iw 'ia r^uelta y

■gfiftgiaynte paaiei6a sdi^tzda par "M
Cojni^o" sobre la imnigracioa 4® po--

Tinesios que pronto se convirtio en lai
encubierto trafico de esclavos (...) gra-
eias al coraje de est© periodico de Lima,
la horrible verdad fue levelada y el
ti^ico detenido".

Surge otra pregunta: ^qui se hizo
para merecer este recoaocimiento? El
profesor australiano lo resume en la
pagina 154 de su libro; "Al principio,
"El Comercio" —con su lines seria e
investigadora— ae niantuvo en la posi-
don d© observador neutial, comenian-
do, per ejempio, la supeiioridad fisica
y moral de Ics polinesios resiiecto de
los coolies. Pero, ya a finales da 1862,
cuando al feaomeco se intensified y se
reveid la gravedad de los hechos, ei
diario condeso el trafico esdavista y
la degradacion humana inherente a di.
Para mayor credibiiidad, "El Comercio"
nanca se desvio de su linea, depioran-
do siempre ia mala' maaera en que el
ineidente polinesio habia sido tratado
material y moralmente por la nacion.
En esta acUtud, el matutino limeho man-
tuvo un mejor nivel que el de la "Re-
vista Americana" y que "El Parwano",
el cual, nsturalmeicte reflejaba el pun-
to de vista del Gobiemo".

Para ser mas especificos, recordemos
algunas notas —^paxa no abundar obvia-
mos la cronologia—, publicadas por
nuestro periodico;

(1) Se dio una descripcion cabal de la
etnia polinesia, fijando la bondad de su
cardcter y se les compard con loe "chi-
Dos-cholos" de nuestxa costa.

(2) Se dijo que erau ddciies e inocen-
tei y que, a pesar de la prepotencia de
los trafi^tes, en las travesias no era
neceoEa -la presencia de guardias ar-
madoa OK&o con los coolies.

(S) Posteric"iaent.e se denuncid que
cuando los natives no deseaban "engan-
charse" con los trafseantes, se lea cap-
turaba como a animales. Como lo hicie-
ron los tripulantcs del "Carolina" y el
'Hermosa Dolores" .con 282 isleiios en
dicieml>re ds 1882.

(4) Se motive la reacddn del gobier-
no franc^ para proteger a los islehos
bajo su srotectorado.

(5) A prlncipios del 63 se llegd a la
condusi^ que los "contratos" eran una
farsa. Y se preguntd pdbHcamente: 4es



Manuel ^anutelli Rosas

Notas Histdricas

,  , Los Polinesios
Ui >' y>-y. f /c
La Introduccloa de :iiiaiio de obra poiine^ia —desti-

nada a los fundos y haciendas de la cost a. peruana— se
autorizo per ley del 15 de enero de 1861. A partir del
ano slguiente los polinesios o canacas empezaroii a de-
fembarcar en nuestro prliner puerto. Sin embargo, no
todos arribaban de buena voluntad, por decision propia.
porqns hubo casos en que lueron arrancados do sus pue-
bios violentamente. El capitAn de la fragata "Empresa",
con el fin de enriquecerse empleo este medio, aunque
terminaria per confesar su delito.

Muchas personr.R de poder economico vleron en los
caa^cas una forma de acrecentax su fortuna. En una
carta de Jos6 Antonio Barrenechea a su compadre Ma
nuel Oi-tiz de Zevallcs, fecliada el 29 de ̂ ril de 1883,
le decia: "la esi^eculacion a. qne muchos s© han lanzado
a traer polinesios, nos cuesta ya muchas moiesttas. A.
segurarurie que nuestros buques han cometldo atrocida-
des tnaudltas". En el Callao eran vendidos a 200 y 300
pesos, "cual si fueran esclavos", sin que las autoridadss
dijeran nada.

Ei mal trato, "1 clima y las enfermedades en poco
tletnpo redujo su numero de manera alarmarite. El En-
cargado de Negocios de Ha, d habla protestado (octu-
bre en 1862) ante el gobiemo. El 28 de abiii de 1883 se
prohibio la Inmigracion de "colonos asiaticos" (ieraa
colonos?), ponque el escandaJo de tal trafico humano
alcansaba cada vez mayor dimension.

Para repafcriarlos foe contratada la barca nadooal
"Adelante", en cetufare de 1883. pero segto dijo el can!,
tdn, en plena navegaddn "se desarxollo a bordo una
fuerte epidemia de viruelas". Puso rumbo a la Isla de
los Cocoa (Oosta Rica) y como quien se aligera de lastre
los abandoiio a su suerte. Vivian 230 de ios 429 que sa-
lieron del Callao. Pero debiles a causa del mal que pa-
decian, sin naedicamcntos y sin alimentaeion adec.uada,
salvo la que podlan conseguir en la isla, estabau destl-
nados a desaparecer. La ballsnera "Active" que pasd por
aili dio la vcz de alaxuia apenas llego a puertos pema-
nos y fue entonces cuando el "Tumbes" aalic, a toda
vela, desde Palta al mando del capMn de eorbeta Juan
Pardo de Zela, Eki eu infonne diria que sdio halld a 38
polineslDs de ambos sesoe 7 a otms cdho personas entre
pasajercB y nuarinos de la "Adclante"; todos los dem6s
estaban muertos.

Otra nave que tambi^n condujo eaaacas a Oceania
fue la fragata chllena "Ellen Elizabeth". Y el bergantin
"Barbara Odmezs", de cuya dotecibn form6 parfte el
fllfereas Qnlllenno Black para comprobar que fuesen con-
duddos a su destine. D© los 358 islefios fallecieron 3C7
de viruela. A los restantes 51 los desembarco en la isla
de Rai^, Black tirvo la mala suerte de contagiarse de
vlruelsa, pero supeio la enfermedad.

1.0S canacas que se emplearon como dependientus
tampoco tuvleron una exislencia .sosegada. En el decano
del 21 de octubre de 1864 se da coenta de la fuga de uno
de ellos, se da su fillacidn y se expresa que "la persona
que lo tenga o sepa de su paradero csti obllgada a de-

I  nundMio « la Inteiidencia".
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Greg Dening in The 3ournal of Pacific History:

Harry Maude does all things uell and Slavers in Paradise
is a small monument to his sense of perfection and his
command of Pacific history. From the graceful acknou-
ledgements to the end cover maps the book is crafted and
uhole. Even the generous illustrations bear the mark of
his ingenuity in finding the appropriate and yet the
slightly surprising and revealing. Typical of his uork,
out of dispersed and bare detail in many places and many
languages, he has made a story that is factually precise
and humanly sensitive. ... It is an ugly story no over
laid in the book uith redundant ijioralizing but effectively
laid out uith understatement. It is intellectually_satis^
fying as uell. Any professional historian uill be intrigued

,  uith Harry Maude's retrieval system by uhich he brings to
bear nearly 30 years of research experience on the Pacific.. . ^ . Any teacher of history uill admire his passion for precision

(f and his optimistic confidence that the relics human beings
.tj' leave of their lives are aluays to be found, if one only

'  V Incks Any uriter uill compliment him on the simplicity,
directness, and economy of his style. Any one uho produces
a book in Pacific history uill uant to emulate the care-
fulness uith uhich he supports his text uith spare

■ -r. . apposite maps and illustration. I admired most the fullness
and integrity of the book. Any researcher confronted uithaJmi^ar material, leaahad for the mast part of drama
and colour, uill knou uhat imagination it reguires, to make
an odessey that survives the Scylla of antiguarianism and
the Charybdis of uaffle. If I play the skeptic, I cannotthink of anything that uas not done; if I Pl^V ^ iH^hawP
I cannot think of anything that uas done that should have
been done better.

Hugh Laracy in The Journal of the Polynesian Society;

His book is the result of a superb research effort. It
makes knoun in clear and abundant detail an episode of
profound importance for many of the atolls of Polynesia
(and some in Kiribati) but about uhich no comprehensive
or reliable account has hitherto been available. ...
To tell the story of this shameful affair Maude has draun
on a uide range of obscure published sources and on anextensive yet fragmentary body of documents scattered
round the globe from Chile and Peru to England and France.

The painstaking uay in uhich he has sifted them for
the facts uith uhich to build a solid monograph about a
topic that previously has been knouable only through a
feu unconnected comments is uniquely Maude-ian. Inthe
mastery of minutiae uhich it reveals, and in the triumphant
empiricism uhich relates the particular data unambiguous y
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to the broader pattern of events uithin uhich they need to
be understood, Slavers in Paradise is of a piece uith Maude's
earlier book, Of Islands and Men. Maude's gift and interest
is, as it uas for Blake, 'to see Heaven in a uild—flouer, a
universe in a grain of sand'; to urite a book uhere others
urite only headlines. ... Maude has told the uhole story,
and told it uell, and (thanks to obliging publishers) uith
an abundance of illustrations.

j"
SOME EXCERPTS FROM JOURNALS ROUND THE UDRLD

This slim volume is a masterpiece. An elegantly uritten
example of historical reconstruction. ... Professor Maude
is the doyen of Pacific historians and his account reflects
his enormous expertise, his lif^ong acquaintance uith
Oceania, and his sympathetic understanding of the islanders
and their cultures. ... The result is superb detective uork,
painstaking, encyclopaedic, and precise. ... Maude has
performed an invaluable service by documenting the trade
in detail and destroying the myths associated uith it.

J.A. Boutilier in the International History Revieu.

This is a uell-documented and valuable study of an aspect
of oceanic commerce uhich reflects ill upon nearly everyone
connected uith it.

Robin Craig in The Mariner's Mirror.

... f
4 .

'■' "i'j. '

.-f

This book is most agreeably uritten and it is a good example
of the highly competent scholar undertaking a project that
is not only interesting in itself but also having uider sig
nificance. The author's research is impeccable, the end-paper
maps instructive, the notes are informative and the uidest
variety of sources have been used. The illustrations are
very uell chosen too. Professor Maude has brought to life
a virtually forgotten incident in the uorld's history, but
one uhich has a very real value in an epoch uhen human rights
are even more vital than in the past.

S.U. Dackman in The American Neptune.

Like everything Maude has uritten, this uork bears all the
hallmarks of his scholarship uhich is characterised by metic
ulous research and elegant, evocative prose.

Brij Lai in Pacific Studies.

The extensively illustrated book is a stunning, valuable
study. ... Slavers in Paradise is so rich in detail, horror,
questions, personalities and international influence that
a revieu can only hint at the contents and strongly urge
a reader to plunge in himself,

Marion K, Pinsforf in The Times of the Americas.
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... a book impeccably presented, and meticulously and
exhaustively researched - qualities for which H.E. flaude
is justifiably renowned. ... Maude has reconstructed this
episode in history with extraordinary patience and great
compassion. ... For anyone, island or foreign, interested
in an island or island group hit by the Peruvian slavers,
this book is essential reading.

Caroline Ralston in the Pacific Islands Monthly.

Through the dedication of a man linked to the islands with
love strengthened by association we now have this first
complete and detailed analysis of the whole sorry episode.
Slavers in Paradise is a triumph of resolute research, a
fine, perhaps indispensable addition to the Polynesian
record.

Olaf Ruhen in the Australian Book Review.
/

H.E. Maude's meticulously written book. Slavers in Paradise,
based on over 20 years of research, graphically depicts the
horrors of the Peruvian slave trade. ... Maude has written
a scholarly yet enthralling historical narrative and one
that may indeed stand the test of time.

Frederick 0. Stefon in Annals of the American Academy.

This book is a model of fine research and clear writing and
is a significant contribution not only to the study of Pacific
Island peoples, but to the subject of slavery as well.

U. Patrick Strauss in History.

Uoila vingt ans que Harry Maude ... fouille les archives
diplomatiques, missionaires, maritimes et coloniales d'un
bout ^ I'autre du monde pour trouver les documents incon-
testables qui feront parler les divers protagonistes du
drame. ... Pour y avoir passe pres de trente ans de sa vie,
Maude est riche d'une grande familiarite avec les iles et
leurs habitants, dont on peut juger par ses belles public
ations anterieures sur 1•organisation sociale ou la techno-
logie.

Michel Panoff in L*Homme.

That Maude satisfies academic historians and other students
of the islands by exposing a number of myths and by providing
copious and sell-documented estimates is a reflection of his
fine scholarship. Always a student of the sources, he has
availed himself of original records in Spanish, mission and
government records in English and French, island newspapers,
and other obscure references which only an old Pacific buff
would know about. ... Although a historian's book. Slavers in
Paradise is the kind of Pacific history which should be
essential reading for anthropologists,

Niel Gunson in the Canberra Anthropologist,
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Maude's narratiua is as lucid as it is harrowing ... it must
have taken the author a remarkable act of will to avoid

lapsing into outraged moralising at times; controlled scholar
ship prevails throughout. It is difficult to imagine what
else of substance there is left to say about this topic.

7'' Maude's study is comprehensive to say the least. This Peruvian
^  episode is in some respects an historian's ideal topic in that

it is shortlived, has an obvious beginning and end, and a very
strong story line. Yet the ease with which Maude unfolds the
tale belies the years of detective work that have produced it.

If It is a gem of historical scholarship, thoroughly deserving
^ Am ■

'.(f of all the praise it has received in the five years since its
publication.

• t, ̂ ^ ^
^ , K.R. Howe in Pacific l/iewpoint.
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■  Greg Dening in The 3ournal of Pacific History;

■  ' Harry Maude does all things uell and Slavers in Paradise
is a small monument to his sense of perfection and his

■  • ■ command of Pacific history. From the graceful acknow
ledgements to the end cover maps the book is crafted and
uhole. Even the generous illustrations bear the mark of
his ingenuity in finding the appropriate and yet the
slightly surprising and revealing. Typical of his uork,
out of dispersed and bare detail in many places and many
languages, he has made a story that is factually precise
and humanly sensitive. ... It is an ugly story not over
laid in the book uith redundant njoralizing but effectively
laid out uith understatement. It is intellectually satis^-
fying as uell. Any professional historian uill beintrigued
uith Harry Maude's retrieval system by uhich he brings to
bear nearly 30 years of research experience on the Pacific.
Any teacher of history uill admire his passion for precision
and his optimistic confidence that the relics human beings
leave of their lives are always to be found, if one only
looks. Any writer uill compliment him on the simplicity ,■
directness, and economy of his style. Any one who produces
a book in Pacific history uill want to emulate the care
fulness uith uhich he supports his text uith spare but
apposite maps and illustration. I admired most the fullness
and integrity of the book. Any researcher confronted with
similar source material, leached for the most part of drama
and colour, uill know what imagination it requires, to make
an odessey that survives the Scylla of antiquarlanism and
the Charybdis of waffle. If I play the skeptic, I cannot
think of anything that was not done; if I play the critic
I cannot think of anything that was done that should have
been done better.

Hugh Laracy in The Journal of the Polynesian Society:

His book is the result of a superb research effort. It
makes known in clear and abundant detail an episode of
profound importance for many of the atolls of Polynesia
(and some in Kiribati) but about uhich no comprehensive
or reliable account has hitherto been available. ...
To tell the story of this shameful affair Maude has drawn
on a wide range of obscure published sources and on an
extensive yet fragmentary body of documents scattered
round the globe from Chile and Peru to England and France.
... The painstaking way in uhich he has sifted them for
the facts uith uhich tobuild a solid monograph about a
topic that previously has been knouable only through a
feu unconnected comments is uniquely Maude-ian. J". ,
mastery of minutiae uhich it reveals, and in the triumphantempiricism uhich relates the particular data unambiguously
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r ^ to the broader pattern of events uithin uhich they need to
be understood, Slavers in Paradise is of a piece uith flaude's

" • earlier book, Of Islands and flen. flaude's gift and interest
v/v ^ is, as it uas for Blake, 'to see Heaven in a uild-f louer, a

''it ■■ universe in a grain of sand' ; to urite a book uhere others
urite only headlines. ... flaude has told the uhole story.urite only headlines,

,  •

.»v •

and told it uell, and (thanks to obliging publishers) uith
an abundance of illustrations.

-i :*"! SOflE EXCERPTS FRGfl OOURNALS ROUND THE UORLD

•A,;, *", This slim volume is a masterpiece. An elegantly uritten
example of historical reconstruction. ... Professor flaude

'  doyen of Pacific historians and his account reflects"."t; his enormous expertise, his lif^ong acquaintance uith
-  Oceania, and his sympathetic understanding of the islanders

.  and their cultures. ... The result is superb detective uork,
painstaking, encyclopaedic, and precise. ... Haude has

" ; performed an invaluable service by documenting the trade
.  in detail and destroying the myths associated uith it.

•, ■/ A. .
T, • 3. A. Boutilier in the International History Revieu.

!*•« <1"^ !tr ty.. •
, ■ VvV.t,,;

'r-X •>-■•• • *• '7
V;. ,x . This is a uell-documented and valuable study of an aspect

'<» - i ; of oceanic commerce uhich reflects ill upon nearly everyone
t  ' , ; connected uith it.
■'^11 j Robin Craiq in The Mariner's flirror.
Au it *1 :

. V ;
,  This book is most agreeably uritten and it is a good example

\  of the highly competent scholar undertaking a project that
is not only interesting in itself but also having uider sig-

":*• A nificance. The author's research is impeccable, the end-paper
,  -T'y maps instructive, the notes are informative and the uidest

• '^v A''; variety of sources have been used. The illustrations are
very uell chosen too. Professor haude has brought to life

.■f'"' , a virtually forgotten incident in the uorld's history, but
one uhich has a very real value in an epoch uhen human rights
are even more vital than in the past.

•• S.U. Oackmanin The American Neptune.

Like everything Maude has uritten, this uork bears all the
hallmarks of his scholarship uhich is characterised by metic
ulous research and elegant, evocative prose.

Brij Lai in Pacific Studies.

The extensively illustrated book is a stunning, valuable
study. ... Slavers in Paradise is so rich in detail, horror,
questions, personalities and international influence that
a revieu can only hint at the contents and strongly urge
a reader to prlunge in himself,

Marion K. Pinsforf in The Times of the Americas.
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... a book impeccably presented, and meticulously and
exhaustively researched - qualities for uhich H.E. Maude

Li's ",/ is justifiably renouned. ... Maude has reconstructed this
*  episode in history with extraordinary patience and great

compassion, ... For anyone, island or foreign, interested
"  ̂ in an island or island group hit by the Peruvian slavers,

this book is essential reading.

Caroline Ralston in the Pacific Islands Monthly,

Through the dedication of a man linked to the islands uith
love strengthened by association ue nou have this first
complete and detailed analysis of the whole sorry episode.
Slavers in Paradise is a triumph of resolute research, a
fine, perhaps indispensable addition to the Polynesian
record.

Olaf Ruhen in the Australian Book Review.

H.E. Maude's meticulously written book. Slavers in Paradise,
based on over 20 years of research, graphically depicts the
horrors of the Peruvian slave trade. ... Maude has written
a scholarly yet enthralling historical narrative and one
that may indeed stand the test of time.

Frederick 3. Stefon in Annals of the American Academy.

This book is a model of fine research and clear writing and
is a significant contribution not only to the study of Pacific
Island peoples, but to the subject of slavery as well.

y. Patrick Strauss in History,

[
Uoila vingt ans que Harry Maude ... fouille les archives
diplomatiquBs, missionaires, maritimes et coloniales d'un
bout \ I'autre du monde pour trouwer les documents incon-
testables qui feront parler les divers protagonistes du
drame. ••• Pour y avoir passe pres de trente ans de sa vie,
Maude est riche d'une grande familiarite avec les iles et
leurs habitants, dont on peut juger par ses belles public
ations anterieures sur 1'organisation socials ou la techno-
logie.

Michel Panoff in L'Horeme.

That Maude satisfies academic historians and other students
of the islands by exposing a number of myths and by providing
copious and sell-documented estimates is a reflection of his
fine scholarship. Always a student of the sources, he has
availed himself of original records in Spanish, mission and
government records in English and French, island newspapers,
and other obscure references which only an old Pacific buff
would know about. ••• Although a historian's book. Slavers in
Paradise is the kind of Pacific history uhich should be
essential reading for anthropologists.

Niel Gunson in the Canberra Anthropologist,
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Maude's narratiue is as lucid as it is harrowing ... it must
have taken the author a remarkable act of will to av/oid
lapsing into outraged moralising at times; controlled scholar-

V*.. ship prevails throughout. It is difficult to imagine what

■•K'

else of substance there is left to say about this topic.
Maude's study is comprehensive to say the least. This Peruvian
episode is in some respects an historian's ideal topic in that
it is shortlived, has an obvious beginning and end, and a very
strong story line. Yet the ease with which Maude unfolds the
tale belies the years of detective work that have produced it.
It is a gem of historical scholarship, thoroughly deserving
of all the praise it has received in the five years since its
publication.

K.R. Howe in Pacific l/iewpoint.
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THE SL AV E T R A DE AND SLAVERY

I N LAII N A MERICA AND

TH E C A RI BBE AN

D. R. Murray
University of Guelph

TESTING THE CHAINS: RESISTANCE TO SLAVERY IN THE BRITISH WEST
INDIES. By Michael craton. (Ithaca and London: Cornell University
Press, 1983. Pp. 389. $29.50.)

I  SLAVES AND THE MISSIONARIES: THE DISINTEGRATION OF JAMAICAN
I  SLAVE SOCIETY, 1784-1834. By MARY TURNER. (Urbana: University of
^  Illinois Press, 1982. Pp. 223. $25.95.)
I  - SLAVERS IN PARADISE: THE PERUVIAN SLAVE TRADE IN POLYNESIA,

1862-1864. By H. E. maude. (Stanford: Stanford University Press 1981
1  Pp. 244. $23.50.)
^  CHILDREN OF COD'S FIRE: A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF BLACK SLAV

ERY IN BRAZIL. By robert edgar conrad. (Princeton: Princeton Uni-
,  versity Press, 1983. Pp. 515. Cloth $50.00, paper $17.50.)

THE ABOLITION OF THE ATLANTIC SLAVE TRADE: ORIGINS AND EFFECTS
IN EUROPE, AFRICA, AND THE AMERICAS. Edited by david eltis and
JAMES WALViN. (Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press 1981
Pp. 314. $22.50.)

FREEDOM AND PREJUDICE: THE LEGACY OF SLAVERY IN THE UNITED
I  STATES AND BRAZIL. By robert brent toplin. (Westport, Conn.:

Greenwood Press, 1981. Pp. 134. $23.95.)
I  LA ABOLICION DE LA ESCLAVITUD EN POPAYAN, 1832—1852. By jorge CAS-

TELLANOS. (Cali, Colombia: Universidad del Valle, 1980. Pp. 132.)
j  HISTORIA ECONOMICA Y SOCIAL DE COLOMBIA, TOMOII: POPAYAN, UNA
I  SOCIEDAD ESCLAVISTA, 1680—1800. By German colmenares. (Bogota:
I  La Correta Ineditos, 1979. Pp. 310.)

I  In a perceptive essay assessing the impact on Europe of the colo
nization of the New World, Professor J. H. Elliott wrote: "It is no acci
dent that some of the most important historical work of our own age—
preoccupied as it is with the problem of European and non-European,
of black and white—should have been devoted to the study of the so
cial, demographic and psychological consequences for non-European
societies of Europe's overseas expansion."^
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The outpouring of books on slavery and the slave trade contin
ues, and from each harvest, the discriminating reader can distill new
insights on the complex interrelationship between blacks and whites in
the colonial societies of the New World. The books reviewed here cover
aspects of both the slave trade and slavery in the British West Indies,
Colombia, Brazil, and the west coast of South America, and they range
in time from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. Social and

demographic topics predominate.
Two studies help to bring the slave system in the British West

Indies back into focus. Michael Craton's Testing the Chains: Resistance to
Slavery in the British West Indies is an excellent analysis of the shifting
pattern of slave resistance in the plantation colonies of the British West
Indies. Other historians have recognized the importance of slave insur
rections in the British Caribbean, but Craton's study is a significant
advance in two directions. It surveys all the major uprisings and at
tempts to place them within an overall structure. His accounts of indi
vidual insurrections are models of concise historical narrative, but he is
not content to write a series of narrative accounts. His purpose is to
demonstrate a continuum of active slave resistance that was "structur
ally endemic" in slave societies. In his own words, his study contributes
"to the devaluation of outside influences upon slave attitudes and be
haviour" (p. 18).

Craton detects two phases of slave revolt, the earliest being "es
sentially African in character": "The rebels were mostly Africans led by
Africans, the uprisings plotted, planned, and prepared in African style,
with aims and fighting methods that owed at least as much to Africa as
to the special conditions of Caribbean colonies and Amerindian prece
dents" (p. 99). The later phase, comprising the period 1775-1832, wit
nessed a transition to a "creole" or 'Afro-Caribbean" resistance in
which, Craton argues, slave ideology and aims were more coordinated.
Throughout the long history of slave resistance in the British West
Indies, as in other slave societies, the fundamental goal was freedom,
"a determination to make, take, or recreate a life of their own" (p. 243).

Craton's analysis of the earlier, or "African," phase of slave resis
tance can be compared with his own previous attempts to find a frame
work, or typology, for British Caribbean slave revolts and also with the
sociohistorical hypothesis constructed by Orlando Patterson to explain
the endemic uprisings in Jamaica during the first century of British colo
nial rule.^ Craton shies away from rigidity in constructing a hypothesis
to explain the persistent rebellions, especially in Jamaica and Barbados
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. He succeeds in point-
ing up the importance both of African elements and of the phenome
non of marronage, especially in Jamaica, as key parts of Caribbean
slave resistance up to the latter eighteenth century.
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Craton is more controversial in his explanation of slave revolts
from 1775 to 1832 because he seeks to direct attention toward the slaves
themselves and especially toward slave leadership, discounting extrin
sic forces, particularly the impact of the Age of Revolution. Here he
consciously moves away from David Brion Davis's thesis that the Age
of Revolution was "a major turning point in the history of New World
slavery."^ Craton believes that "the slave revolts of 1816-1832 came too
late to be ascribed solely to the external and worldwide forces of the
Age of Revolution" (p. 333).

To some extent, Craton's argument revolves around a definition
of the Age of Revolution and how it affected the British Caribbean. His
circumscribed definition of the Age of Revolution in chronological
terms as lasting from 1775 to 1815 conveniently excludes the three most
significant nineteenth-century slave revolts in the British West Indies
and thus serves his own argument. He finds few direct causal links
between American and French revolutionary currents and British slave
rebellions, but he does not examine closely the ferments of British life
in the same period as forces for change affecting Britain's colonies as
well as the metropolis. The last rebellion Craton analyzes is the Jamai
can Baptist War of 1831-32, which precedes both the Reform Bill and
slave emancipation. His account of events in Jamaica is comprehensive,
but he does not try to incorporate the Jamaican rebellion within a met
ropolitan context to uncover the background to the war or to weigh its
impact upon the abolition movement. He does argue that the rapid
Christianization of British West Indian slaves after 1783 raised their po
litical consciousness, increasing the likelihood of slave resistance.
Should this trend be viewed as one of the revolutionary currents of the
era?

In the last section of Testing the Chains, Craton concentrates on
the rebellions in Barbados (1816), Demerara (1823), and Jamaica (1831-
32). The historical importance for the British Caribbean of these events
justifies the em.phasis he places on them, but in his desire to tilt the
historical balance away from interpretations focusing solely on metro
politan developments, he may have gone too far in the other direction.
If indeed, as Craton states, "the slaves were the primary actors in the
process [of abolition]," the evidence he produces is far from conclusive.
Abolition of slavery in the 1830s occurred in Britain, and Craton could
strengthen his thesis if he were able to demonstrate in detail the ef
fect of the Baptist War upon British public opinion and the British
government.

Craton s thesis raises other questions. By concentrating on slave
rebellions in the preemancipation period, he leaves the reader wonder-
ing to what extent slave resistance took other forms during slavery's last
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days. He offers a brief explanation of the absence of slave revolts in
colonies like Trinidad, but if Craton's theory of slave rebellion is to
stand up, it also must account for periods of quiescence. In the epi
logue, he traces briefly the postslavery uprisings in the British Carib
bean to extend the continuum and to demonstrate how abolition
changed very little in the lives of the black people of the British islands.
Craton acknowledges that circumstances "gradually changed," but
whether they were, as he argues, "subject chiefly to an intrinsic, not
extrinsic logic" remains open for further debate (p. 331).

Mary Turner's Slaves and Missionaries: The Disintegration of Jamai
can Slave Society is a useful complement to the latter part of Craton's
study. She incorporates a revised version of an earlier article on the
Baptist War and precedes it with a very detailed examination of the
growth of the missionary movement in Jamaica.^ In contrast to Craton,
she finds that the incidence of slave rebellions in Jamaica diminished
with the end of the slave trade in 1808. The most common form of slave
resistance was still flight. She views the Baptist War not as part of a
coritinuum but something that requires an explanation as a unique his
torical phenomenon. The explanation is primarily the long-term effects
of the missionary movement in the island.

The missionaries, particularly the Baptists and Wesleyan Meth
odists, brought the religious revival sweeping Britain to Jamaica, where
in the midst of a plantation slave society, they ministered directly to the
slaves. Christianity gradually became a theology of liberation, as it
elaborated the social bases for conflict, sharpened tensions and stimu

lated new forms of resistance to slavery" (p. 80). By 1834 membership
in a mission church was a a reward of merit" for the slave. Slowly, this
meritocracy challenged slave status because "it underlined the arbitrary
nature of the divisions between slaves and masters" (p. 85). Prior to
1823, the missionaries themselves were careful not to challenge the in
stitution of slavery directly, even though they were seen as antislavery
agitators by the plantocracy. The ambiguous position the missionaries
held became even more tenuous after 1823, when the Baptist and Wes
leyan parent societies came out openly in favor of abolition. From 1825
the mission churches were staffed increasingly by younger, more mili
tant clerics who were caught up in the fervor of the growing abolitionist
movement.

Mary Turner's account successfully weaves the background of
the British missionary societies, the abolitionist campaign, and the ac
tions of the British government into the foreground of Jamaican events.
She shows how the missionary work helped to create slave leaders like
Sam Sharpe, "an eloquent and passionate teacher" who made himself
literate and became a "daddy" among the native Baptists. The 1831
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rebellion was organized by Sharpe and his colleagues, who used the
network of mission meetings and native Baptist contacts to create a
revolutionary political organization to overthrow the slave system.

The failure of the rebellion left the unfortunate slaves vulnerable
to the full wrath of white vengeance, but it forced the missionaries to
become outright campaigners for slave abolihon. Their public cam
paigning in Britain helped to convince both public opinion and the Brit
ish government of the need for immediate abolition. Turner's thesis that
the missionaries contributed to the disintegration of the slave system
within the British Empire by helping to undermine it internally, espe
cially in Jamaica, while pressing for its destruction externally is well

,  argued and well supported. Her argument reinforces the importance of
the Baptist War as a key element in the destruction of British slavery,
and her approach underlines the need to keep colonial and metropoli-

'  tan developments in a proper historical balance.
I  The impact of religion on the abolition of British slavery surfaces
I  again in Roger Anstey's contribution to the collection of papers edited
I  by David Eltis and James Walvin and published as The Abolition of the
,  Atlantic Slave Trade: Origins and Effects in Europe, Africa, and the Americas.

These papers were originally presented at a symposium held at Aarhus
University in Denmark in 1978. Anstey died before his paper was pub-

I  lished, and the book appropriately is dedicated to him. In "Religion and
'  British Emancipation," Anstey underscored the importance of the con-
I  nection between dissent and antislavery in British emancipation. He

argued that "popular pressure, largely coming from the religious pub
lic, was, then, crucial in 1832-33" (p. 53). He also suggested that eco
nomic forces should not be discounted as an element in the British
campaign. The West Indian planters in 1833 knew, as the government •
did, that West Indian slavery was no longer important for Britain's com
mercial interest, and they consequently were prepared to haggle over
compensation rather than conduct a last-ditch defense of slavery.

Two other papers in the same section, "Abolition and the Euro
pean Metropolis," also highlight the British emancipation struggle. In
both the emphasis is exclusively on the British metropolis. What is lack
ing is the inclusion of the colonial developments that Craton and
Turner detail. Howard Temperley, echoing some of Anstey's argument,
portrays the Bntish antislaveiy cause "as a secularized or semi-secular
ized form of Christian evangelism" imposed by "dominant metropoli
tan cultures" on societies occupying economic peripheries (p. 32).
James Walvin concentrates on the domestic political campaign mounted
by British abolitionists, part of what he sees as "the complex political
chemistry" that must be unravelled if abolition is to be fully explained
(p. 63).
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The remaining three sections of the book contain papers on the
impact of the abolition of slave trade on Africa, the nature of the illegal
slave trade, and demographic and cultural responses to the slave trade
in the Americas. All the contributions on Africa concentrate on eco
nomic topics. Philip Curtin concludes that the abolition of the slave
trade had only a small effect on the Senegambian economy. Henry A.
Gemery and Jan S. Hogendorn show how abolition drastically cut
money imports to West Africa and argue that beyond its human benefit,
"abolition conferred on West Africa a real economic benefit" (p. 111)!
Ralph Austen examines the connection between the abolition of the
slave trade in the Indian Ocean and European political and economic
hegemony in the region, concluding that antislavery movements did
not modernize the East African economic structure on a Western
model.

The three papers on the nineteenth-century illegal slave trade
again demonstrate a largely metropolitan focus. There is no specific
treatment of the two key areas in the Americas, Brazil and Cuba. David
Eltis provides an invaluable analysis of the impact of suppression poli
cies on the nature of the slave trade itself. This analysis suggests that it
took some time for changes to be felt, with significant alterations begin
ning in the late 1830s. Pieter Emmer uncovers a tiny corner of the At
lantic slave trade, demonstrating how the Dutch continued to import
slaves illegally into Surinam after the prohibition of the Dutch slave
trade. Serge Daget challenges the alleged ineffectiveness of French sup
pression policies with a useful discussion of the role of the French Navy
off West Africa after the end of the Napoleonic Wars.

Two papers by Hans Christian Johansen and Svend E. Green-
Pedersen explore the demographic considerations behind the abolition
of the Danish slave trade. Richard Sheridan then extends the demo
graphic theme of the latter part of the book to probe the connection
between the demographic and epidemiological character of the slave
trade to Jamaica and the characteristics of plantation slavery itself.
Franklin Knight's concluding paper ties the overall demography of the
Atlantic slave trade to the emergence of Afro-American culture in the
Americas. As he says, "The transatlantic slave trade was a movement of
peoples; it was only coincidentally a transfer of culture." Yet it influ
enced Afro-American culture through the volume and rate of slave in
troduction, the sex and age distribution, and the nature of social and
economic conditions in the American societies.

All the papers in The Abolition of the Atlantic Slave Trade confirm
what Stanley Engerman says in his introductory essay; there are no
easy answers to the increasingly complex historical questions associated
wit t e slave trade and its abolition. As the range of issues grows,
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overall synthesis becomes more necessary and more difficult These
papers reveal the complexity of the problems and broaden the agenda
None attempts an overall synthesis of the results of a steady growth in
lustoncal scholarship on the slave trade, nor (with one or two excep
tions) ̂  ̂he authors try to chart the direction for future research

S ! , the macrocosm of the Atlantic slawtrade to the microcosm of the Pacific slave trade in the 1860s Labor
shor ages in Peru following the abolition of slavery stimulated a "coo-
e  trade with China and an offshoot, "blackbirding" in the Pacific
Maude has wntten a detailed monograph on the seven-month search

,  Pacific island slaves in 1862-63, concentrating on the narrative of the
voyages of each of the ships involved. Over three thousand Pacific Is
landers were brought to Peru in this brief time, but only 157 returned
aive o olynesia. Fortunately, the active intervention of the French

I  Ambassador in Lima, combined with sustained opposition from the

'  £/ CoiHcrc/o, persuaded the Peruvian government to halt
'  Lnn vvorsened. Even so, given the small popu-,  lation of the Polynesian islands at the time, Maude brands this brief

I  • f "genocide of an order never seen before or since"
1^ Polynesia (p. 182). Maude's chief interest is the impact

"hll Vh Polynesia, and he makes no attempt to comparelackbirding with the equally infamous trade in Chinese indentured
laborers. His study reiterates, however, that the search for servile labor

T American countries did not end with the abolition of the
man be'ingr^ witnessed an illegal trade in hu-
Prv '""strate, historians of slav- .
tl^ ^ attempting to reconstruct the institution from

? ̂>ewpomt. Robert Edgar Conrad's Children of God's Fire: A
for histor^'^ of Black Slavery in Brazil provides abundant material
wL^ thP T ' to understand
both to th ^ experienced. It is an invaluable contribution
ini H K . ̂^hotarly examination of Brazilian slavery and to the evolv-ng de^te on comparative slave systems in the Americas.

Conrad has gathered a collection of documents covering the

the''Llo^^^° f and Brazilian slavery in all its manifestations from
cent^rv f! emancipation in the late nineteenth
ducHoTth^r document is prefaced by a lucid intro-
rhn il sets the context and presents the reader with key facts Arough search by the author turned up only two documents written
by slaves while they still were slaves. Seven documents in aU are direct

orSaCS Z four others are by descendantsof slaves. The contrast with the relatively large amount of original
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"slave testimony" from the United States is s ^this pauc^to ,he ve^ u,„acy ra.e among Brazil^nTaver
™os. en'z^g
the relatively humane or milder r„.„, n '
authors such as Frank Tannenbaum or aCrto'preyrr C?maJ d

^IXTaXThuran ̂^0,1'^""" :"WrlS's'r;ot.he"the cruel events in our own histoiSal'^pS? (d 'Th^
valuable sections on slave resistance Ld dp, particularly
this aspect vividly The treatmpni d ^ u punishment bring out

system of B.l^l^lTo'LeTHhrCaXa^'"^™
*«, ofcS^p;:::;i^iTintrT 'f"'""" ^«-
a reasonable balancf Sin t^ Conrad's claim of
is eenerallv viIiH ^ u penod and that of the empire
iruf^L sla^P '""o- ''tsling with Z"n
Russell-Wood hfiic H mines dunng the colonial period. AIRnSvllfn le goTd'minSn:!" ^Je fences of Brazilian coll
tion of the extent to which d^ff the intriguing ques-
docurnenls n ConrL s '"'^woother banning slaves pcTstlkm .d "'"® S""''''"'!
tury mining camps In a Lil •"^fer to eighteenth-ceh-

Se^:,aJerdmr,'n't^ „T.££S^^essanly apply in the earlier colonial period Slaverv S 1 i
time. Nevertheless, the reader of the section 'Sla i^r
the Mines" might assume that hdM no evolve '"Jr "
included refer only lo the nineteenth century documents

Conrad selected specific documents on the nroblems of fem.T.

stv5v'?5?aS'"y  tp. loz). Me also demonstrates with dommpnianr mvc-rj

CT«e''a™vS'o°'" boon in Brazil sincere PoZfrasrb^Ze^ Braziirn rS^d"""''^een tirazilian raaal discnmmahon and the racism encoun-
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tered by a Brazilian mulatto in New York, although Conrad cauHons
that both forms were equally "destructive to the personalities and lives
of those concerned" (p. 202).

A number of sections contain specific refutations of Freyre's and
Tannenbaums outdated theories of Brazilian slavery, but the docu
ments themselves suggest that the time has come to get away from an
agenda arcumscribed by reaction to Tannenbaum and Freyre and move
toward a more realistic assessment of the complexity of Brazilian slav
ery. This move may be heralded by A. J. R. Russell-Wood's penetrating
study of what he terms the "chiaroscuro" in colonial Brazil.^

The study of comparative slave systems in the Americas has fo
cused on comparisons between Brazil and the United States. Robert
Brent Toplin's book of essays entitled Freedom and Prejudice: The Legacy of
Slavery in the United States and Brazil carries on the tradition. He seeks to
broaden the comparisons made by historian Carl Degler and sociologist
Harmamus Hoetink in an effort to penetrate to the roots of racial atti
tudes in the two countries. Toplin believes that the history of slavery in
Brazil and the United States, especially the respective abolition experi
ences, determined the legacy of race relations that followed. Tensions
over abolition "pushed loosely articulated racial concepts into the open
and gave them the force of formal ideology" (p. xxii). Even after the
msHtution of slavery had long disappeared, the twin legacies of color
prejudice and economic inequality remain. Many of the essays Toplin
reproduces in Freedom and Prejudice first appeared in the early 1970s.

e ook usefully gathers them together, permitting comparisons with
Uegler and Thomas Skidmore, who published a seminal article in 1971
pointing out the differences between the history of race relations in
Brazil and the United States.®

.. Colmenares and Jorge Castellanos, in their respectivestudies of slavery in Popayan in the eighteenth and nineteenth centu-
nes, oget er provide a picture of a slave society in periods of expan
sion and decline. Colmenares discovered that Popayan offers rich docu
mentary matenal for the historian to exploit, and he has done so with
rewarding results m Popayan, una sociedad esclavista, 1680-1800, which is
the second volume of his Historia econdmica y social de Colombia.
Castoilanoss La aboliaon de la esclavitud en Popayan, 1832-1852 is a help
ful mtroductory essay, but it is not based on the wealth of primary
sources used by Colmenares nor does it reveal the nature of nineteenth-
century Popayan society with insights equal to those that Colmenares
sheds on the eighteenth century.

German Colmenares's second volume in his synthesis of the so-
cial and economic history of New Granada is a profound work, one that
will stand with Manuel Moreno Fraginals's volume study on Cuba El
mgenio, as major contributions to the knowledge of slavery in Latin
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Amenca.^ When Magnus Morner re\dewed recent research on slavery
and Its abolition in Latin America in 1978, he concluded that research
results on the Latin Amencan side had been "less striking" than those
m North America or in Europe.^" With the publication of these studies
on Cuba and New Granada, the balance is being redressed.

Colmenares has closely reviewed recent historical work and the
methods used by North American and European historians. He ac-
know edges that serious historical work on the social and economic
aspects of slavery m New Granada has only occurred within the last
fifteen years, but his synthesis is carefully designed to explore the con-
nechons between slavery and the economic, social, and political struc
ture of the colony. He divided Popayan into sections on the slaves the
mines, the land and society, and politics, and explores each theme'sep-
arately, yet he is careful always to weave the complex web of historical
interconnections. Slavery within the colonial society of New Granada
remains the unifying theme.

Colmenares pictures eighteenth-century Popayan as a slave so- !
ciety midway between the slave system of the U.S. South where do-
mestic reproduction steadily increased slave numbers, and' the planta- '
hon slave societies of the Antilles and Brazil, where high slave '
mortality rates necessitated continual replenishment through the Atlan- '
He slave trade. He concludes that the conditions of slave existence in I
Popayan were not as harsh as those prevailing in the plantation soci- '
ehes of the Antilles and Brazil. He finds that untU the last three decades
of the eighteenth century, the birthrate among Popayan slaves exceeded ^
the death rate.

As a slave society. New Granada absorbed slightly over 20 per
cent of all slave imports to Spanish America; and of those imported
through Cartagena, especially under the English asie„fo in the early
eighteenth centur>', nearly a quarter were destined for Popayan and the
mining centers of the Pacific." Colmenares gathered data on ninety-

f 7«nn " f transactions in the Popayan slave market from 1680to 1800 and analyzed these to extract valuable information on where the '
s aves came from, who bought them, and how they were allocated to I
the various sectors of the colonial Popayan economy. He discovered

t the nature of slave sales changed in the second half of the eigh- !

w™ , r ? di'K'ly from Africa
I  , opayan, but the slave market remained active due to the i

Creole slaves. Coincident with this change was an increase in
^  sa'cs of large slave

Save nnV w ^ gradual, but steady, diminution ine pnces during the eighteenth century, which he explains as a re
sponse to local economic circumstances.

Colmenares's extensive analysis of both the colonial economy
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and the colonial slave society of Popayan has led him to challenge the
methods used in recent studies of slave profitability.'^ Using the same
data as William F. Sharp on one mine, Colmenares arrived at substan
tially different results (pp. 154-65). Colmenares's challenge, however,
goes well beyond individual instances. He views eighteenth-century
Popayan as a feudal and precapitalist slave society with features typical
of the ancien regime. Mining, labor, and land were aU monopolies de
rived from social and political privilege. Models and methods used to
calculate profitability in a capitalist economy, he argues, are inappropri
ate in a precapitalist society where people invested in land or slaves not
just for profit but also for stability and prestige. Colmenares's real chal
lenge is to discover suitable historical tools to understand the reality of
this precapitalist slave society.

He goes on to emphasize that historians cannot separate precapi
talist economic structures from the social and ideological structures that
sustained them. He performed the same careful dissection of sb< hun
dred land sales in Popayan from 1680 to 1800 as he did with the sales of
slaves. His conclusion is that land sales are intimately tied to the fate of
the mining economy, which in turn rested on slave labor. Prior to 1750,
slave labor was directed toward the expansion of the mining economy.
In this period, large latifundios remained generally unproductive be
cause of the absence of labor. Xhis situation changed in the latter part of
the century, as wealthy mine owners bought land and began to con
struct haciendas for prestige and security.

The society Colmenares brings to life was socially immobile and
aristocratic. Its structure peers through the fortunes made in mining
and slave trading, but Colmenares acknowledges the difficulties of un
derstanding it from the slaves' viewpoint. His investigations reveal lit
tle about the daily life of the slaves or common people, even if he
succeeds in uncovering information on slave diet, disease, and manu
mission rates. His great success is his synthesis of the different sectors
of this feudal and precapitalist slave society planted in Popayan by
Spanish colonists.

Jorge Castellanos agrees in La abolicion de la esclavitud en Popayan
that even in its era of decline, Popayan society still rested on slavery.
He finds nineteenth-century Popayan a polarized world divided be
tween an entrenched aristocracy and their slaves. As late as the third
and fourth decades of the nineteenth century, Castellanos finds, slavery
still permeated Colombian socioeconomic structures. The Law of Cu-
cuta had proclaimed free birth and gradual abolition throughout Gran
Colombia in 1821, but just as slavery in Venezuela lingered until 1854,
so abolition was delayed in Colombia unHl 1852. After two introductory
chapters, Castellanos's study focuses on the twenty years prior to aboli
tion. He used documentary evidence from Popayan, but if the rich eigh-
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eenth-century documentary sources mined by Colmenares also exist
for the nineteenth century, they remain to be fully exploited. Castella-
nos alludes to the questions surrounding the abolition of slavery in

his work is disappointing in its lack of detail on any as
pect of the topic.

Castellanos indicates that the average annual rate of manumis
sion was lower between 1835 and 1840, when fewer than five slaves per
year were freed iii Popayan, than it had been in the eighteenth century.
Colmenares calculated an average of six slaves manumitted per year in
e eighteenth century (p. 98). The manumission rate in Popayan was

ri'i m Venezuela.'-^ Gradual manumissionclearly failed, blocked by the last-ditch resistance of the Popayan slave
owners. What then forced the final abolition of slavery?

Castellanos argues that the cause was not an automahc evolution
of new econoinic forces or a movement initiated from the upper hierar
chy of soaety but a development owing much to the efforts of slaves
themselves. Yet apart from an account of a slave uprising in 1843 he
does not develop or document this thesis. Later in La abolicidn, Castell
anos offers another explanation. The continuous decline of economic
power of the slaveholding south in the first half of the nineteenth cen-
ury was offset by a parallel increase in vigor of the commercial and
artisan sectors ot the Colombian economy. The 1848 revolutions in Eu-
rope inspired a group of young intellectuals, the so-called Generation of
8, and a political cnsis ensued. After coming to power, the intellectu

als successfully attacked slavery as the most prominent and enduring
egacy of the colonialism they wished to eradicate. When the abolition
law finally took effect at the beginning of 1852, only 16,500 slaves re
mained. The slave population of Popayan had dimished by 41 percent '
in the eight years from 1835 to 1843, so that even before the final strug
gle, the instimtion had been disintegrating due to slave flight and what
Castellanos describes as "demographic erosion" (p. 85)

Obvious parallels exist between Colombia and Venezuela and
further comparisons can be made with Brazil and Cuba. Colombia
adopted a patronato system in 1842. Rebecca Scott's recent studies ana
lyzing the aboliHon of slavery within Cuba and the operation of the

wen"" Wh there offer insights that might be used in Colombia as
Ir. w w ^ technology were incompatible in Co-ombia, as Manuel Moreno Fraginals argues they were in Cuba, has not

dLd"nTf n K does not believe that slavery in Colombia
fhfeconZv\ profitable, but he agrees that
ten Th^^ 1^ nineteenth-century Popayan remains to be writ-
iTnks to df ° campaign launched by the Generation of '48 had

currents in other parts of the Americas. These and other themes
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still await historians of Colombian abolition who, like German Colme-
nares, must be fully cognizant of contemporary historical work and
equally familiar with the documentary resources of Colombia.

Of the eight books reviewed in this essay, three particularly
stand out as representative of new approaches. Michael Craton's Testing
the Chains highlights the importance of slave resistance in the Caribbean
and tries to incorporate various forms of slave resistance into one con
tinuum extending from the earliest colonies to the postemancipation
era. Robert Conrad's documentary collection. Children of God's Fire,
makes the primary evidence of the real character of Brazilian slavery
available to a much wider audience. German Colmenares draws on the

,  tools of social and economic history to construct a synthesis of a colo
nial slave society in Popaydn. Both Craton and Conrad succeed in draw
ing back the veils of slave life as the slaves themselves experienced it,
while Colmenares sinks an even deeper historical shaft, laying bare the

I  skeletal structure of colonial Popayan. The diversity of historical meth-
j  ods employed in these books as well as the differences and the similari-
I  ties of slave existence in widely separated regions of the Americas re-
I  vealed by the authors all point to the complexity confronting historians
^  of slavery in the New World and to the rich rewards beckoning intrepid

pioneers who are prepared to push back the existing boundaries.
I
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The dilemma for a reviewer is simplp.-^ look b^ck to the day I was
attending an Annual Conference of,,,-tfie South African Institute for Race
Relations at the University of Ca^town. The/Setting was comfortable, the
analyses in the papers being/jJresentcd was cafeful, cool and quict^ critical.
My hosts took me out UjatTafternoon to the^lack Sash office jyst-^tside the
black township of and to a squattM; settlemeht on tlie'^pe Flats. The
facts at the conference were unsettjifig. The realitips^of daily life under
apartheid outride the conference w^ shattering,,^?tv/ng Under Apartheid is
unsettling_;^.TS rope still binds i¥t, but tipje^ill istill be longer than rope.
Victor^¥^f'^s''^'iy of Wellington Lindsay Wright

I  HISTORIAN'S IDEAL TOPIC
H. E. Maude, Slavers In Paradise. The Peruvian labour trade in Polynesia,

1862-1864. Australian National University Press, Canberra, 1981.

Over the last two decades Pacific historians have been re-examining many
of the long-accepted versions of European-Islander culture contact. One of the
more emotive subjects, the gathering of Islanders for plantation work beyond
their homelands, has received particular attention. The net result is that Pacific
historians now use terms like 'labour recruiting' rather than 'blackbirding' and
'kidnapping' since the new academic orthodoxy depicts the European use of
islands' labour and the Islanders' responses more in terms of a subtle, largely
cooperative, mutually advantageous interaction. Initial and classic expression
of this interpretation came with Peter Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation
(Melbourne, 1973) which examined labour trading in the Solomon Islands.
Since then other researchers have come to similar conclusions about labour

trading in many other regions of the Pacific. Yet there is one albeit brief
episode which defies re-interpretation along these lines — the Peruvian forays
across the equatorial Pacific islands in the 1860s and the kidnapping of almost
4000 Islanders for plantation work in South America.

Maude's narrative of this topic is as lucid as it is harrowing. Only 3000
survived the journey to Peru and only 150 of these survived the brief experiment
with island labour and were returned to their homes. Yet even their repatriation
was a major disaster for they carried smallpox which infected those who
welcomed them back. It must have taken the author a remarkable act of will

to avoid lapsing into outraged moralising at times; controlled scholarship
prevails throughout (except for a few little slips suc'n as in the titling of the
book — to call the islands 'paradise' is rather too romantic an indulgence).
It is difficult to imagine what else of substance there is left to say about this
topic. Maude's study is comprehensive to say the least, ranging from an ■

analysis of the economic motives behind the scheme, to a detailed account of
the individual vessels and their routes through the Pacific and the nature of
their kidnapping, to the story of the labourers' lives and deaths shipboard and .
in Peru, to the local and international reaction to the 'experiment' and its
eventual demise.

This Peruvian episode is in some respects an historian's ideal topic in that
it is shortlived, has an obvious beginning and end, and a very strong story
line. Yet the' ease with which Maude unfolds the tale belies the years of
detective work that have produced it. It is a gem of historical scholarship,
thoroughly deserving of all the praise it has received in the five years since
its publication.

Massey University K. R. Howe

Pacific Viewpoint, 25 ( 2): 239 (1984) |
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Slavers in Paradise: the Peruvian labour trade in Polynesia, 1862-1864.
H.E. Maude. Canberra; Australian National University Press; Stanford:
St^ford University Press; Suva: University of the South Pacific. 1981.
xxii, 246pp., maps, illus., appendix, bibliography, index.. $10.50 (paoer) .
$25.50 (cloth).

'Du cognac pour les Marquisiens' (extract from Slavers in Paradise), Trans
lated by Ch. Langevin-Duval. Bulletin de la SociStS des Etudes OcSaniennes
XVIII:219,8 (1982):1088-95.

•Nieu' (from Slavers in Paradise). Translated into Niuean by Tahafa Talagi
Tohi Tala Niue XLVII,13 (1982) :13-14.

'Na tino fakatau pologai palataiho: na lualua (vaka) Kaihohoa tagata mai
Peru, Amelika i Haute' (from Slavers in Paradise). Translated into Tokelauan
Te Vakai Tokelau XIII,3 (1982):1-11.

'Kau papula 'i palataisi' (from Slavers in Paradise), Translated into Tongan
by S. Na'a Fiefia. Kalonikali Tonga, 15, 22, 29 October and 5 November 1982-
5pp.

When I visited the former Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony in 1957 i
arrived at Funafuti in the mission ship John Williams VI under what could
only be described as storm conditions. The captain had lied and told the
mission party and myself that we were expected ashore, that he had heard
from the island that the pastor was expecting us, that chickens had been
killed and a meal was ready. As we arrived in a whaleboat at the quayside
I remember wondering if the small vessel would be dashed to pieces, so high
were the waves, and only the skill of the Ellice Island sailors enabled a
safe landing." We discovered that we were not expected and that the pastor
was ill and could not be disturbed. Fortunately, the pastor's son, Toalipi
Lauti, afterwards first premier of an independent Tuvalu, was on vacation
from his teaching duties at the King George V School in Tarawa, and became
our gracious host. Toalipi informed me that his grandfather had been taken
by 'the Peruvian slavers' to South America.

This personal tale highlights two things: the vulnerability of the
hospitable islanders to the duplicity of Europeans and the fact that so many
islanders in all walks of life have been affected by the Peruvian trade.
Already Harry Maude was collecting material for his exhaustive study of this
short-lived trade which wrought such havoc in many of the Pacific Islands
between 1862 and 1863. In gathering this material, and again in writing
his book, Maude had the interested support of Professor Derek Freeman, who
realized the importance of this significcuit agent of change to the cultures-
of the Pacific and who made availcible his own extensive research notes in
this field.

The facts that Maude told his story region by region rather than in
pure chronological sequence, that these chapters are being translated into
the vernacular languages (see above) and that the picture cover/dust jacket
suggests a de Rougemont-type of Pacific adventure story, all indicate the
author's principal intention: to appeal to an island readership and make
known to the inhabitants of each island group the accurate and pathetic
story of this memorable assault on their traditional societies. Paradise
may be a cliche, but the woionding of innocence is the essential theme

That Maude satisfies academic historians and other students of the
islands by exposing a number of myths and by providing copious and well-
documented estimates is a bonus and a reflection of his fine scholarship
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Always a student of the sources, he has availed himself of original records
in Spanish, mission and government records in English and French, island
newspapers, and other obscure references which only an old Pacific buff
would know about. Mistcdces are rare: such is his identifying the inter
preter Orsmond as the missionary of that name (p.98). The Reverend J.M,
Orsnvond died in 1856; the interpreter was a son.

Although a historian's book. Slavers in Paradise is the kind of Pacific

history which should be essential reading for anthropologists. While the
effect of resident missionaries eind traders can be observed and taken into

account by students of indigenous cultures, the 'slave raids' of 1862-63
belong to a category of events which leave very little material evidence of
their impact and which may not always be visible to the anthropologist.
Events of this type include the undocumented residence of beachcombers,
short-lived incursions by alien groups, and voyages cibroad by adventurous
islanders.

The book is admirably produced and well illustrated, though some of the
illustrations have that vague or anonymous quality one associates with the
old picture libraries once used by the press. The section heads are unneces
sary, but again msike it clear to those readers interested in one area where
their story begins. It is hoped that yet more chapters will appear in the
island vemaculcirs.

Niel Gunson

Swedish kinship; an exploration into cultural processes of belonging and
continuity. Asa Boholm (Gothenburg Studies in Social Anthropology, no.5).
GSteborg, Sweden: Acta Universitatis Gothoburgensis. 1983. 252pp.,
appendices, references. SEK 110 (paper).

There is an assuiiption reflected in the title of this book, a rather
large one. 'Kinship' and 'cultural processes of belonging and continuity'
fire equated, as though the former were limited to the latter cind the latter
could best be discussed in terms of the former. The title is an appropriate
one, for this assumption informs the book as well.

As a result, many of the interesting questions about kinship in a modern
society are never raised here. Sweden is a highly developed welfare state
wherein there are in fact many processes of belonging cuid continuity that
are not kin-based. How are these processes articulated with the kinship
sphere? For example, is the idiom of family exploited by the welfare state
or by other groups whereby the Swedes pursue their various interests? What
about friendships or working relationships? Do these offer Swedes some of
the same kinds of benefits as do families?

Readers will not find the answers to such questions in Swedish kinship,
a book that proceeds from the premise that kinship is a wholly appropriate
way to delimit one's interest wherever one might be. True, anthropologists
have discovered that kin relations are the axis along which most business
gets transacted in some societies. However, it does not follow from this
fact that 'kinship' is a lens that will bring every society into focus, it
certainly cannot be assumed that in investigating kinship one is investigat
ing the only or even the most important processes of belonging and continuity
in Swedish society.
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Readers will not find the answers to such questions in Swedish kinship,
a book that proceeds from the premise that kinship is a wholly appropriate
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Book review pages:
It was a banner year
with 93 selections

It happened in'83

By DUNCAN STEVENS
Booh Editor

The Book Pages of The Times of
the Americas featured some 93

reviews during 1983—the most in
the history of the newspaper. Six of
these books received extra-special
praise from the reviewers and
deserve to be placed on all Latin
Americanist's book shelves.

Reviewer Aaron Segal Wrote that
The Church and Politics in Chile

(By Brian Smith, Princeton
University Press), "has important
implications for understanding the
changing role of the Catholic
Church in Latin America and

elsewhere." The book traces the

history of the Church in Chile from
1925 to the present, and particularly
focuses on its changing role from
ward of the state to an outspoken
opponent of the Pinochet regime.
"This ia a fine account of what

happened and why," concludes
Segal.
Mark Gilderhus believes that El

Salvador in Transition (By Enrique
A. Balroya. University of North
Carolina Press), "deserves a wide
audience. Thoughtfully researched
and thoughtfully reasoned, it ranks
as one of the best books on the civil
war in El Salvador."

The book focuses in wi the history
and working of Salvadoran politic.
Balroya urges a peaceful and
democratic settlement in the
country, and Gilderhus found his
analysis "passionate in conviction,
though not ideologically doc-
trinaireJl __

?—Slavers in Paradise, the Peruviarf,
I Slave Trade in Polynesia, 1862-1884. 'i
\(By H.E. Maude. Stanford ;
^niversitv Pres^. received highj
praise from Marlon Pinsdorf. She
points out that it is unusual because
only rarely do Latin American
scholars deal with relations in the
Pacific.

Writing tliat Maude has "pain
stakingly and poignantly given
insight to the pain inflicted by

K

Peru," Pinsdorf adds a further
incentive for readers to buy the
book. Slavers in Paradise is so rich

in detail, horror, questions, per
sonalities, and international in

fluence that a review can only hint
at the contents and strongly urge
the reader to plunge in himself."
Georgie Anne Geyer's

autobiography [Buying the Night
Flight' Delacorte Press), was a
pleasure for James Carty to read.
"This is a thrilling, adventure-filled
autobiography," he wrote. Citing
Geyer's influence on journalists
and other writers, Carty says that,
"Truly she deserved Columbia's
Maria Moors Cabot award for the
best reporting of Latin America
happen lings."
Mario Vargas Llosa's novel. Aunt

Julia and the Scriptwriter (Avon

books), tickled Aaron Segal's
fancy. "The concoction is frothy,
often hilarious, and a literary tour
de force," was his considered
judgement. Segal ends his review
by terming Llosa as "one of the
most gifted of contemporary Latin
American novelists," and calls
Aunt Julia, "one very funny and
very wise book."
The Ancient Future of the Itza

(By Munro S. Edmundon.
university of Texas Press),
received Mary Louse Wilkinson's
plaudits twice. Once in her review,
and again when she chose it as her
favorite book of 1983. Wilkinson

writes that Itza should be placed on
a "must read list,'' and adds that
"This is a volume well-worth

studying, not only for the light that
it sheds on the Maya, but also for
the simplicity and clarity of Ed-
munson's translations."
Some other books that received

particularly good reviews in 1983
are; • Revolution from Without by
G.M. JosepK, • Girls in the
Photograph by Lydia Ragundes,
• Mexican Cinema: Reflections of
a Society by Carl J. Mora, • The
Borderlands Sourcebook.

• Women in Hispanic- Literature
edited by Beth Miller. • Soccer
Madness by Janet Lever, and
• Stories on a String by Candace
Slater.

I,
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restaurante chino» nos refiere la historia

y la fortuna de Las hermanas de Bufalo

Bill con algunas palabras sobre el teatro

en general. J.B.S.

Maude, H.E. Slaves in Paradise.

The Peruvian Slave Trade in

Polynesia, 1862-1864. Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1981.
244 pp. Hard cover.

This well documented and research

ed history reveals for the first time the

tragic events and traumatic effects of the

Peruvian slave raids of 1862-1863 in

Polynesia which reduced the population

of many island communities by two-

thirds. The author has consulted several

hundred scattered primary sources in

missionary archives to gather the

necessary information for this factual

two-part narrative. Part I (Chapters 1 to

13) deals with Peruvians in Polynesia

and traces the reasons behind the slave

trade, offers the statistics of the

numbers of Polynesians abducted (ap

proximately 3634) from each island,

identifies the ships involved (27 Peru
vian, 4 Chilean, 1 Spanish and 1 Tasma-

nian), and studies 4 principal routes
taken in the 38 voyages to 51 islands and
the methods used by captains and super

cargoes. Part II (Chapters 14 to 23),

Polynesians in Peru, examines the return

voyages to Peru, the employment, treat

ment and conditions of slaves there, the

attitudes of the authorities toward this

illicit trade, its eventual abolition, the at

tempts to repatriate the survivors as well

as the repercussions felt by those still left

on the islands. This study with il

lustrative Plates contains Introduction,
Appendix with statistical Tables, Notes

to the 23 chapters, Bibliography, and In

dex. J.B.S.

Meier, Matt S. and Feliciano

Rivera. Dictionary of Mexican
American History. Westport, Con

necticut and London: Greenwood

Press, 1981. 498 pp. Hard cover.
This one volume comprehensive

dictionary compiled by its two principal

authors and more than 30 contributors

begins properly with La Malinche and

Hernan Cortes focusing on the more

significant individuals and events be

tween 1519 and 1836. It deals with nor

thern New Spain (Mexico) known today

as the Southwest and has as its main

scope the period from 1835 beginning
with the Texas revolt against Mexico up
to 1980. The dictionary is ordered

alphabetically with brief entries on

numerous topics (religious, cultural,

political, economic, etc.) that often in

clude additional sources and references.

In its arrangement it includes the Dic

tionary, Appendix A: Bibliography of

General Works, Appendix B:

Chronology of Mexican American

History, Appendix C: The Complete
Text of the Treaty of Guadalupe

Hidalgo and the Protocol of Quer6taro,
Appendix D: Glossary of Chicano

Terms, Appendix E: Mexican American

Journals, Appendix F: Tables of Cen

sus, Education, Employment and Im

migration Statistics, Appendix G:
Figures, Appendix H: Maps, and Index.
J.B.S.

Mendoza, Maria Luisa. El perro de
la escribana o Las Piedecasas. Mexi

co, D.F.: Editorial Joaquin Mortiz,
S.A., 1982. 141 pp. Paperback.

Parece a veces que la protagonista
de esta curiosa novela, narrada en tiem-
po presente en primera persona por la
escribana Piedecasas acompafiada siem-
pre de las dos perras Dimes y Diretes, es
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Fundamentos, 1982. 260 pp. Paper
back.

En este analisis se estudian dos

novelas fundamentales de Adolfo Bioy

Casares—La invencion de Morel (1940)

y Plan de evasion (1945)—en el contexto

de la tradicibn de la literatura fantastica

contemporanea, cuyos origenes son

trazados desde la novela g6tica o el

romance, la literatura pastoril y la

utdpica en la Introducci6n. En el primer
capitulo se analizan las dos novelas en
cuanto a sus interrelaciones, y en el

segundo se trata de la ciencia-ficci6n y
en particular de La isla del Doctor

Moreau como «pre-texto» de las dos

obras de Bioy. El capitulo tres examina

las caracteristicas de lo pastoril y el cuar-

to discute la Utopia borgiana en relacibn

con las «novelas-isla» de Bioy Casares.

Se incluyen Apendice I: Autocronologia
de Alfonso Bioy Casares, Apendice II:

Los novios en las tarjetas postales,

Notas, Bibliografia e Indice de nombres

propios. J.B.S.

Lewald, H. Ernest. (Ed). The Web.
Stories by Argentine Women.
Trans. by H.E. Lewald.
Washington, D.C.: Three Con
tinents Press, 1983. 170 pp. Hard
cover.

This volume is an anthology in

English translation of 17 short stories

and one essay by 12 different female

authors from Buenos Aires, Argentina

whose principal vehicle of expression is

normally the novel. Among the writers

represented are Silvina Bullrich, Beatriz

Guido and Silvina Ocampo as well as

Luisa Valenzuela, Amalia Jamilis and

Reina Roffe of the younger generation.

For the most part the common theme of

these stories involves the ever changing

problems of male-female relationships in

an urban society and culture as seen

from a woman's perspective. H. E.

Lewald, the translator, has provided an

Introduction, as well as brief yet infor

mative sketches of each of the 12 women

authors. J.B.S.

Lombardi, John V. Venezuela. The

Search for Order, The Dream of
Progress. N.Y., Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1982. 348 pp.
Paperback.

This six-chapter history of

Venezuela maintains logically that

whatever insights are to be gained by an

examination of the country's recent

economic prosperity, largely as a result

of her petroleum resources, can only be

properly understood within the context

of her past. Lombardi's study,

therefore, is holistic in its approach and

chronological in its structure, while em

phasizing both surface transformation

and deep-rooted continuities which

underlie Venezuela's historical identity.

Chapter I examines Venezuela's human

and natural resources and the composi

tion of her population. The book also

contains: «Introduction,» «Conclu-

sion,» «Chronology,» prepared by Mary

B. Floyd, ((Bibliographic Essay,»
((Statistical Supplement,» ((Tables,» and

((lndex.» J.B.S.

Martinez Mediero, Manuel. La

novia. Lisistrata. Las hermanas de

Btifalo Bill. Madrid: Editorial Fun
damentos, 1980. 174 pp. Paper
back.

Este libro reiine tres dramas de M.

Martinez Mediero: La novia, del ano

1978 en un solo acto; Lisistrata, del ano

1980 en dos partes; y Las hermanas de

Biifalo Bill, de 1972 en dos actos. Un

pr61ogo titulado ((Un sabor a
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Book review pages:
It was a banner year
with 93 selections

It happened in'83

By DUNCAN STEVENS
Book Editor

The Book Pages of The Times of
the Americas featured some 93
reviews during 1983—the most in
the history of the newspaper. Six of
these books received extra-special
praise from the reviewers and
deserve to lie placed on all Latin
Americanist's lx)ok shelves.

Reviewer Aaron Segal Wrote that
The Church and Politics in Chile

(By Brian Smith. Princeton
University Press), "has important
implications for understanding the
changing role of the Catholic
Church in Latin America and

elsewhere." The book traces the

history of the Church in Chile from
1925 to the present, and particularly
focuses on its changing role from
ward of the state to an outspoken
opponent of the Pinochet regime.
'"ITiis ia a fine account of what
happened and why," concludes
Segal.
Mark Gilderhus believes that El

Salvador in Transition (By Enrique
A. Balroya. University of North
Carolina Press), "deserves a wide
audience. Thoughtfully researched
and thoughtfully reasoned, it ranks
as one of the best books on the civil
war in El Salvador."
The book focuses in on the history

and working of Salvadoran politics.
Balroya urges a peaceful and
democratic settlement in the
country, and Gilderhus found his
analysis "passionate in conviction,
though not ideologically doc
trinaire."--

r' Slavers in Paradise, the Peruvian
j Slave Trade in Polynesia, 1862-1884.
',(By H.E. Maude. Stanford
'uniyfir5ity..Z.ress), receiyed_high
^aise from Marion P'insdorf. She
points out that it is unusual because
only rarely do Latin American
scholars deal with relations in the
Pacific.

Writing that Maude has pain
stakingly and poigna.ntly given
insight to the pain inflicted by

KCVIEWERSIN

THIS ISSUE

(.J.W.C.I Dr James W. Carty. Jr .a
Senior Reviewer, is Professor of
Communications at Bethany (WV)
College.

Peru," Pinsdorf adds a further
incentive for readers to buy the
book. Slavers in Paradise is SO rich

in detail, horror, questions, per
sonalities, and international' in
fluence that a review can only hint
at the contents and strongly urge
the reader to plunge in himself."
Georgie Anne Geyer's

autobiography [Buying the Night
Flight Delacorte Press), was a
pleasure for James Carty to read.
"This is a thrilling, adventure-filled
autobiography," he wrote. Citing
Geyer's influence on journalists
and other writers, Carty says that,
"Truly she deserved Columbia's
Maria Moors Cabot award for the

best reporting of Latin America
happen lings."
Mario Vargas Llosa's novel. Aunt

Julia and the Scriptwriter (Avon

books), tickled Aaron Segal's
fancy. "The concoction is frothy,
often hilarious, and a literary tour
de force," was his considered
judgement. Segal ends his review
by terming Llosa as "one of the
most gifted of contemporary Latin
American novelists," and calls
Aunt Julia, "one very funny and
very wise book."
The Ancient Future of the Itza

(By Munro S. Edmundon.
university of Texas Press),
received Mary Louse Wilkinson's
plaudits twice. Once in her review,
and again when she chose it as her
favorite book of 1983. Wilkinson
writes that Itza should be placed on
a "must read list," and adds that
"This is a volume well-worth

studying, not only for the light that
it sheds on tlie Maya, but also for
the simplicity and clarity of Ed-
munson's translations."

Some other books tliat received

particularly good reviews in 1983
are: • Revolution from Without by
G.M. Joseph, • Girls in the

Photograph by Lydia Ragundes,
• Mexican Cinema: Reflections of
a Society by Carl J. Mora, • The
Borderlands Sourcebook.

• Women in Hispanic Literature

edited by Beth Miller, • Soccer
Madness by Janet Lever, and
• Stories on a String by Candace
Slater.

Knife and Fork

85 Central

America films

now available

By MARY ROPE.-tTS
Food & Wine Editor

.\nchovy stuffed eggs
anchoitas - Uruguay

Huevos rellenos con

12 hard boiled tfggs, cut in half lengthwise
1 small tin of boneless anchovies
4 tablespoons of mayonnaise
pinch of white pepper
Optional—Canned sweet red peppers and black
olives for garnishing

supermarkets
paprika).
Fry chopped
pepper. Add s
cut into large
vegetables ar
the milk. The

served with a

on each plate

Carefully remove yolks from egg halves and
mash well with finely chopped anchovies to form
a smooth paste, add mayonnaise and pepper and
blend thoroughly. Generously fill each egg half
and decorate tops with two strips of canned
sweet red pepper and V4 a black olive. Serve on
lettuce leaves.

For six.

Cassava stick

Sopa Manabita-Mnnabi soup,
coastal province of Ecuador)

(Manabi is a

1 lbs. of cassa

food stores)

4 cups of wat
1/ 3 cup of V(
salt

Defrost cassa

tender

Cool, dry will
sticks.

Fry in hot oil ,
cooked

1 pound of fish (If you are not fond of fishbones
use fillets rolled and held together with a wooden
pick)
1 cup of cooked peas
1 cup of cooked beans
1 small head of cabbage cooked and chopped fine
1 cup of milk
3 bananas cut in pieces and boiled in their skins
U pound of ground toasted peanuts (or use 4
tablespoons of peanut butter)
1 onion and 2 cloves of garlic
1 teaspoon of color (Color-Achiote is an almost
indispensable ingredient in Ecuadorian
cooking, and it comes in powder form or as a

'butter'. It is available in many U.S.,

Mexii

1 jar of well
5 oz. bacon s

2 oz. breadcr
1 small slice

4 oz. butter

Roll a strip (
fasten with a 1
and arrange ,
In a small pa
heated butter
Bake in a mi

Serve hot.

Lab Airlines ne

BARGAII^
fare to the heart

South America—Miami/f

$478 TRI

WA.SHI.SG'J'O.N Icarus Films is

early reservations sugges
limited availability of Barg,
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Material prasentieren, welches durch einzelne Surveys und
Interviews kaum zu erhalten ist. Sie bieten somit die

Mdglichkeit, das Kommunikationspotential einer Region
oder einer Nation zu quantifizieren oder die Variable
Sprachbeherrschung in Beziehung zu anderen soziologischen
Variablen zu setzen. Andererseits ist, wie seine Ausfiihrun-
gen zeigen, das Problem Sprache und Ethnizitat derart
komplex, dafi makro-soziologische Daten leicht zu irrtiimli-
chen Schlufifolgerungen fiihren und dafi Faktoren wie
Prestige, Macht, Ideologie bei der Erhaltung und Verbrei-
tung von Sprachen kaum quantitativ zu bestimmen sind.
Lieberson streitet die Problematik quantitativer Untersu-
chungen nicht ab, sondern forden, dafi quantitative makro-
soziologische Daten zur Gesamtanalyse von Sprache und
Gesellschaft beitragen konnen, vorausgesetzt, dafi man ihre
Grenzen und Fehlerquellen erkennt und reflektiert.

Teil IV besteht aus einem Essay, "Forces Affecting
Language Spread: Some Basic Propositions", in dem das
komplizierte Spannungsverhaltnis von Ursache und Wir-
kung bei der Verbreitung von Sprachen deutlich zutage
kommt. Es handelt sich um einen Versuch, die Ausbreitung
einer Sprache iiber ihre nationale Sprachgrenze hinaus, zum
Beispiel des Englischen, zu erklaren. Lieberson untersucht
eine Vielfalt von Faktoren, die zur internationalen Ausbrei
tung der englischen Sprache im 20. Jh. beigetragen haben, wie
historisch-politische Zusammenhange, wirtschaftliche Be-
ziehungen und soziale Interaktion. Hier lafit sich erkennen,
dafi Konsequenzen unabhangig von ihren Ursachen weiter-
wirken konnen: "A language pattern, once established, has a
life of its own that may continue long after the initial causes
have disappeared" (373).

Liebersons Arbeit bietet eine Fiille von quantitativem
Material, das er jedoch sorgsam erwagt, priift und erlauternd
in Frage stellt. Fiir Soziologen - und erst recht Ethnologen -
bestatigt sie die Grenzen oder sogar Fragwiirdigkeit quanti
tativer Forschung und ihrer Ergebnisse: Statistische Unter-
suchungen zur Sprache werfen mehr Fragen auf als sie
beantworten, was vielleicht ein impliziter Wert ist, da
quantitative Daten durch das, was sie nicht erklaren, einen
Ankniipfungspunkt fiir detailliene qualitative Untersuchun-
gen iiber den Inhalt, politischen und sozialen Sinn und
schliefiiich 'iiber die Kausalitat von Sprachverschiedenheit
und Ethnizitat liefern konnen. Fiir Sozialplaner und Demo-
graphen schliefilich mag Liebersons Werk von noch grofie-
rem Wert sein, indem es praktisch und methodologisch auf
die Fehlerquellen bei der Erstellung und Auswertung von
Zensusmaterial hinweist. Marianne Boelscher

they were abandoned (see, for example, T.H. Lewis, El
Palacio 57/1. 1950: 198-203) leaving historians to speculate
about climatic disasters or warfare. Now the ongoing
research along the Salt River in east-central Arizona gives a
more complex and satisfactory account of the vicissitudes
and disappearance of the Mogollon culture.

Grasshopper Pueblo was built between 1300 and 1360.
It was abandoned about 1400. The ruins contain 500 masonry
rooms, originally in at least two stories, with associated
plazas, kivas, cemeteries, trash dumps, and outlier buildings.
For the past two decades this pueblo has been the object of
intensive study by the University of Arizona Archeological
Field School. Much of the work has been done under the
direction of the senior editor of the present rich report. From
the beginning of excavations at Grasshopper Pueblo, organi
zational effort has been focused on cohesive and collaborat
ive studies, avoiding thereby the otherwise inevitable prob
lems of integrating individual specialized reports. This
volume is an example and an explication of the approach, and
as the title says, it is an extended discussion of interdisciplin
ary research, and not a final account of the archeology of
Grasshopper Pueblo.

The editors begin with a description of the modern
environment and follow with the methods and models of
understanding the construction and growth of the pueblo.
Next is a study of behaviorally-altered soils and archeological
sediments, and the advancing methodologies of extracting
information from them. Skeletal data are presented from the
viewpoint of biosocial interpretation. Other chapters are
concerned with geology and lithic resources and prehistoric
environments as revealed by vertebrate faunal analysis, plant
remains, and pollen profiles. The final chapter is a lucid
account of the dynamics of aggregation and abandonment. It
is illuminating to follow Longacre's development of the idea
that population increase and town-building followed periods
of decreased rainfall (resulting in lowered water tables and the
emergence of more salt-free cultivatable para-riparian land).
The dissolution of the pueblo, on the other hand, may reflect
the unwieldiness of human population groups over about 500
when a suitably firm political structure is absent, a dysbal-
ance observed in current pueblo communities and perhaps
also operant at Grasshopper. The beauty and power of
current archeologic techniques allow us to learn how the
inhabitants of these ancient towns added a room to an
existing structure, how they utilized turkeys and eagles, and
that they enjoyed the companionship of captive macaws, and
may even have bred them. Thomas H. Lewis

Longacre, William A., Hoibrook, Sally J., and Michael
W. Graves (eds.). Multidisciplinary Research at Grasshopper
Pueblo, Arizona. (Anthropological Papers of the University
of Arizona, 40.) X 4- 138 pp. in 4°. With 35 fig. and 29 tab.
Tucson 1982. University of Arizona Press. Price: $ 12.95.

The Mogollon inhabited the near-desert plateaus of
New Mexico and Arizona in small sedentary or semi-
sedentary groups. They practised a precariously-balanced
maize agriculture. In about 1250 they began to build large
pueblo communities and developed manufacture and trade,
but almost as soon as their impressive centers were completed

Maude, H. E. Slavers in Paradise: Labour Trade in
Polynesia, 1862-1864. 244 pp. Canberra 1981. Australian
National University Press. Price: DM 96,15.

Innerhalb der Kolonialgeschichte des Pazifik, die an
durch Europaer verursachten Brutalitaten zweifellos nicht
arm ist, stellt die Geschichte des Flandels mit Polynesiern
(Mannern, Frauen und Kindern!) als Arbeitskraften und
De-facto-Sklaven fur die Plantagen Perus sicher einen
Hohepunkt dar. Dies gilt sowohl fiir die Formen, in denen
dieser Sklavenhandel in den 60er Jahren des 19. Jh.s
vonstatten ging, als auch fiir die Folgen, die er vor allem fiir

Anthropos 79.1984
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die Bevolkerungen kleinerer Insein in Polynesien hatte.
Maude hat diese Geschichte als cin Memento geschrieben. Er
verheimlicht nicht, dafi die Entstehung seines Buches auf
personlicher Liebe fiir die Polynesier und allgemeiner
moralischer Emporung iiber - wenn auch vergangenes -
Unrecht griindet. Dieser Hintergrund personlichen Engage
ments gibt dem Buch seine Lebhaftigkeit und Spannung und
verhindert, da(? es zu einer blofien Dokumentenanalyse wird,
die in ihrer notwendigen Trockenheit der Thematik gewifi
nicht angemessen ware.

Maude gliedert das von ihm in auf5erst langwieriger
Arbeit und dazu noch mit breiter Hilfe von Kolle^en
zusammengetragene Quellenmaterial zunachst in zwei Fei-
der, die er plakativ „I. Peruvians in Polynesia" und „II.
Polynesians in Peru" iiberschreibt. Dies gibt ihm die
Mdglichkeit, im ersten Teil fiir jede Inselgruppe getrennt die
treignisgeschichte zu erzahlen, in der das Leiden der
jeweiligen Bevolkerung unter Betrug, Raub, Mord und
Vergewaltigung durch die Europaer immer wieder neu
lebendig wird. Im zweiten Teil geht es zunachst um eine
Darstellung der unmenschlichen Aufenthaltsbedingungen
fiir die Polynesier in Peru, die fiir die Mehrheit von ihnen den
baldigen Tod bedeuteten. Daran schliefit sich die Geschichte
der Bemiihungen von Europaern in und auSerhalb Penis an,
diesen Sklavenhandel so rasch wie mdglich zu unterbinden,
da er nicht nur als unenraglich fiir die Polynesier erkannt
wurde, sondem auch die von ihm ausgehenden Gefahren fiir
die europaische Handelsschiffahrt in Polynesien sehr bald
einschatzbar wurden. Maude bemiiht sich hierbei, dem
zentralen Trager dieser Aktivitaten, dem franzdsischen
Gesandten in Peru, de Lesseps, ein Denkmal dafiir zu setzen,
dafi dieser sich weit iiber seine diplomatisch-politische
Funktion hinaus aufgrund eines humanitaren Engagements
fiir die Polynesier eingesetzt habe.

Den grofien und prinzipiellen Ziigen von Maudes
Argumentation in diesem Teil wird man gewill folgen
kdnnen. In Einzelheiten wird man jedoch zu Modifizierun-
gen geneigt sein. So scheint mir Maudes Interpretation von de
Lesseps' Haltung gegeniiber einem offensichtlich damals sehr
wichtigen Dokument nicht ganz nachvollziehbar, zumal er
auch keinen Beleg anfiihn, der eine personliche Stellungnah-
me von de Lesseps dazu enthalt. Es handelt sich um eine
gemeinsame Deklaration des damaligen diplomatischen und
konsularischen Corps in Peru, die offensichtlich unter
Federfiihrung von de Lesseps zustande kam. In diesem
Dokument wird in diplomatischer Diktion zunachst die
Verurteilung des von Peru ausgehenden Sklavenhandels und
sodann die Verantwortlichkeit der peruanischen Regierung
fiir dessen Unterbindung zum Ausdruck gebracht. Es
verwundert ein wenig, dafi gerade der ehemalige Kolonialbe-
amte und in diesem Sinne Diplomat H. E. Maude sich von
der diplomatischen Sprache des 19. Jh.s tauschen lafit und zu
der Ansicht kommt, de Lesseps ware der Tenor dieser
Stellungnahme nicht ausreichend weit in Richtung einer
Verurteilung der peruanischen Regierung gegangen. Die
Berichte der damaligen hanseatischen Konsuln von Hamburg
und Bremen an ihre jeweiligen Regierungen, die Maude
allerdings nicht bekannt waren, zeigen dagegen, dag die an
dem Zustandekommen der Deklaration unmittelbar Beteilig-
ten diesem in den peruanischen Zeitungen veroffentlichten

Dokument in jedem Fail einen bedeutenden Einflufi auf die
peruanische Regierung beimagen.

Weniger aufgrund einer anderen Interpretation und
wahrscheinlich sogar im Widerspruch zu Maudes Absichten
wird die Darstellung des von den Polynesiem erfolgreich
geleisteten Widerstands in seinem Buch ein wenig zu knapp
abgehandelt. Dies diirfte zu einem Teil an seinem Gliede-
rungsprinzip und zum anderen Teil an der Art und der Zahl
der verfiigbaren Quellen liegen. Es sei daher gestattet, diesem
Aspekt durch die Verteilung der Gewichte wenigstens in
dieser Rezension die wiinschbare Prominenz zu verschaffen.
Die Bevolkerung von Rapa bewies, wie gut die Polynesier es
dann verstanden, nicht zu Opfem der Sklavenfanger und
-handler zu werden, wenn die strategischen Bedingungen
ihnen dies erlaubten. Dariiber hinaus zeigten sie ein beein-
druckendes^Augenmag fiir das unter den Bedingungen des
(Vor-)Kolonialismus politisch Machbare, als sie die Besat-
zung eines Schoners, deren Absicht, sie zu versklaven, fur sie
unzweifelhaft war, in ganzlich unblutiger Weise auf ihrer
Insel festsetzten und sodann den Kapitan zusammen mit
seinem Schoner den franzdsischen Behdrden in Tahiti fiir ein
ordentliches Gerichtsverfahren iibergaben.

Insgesamt bleibt das Buch von Maude sowohl seiner
stilistischen Qualitat als auch des darin erschlossenen und
verarbeiteten augerordentlich umfangreichen Quellenmate-
rials wegen eine dringend empfohlene Lektiire. Es macht
einmal mehr den Umstand bewugt, dag selbst die bloge
Ereignisgeschichte des europaischen Kolonialismus im Pazi-
fik noch in weiten Bereichen kaum erschlossen ist und dag
fiir dessen historisch-sozialwissenschaftliche Erklarung noch
um so mehr zu leisten bleibt. Volker Harms

McKinnon, John, and Khun Wanat Bhruksasri (eds.).
Highlanders of Thailand. 358 pp., illustr. Oxford, New
York, Melbourne 1983. Kuala Lumpur-Oxford University
Press.

Das vorliegende Buch ist eine der neueren Publikatio-
nen des Stammesforschungsinstituts in Chiang Mai, Nord-
Thailand. Die insgesamt 22 Beitrage wurden sowohl von
thailandischen Autoren wie auch von Ethnologen, Lingui-
sten und Soziodkonomen verschiedener westlicher Lander
verfagt. Einer der beiden Herausgeber, Khun Wanat Bhruk
sasri, ist der langjahrige Direktor des Tribal Research Centre,
der andere, John McKinnon, einer der diesem Forschungs-
und Dokumentationszentrum assoziierten auslandischen
Konsulenten. Die Publikation spiegelt also das Joint Enter
prise, d. h. das gemeinsame Unternehmen von thailandischen
Institutionen und auslandischen Fachkraften und wissen-

schaftlichen Instituten, wider, das von Anfang an bei der
Griindung, 1964, dieses Stammesforschungsinstituts ins
Auge gefagt worden war.

Dieses Research Centre hat den Zweck, die Feldfor-
schung in den verschiedenen Disziplinen der Sozial- und
Kulturwissenschaften in der Region des nordlichen Siidost-
Asien anzuregen und dabei auch die interdisziplinare Zusam-
menarbeit zu koordinieren. Es sollen in erster Linie die
ethnischen Minoritaten, die sog. Bergstamme und Bergvol-
ker Nord-Thailands, und ihre kulturellen, sozialen und
wirtschaftlichen Beziehungen zur Tieflandbevolkerung
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To call someone a slaver is a powerful accusation, drawing up images
of bestial brutality, coffin cargos, and rapacious Europeans exploiting
technologically simple populations for the growth of home industry or ag
riculture. Slavery does seem to be as old as recorded history, and were it
not for the institution, most of the world s great monuments to human in
genuity would not have been built; the Golden Age of Greece might not
have eventuated, and European colonialism not secured its headstart for
two centuries of domination.

Harry Maude, doyen of Pacific historians, does not tell of a grand
slavery enterprise, but of a small nation succumbing to temptation. His
study of the Peruvian labor trade shows us how an otherwise humanistic
government in Peru could permit itself to be duped and entrapped in a
situation which it did not make, but did nothing to prevent.

Hidden behind the tale, though, is a chapter in colonialism only now
beginning to be finely drawn by the modem historian: what capitalism
did to secure the labor it required to continue the expansion of the late
nineteenth century, to produce the worlds (first, second, third and fourth)
we now know.

Through the work of Guttman and other American historians we
know that slavery, the purcha.se and transport of human beings as chat
tels, did not cease entirely because of humanitarian pressure, but because
it became too expensive. As slavery from Africa faded out, indenture be
came the slave system tran.sformed. And it was cheaper.

Indenture worked by the drawing up of a contract, in the bodv of
which specified duties for specified compensation (in wages or kind) were
apparently agreed upon by the hiring agent and the laborer. Typically,
indenture was handled by middlemen, who sought out the prospective la
borers. Such contracts usually involved a set period of labor, transport to
and from the laborer s place of residence, provision of food and clothing.
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and sometimes a small wage. These contracts were then sold to individ
uals and companies requiring the labor.

In principle, it seemed a straightforward business arrangement. In
practice, of course, these contracts often were composed in such a fashion
that their implications were unclear to the (often illiterate) laborer. Gash
wage was kept so low that there was little chance of a laborer buying his
(or her) own contract, and work conditions were only vaguely specified.

It would have been difficult to have differentiated an auction of labor

contracts (indenture) from an auction of laborers (slavery); the one differ
ence was that while slavery was for the life of the commodity-laborer, in
denture had a specified duration. The effect of this was that the holder of
the contract got the labor without having to become responsible over the
long term for the laborer.

While Peru will always carry the shame of its short-lived trade, many
other countries have prospered through indenture, including the United
States, Britain (in its colonies, such as Fiji), and Australia. Both Britain and
Australia, along with Peru, had their indenture slavery using South Pacific
labor in the nineteenth century.

There is no need to recapitulate the details of the Peruvian episode, as
Maude can tell the interested reader that story in fine prose. 1 would like
to consider what has been left out. To say that there are omissions is not
to denigrate Maude, for he writes with the British historian's fine eye for
detail and integrity for documentation. What he does not do, and this is
typical of the tradition, is to do more than to interpret the basic facts.
Being atheoretical in orientation, the British historian conventionally does
not provide context. We know a great deal about the few months of the
trade itself, which began in October 1862 and terminated, as far as Island
raids were concerned, within six months.

Gontext can tell us whv the actors in the drama we read might have
performed as they did. Why, for example, did Peru not continue to use
the more plentiful supply of Ghinese "coolies"? Documents I have re
searched from the period in Peru show that even while Peruvian and
other vessels headed for Polynesia, the much larger Ghina clippers still
moved to and from Gathay, bringing 600 to 700 laborers on a voyage.
This trade was slowed down only slightly by British protests about Peru
vian operations in their colony.

Why, to take another example, did France so strenuously oppose the
trade? France has a long tradition of Liberte, Egalite, and Fratemite. But
there was an additional reason why France, through its charge d'affaires,
de Lesseps, should wish to embarrass the Peruvian government in
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1862-1863. At that time, the French were seeking to impose their self-
styled Emperor Maximilian on the throne of republican Mexico and the
Peruvians, along with other American republics, sided with their neighbor
to the north.

Perhaps, however, my quibbles about the larger context, including the
colonial one, seem unfair to the work Maude has produced for us. What
he has provided, that the theoretical historians sometimes do not, are all
the details about the incidents. From Maude's Slavers, future generations
will be able to reinterpret, for the groundwork has been laid, and ex
pertly, too.

In addition to thorough research, extending over many years, there is
a detailed index, a scholarly bibliography of fifteen archives and eighty-
five sources, with maps showing ship's routes, and twenty-seven pages of
careful footnotes. All of this material has been digested for us into nine
central tables, placed in an Appendix. Maude's work, in short, is the defin
itive study of this particular episode, even if it does not tell us much about
why such a series of events might have taken place at that time.

There is some strong language from Maude and it is directed mainly
against the Peruvians who did allow it to take place. Lima was not some
barbarian capital, but the (former) jewel of the Spanish empire, rich in
artwork and history. High culture flourished and Limenos (the people of
Lima) maintained close and appreciative contacts with European events
and trends. Their main newspaper. El Comercio, carried features on phi
losophy, as well as the news of the day. The paper itself was cautious
when the trade began and became, within Peruvian society, one of the
strongest opponents of the Polynesian importations.

Maude calls part of the trade's effect genocidal and the word was not
lightly chosen. It is true that genocide, when we think of massacres of
Jews, Armenians, and others in this century, is a deliberate campaign to
eradicate a particular racial group. In that sense, the Peruvians were not
genocidal in intention though ethnocide was one of its justifications. Part
of the argument for the trade was to bring the fruits of European civ
ilization, including Christianity, to Polynesia, to the detriment of the Is
landers' own beliefs. Genocide, however, was the effect or near-effect of

the trade and for that reason the use of this powerful word is justified.
Peruvian reaction to Maude's study will no doubt be varied: few of

its citizens today would be aware that it took place. Even the term
"Canaca," being the Hawaiian kanaka for human being, now exists in
modem Pemvian only in association with brothels. "To Canaca (cana-
quear)" means to frequent Chinese brothels or to behave in a similar dis
solute manner.
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Just as Australians are generally ignorant of their Queensland trade,
involving Melanesians in the sugar fields of the far north, so many Peru
vians today will be surprised to hear of the limits of their ancestors' ac
tions to promulgate agriculture and other industries.

The book will be of particular interest not only to Pacific specialists
but to the general reader as well. It is vintage Maude, with that fine prose
style that not only informs, but is a pleasure to read. It is a fine product
from a quiet Canberra garden.

Grant McCall

University of New South Wales

This book is Professor Maude's "intermittent labor of love" researched

amidst a busy life first as a British administrator and subsequently as a
scholar of Pacific history at the Australian National University. Like
everything else Maude has written, this work, too, bears all the hallmarks
of his scholarship which is characterized by meticulous research and ele
gant, evocative prose. Professor Maude clearly has a romantic fascination
with the South Seas, bom no doubt out of his long and deep association
with it. This book as a result is replete with words and phrases that con
jure in the mind the image of tranquility, peace, and abandon in which
the island people lived before the intmsion of the Europeans. Indeed,
Maude sees the general reader viewing his account "as the story of the
most dramatic region-wide conflict between human greed and bewildered
innocence ever to occur in the romantic setting of the South Seas" (p.
viii).

This romantic, as opposed to "analytical," vision informs and indeed
pervades the whole book which deals with the seven month period be
tween September 1862 and April 1863 when hundreds of Polynesians
were taken away by Peruvian recmiters for employment in Peru. All fac
ets of this episode are described and documented. We are told of the
numbers of people who were recraited, the islands from which they came,
the mortality rate among the laborers, their repatriation, the bmtalizing
ordeal of shipment, and so on. The discussion of the dynamics of recmit-
ment and shipment of the Polynesian laborers forms the core of the story.
One wishes the author had told us more about the social and economic re

alities of the world from which the islanders had been recmited and the

realities of the new environment into which thev were introduced. We
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would then have had a more composite and full picture of the episode. As
it stands, the reader is left with a romanticized picture of the Polynesian
world, an impressionistic, and at times derogatory picture of Peruvian
society.

Professor Maude's moral outrage at the activities of the rapacious
Peruvian recruiters is apparent, as it is also in the title of the book. To
him, the elaborate process of labor recruitment, "the inspection of ships'
papers and recruits' contracts was a farce," (p. 123). Nine-tenths of the
Polynesian laborers "had been tricked or forced into leaving their islands
and had little or no knowledge of the purport of the document, written in
Spanish and occasionally also in English, which they had been told to put
a mark on long after they came on board" (p. 124). In short, Polynesian
labor recruitment was slave trade.

The contemporary officials and observers, Maude tells us, were all
agreed that the labor traffic indeed resembled slavery; and he is content
to go by their opinion. It may be worth noting that the Melanesian labor
migration was also viewed in this light by many contemporary observers,
especially self-interested missionaries, until critical investigations of schol
ars such as Peter Corris and Deryck Scarr showed it to be a more complex
and two-sided affair, Indian indentured migration has also been viewed as
slavery by many people, though detailed investigation of aspects of it
have raised serious questions about the validity of the description. Slavery
is a problematic concept as the intense debate about it in the United
States clearly shows; and the use of the term can just as easily confuse and
obscure as it can illuminate. But perhaps the Polynesian episode was
unique, something which does not emerge clearly from the narrative, but
may have emerged in a more comparative perspective.

A chronological, island-by-island account of recruitment adds color
and variety to the book, and it is bound to increase its appeal in those is
lands from where the laborers were taken. However, such treatment un
fortunately detracts from the emergence of a more complete picture of
the process of recruitment and shipping of the laborers, besides being re
petitive at times. It also leads to the banishment of important statistical
information, central to the purpose of the book, to the end, something
which at least one numerate reader found disappointing.
^ofessor Maude's study of a little-known episode in Polynesian his-

toffwill be welcomed by scholars of Pacific history and especially by af-
ficionados of Polynesian studies. A general student of Pacific historv
however, would probably have been satisfied with a less detailed treat-
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ment in the form of a long chapter included in the author's masterly col
lection of essays. Of Islands and Men.

Brij V. Lai
The University of the South Pacific

Slavers in Paradise is clearly a pioneering work. Its greatest impor
tance, obviously, is for Polynesian history. But it also has value for the stu
dent of Peruvian social history, bringing out some relatively unknown fac
tual aspects of the contract labor arrangements under which Asian
workers were brought to Peru to replace the emancipated Black slaves in
the mid-nineteenth century.

The importation of Chinese "coolies" under Peruvian contract labor
law has been studied by scholars, but the record of the short-lived ar
rangement for importing workers from Polynesia for the sugar plantations
and for guano mining has been little studied because of the difficulty of
finding the docxunentation; it is a sorry record, indeed, as the author
shows. Fortunately, as he brings out in chapter 18, Peruvian human
itarians, prodded especially by the French charge d'affaires, Edmond de
Lesseps, brought a quick end to the traffic, once the abuses became
known, though not before thousands of Polynesians had lost their lives be
cause of inhumane treatment and disease. The small population of Poly
nesia had been reduced to a catastrophic degree, particularly in Easter
Island.

The United States, engaged in the Civil War, paid little attention to
the abuses in the trade reported from Peru. Hawaiian officials were
largely ineffective. Britain, which had important interests in Polynesia,
procrastinated, not deciding until the traffic was virtually over, whether
or not the islanders were entitled to British protection. Chile, although
later claiming the Easter Islands, had no officials there. For this reason
some of the worst abuses occurred there. The author appropriately lauds
the French representatives and the French government for their active
protestations which helped secure the abolition of the traffic. Edmond de
Lesseps receives special praise.

Some Peruvian aspects of the study may be open to criticism, even
though the author's appropriate emphasis is upon Polynesia. The opening
chapter, "The Peruvian Background," for example, will raise questions by
Peravian historians. They may rightly ask why so little attention is given
in this chapter to the almost overwhelming domestic and international
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problems, social, economic, and political, faced by Peru at this time. They
will doubtless resent the derogatory reference to the population of Peru
(p. 1) as consisting of "disparate ethnic groups between which there is
little in common other than a disinclination to engage in manual labour if
it could be avoided." They might also have wished to see more credit giv
en to Peruvian liberals for their abolition of Black slavery and for their
struggles against Chinese contract labor, before it was reallowed in 1861.

A reviewer should not quibble over words, but in the interest of accu
racy it may be appropriate to raise a question about the use of the terms
slavers and slave trade in the title of the book. No one questions the right
of an author to use these terms in their broad popular sense on occasion.
But their use in this sense in a careful and precise historical study such as
this one seems to mar rather than add to its effectiveness for the historian.

The historical institution of slavery had been abolished in Peru and the
slaves had left the plantations and guano islands. While some of the as
pects of the recruitment and transportation of the Polynesians may have
been as bad or worse than the worst of the African slave shipments, it was
a different kind of social and economic abuse.

Although the author does not seem to have used computerized statis
tical techniques, he rates high in terms of quantification. Meager and scat
tered figures have been gathered from the documents and carefully col
lated to give a reliable idea of the number of recruits involved, the
number of ships employed, the numbers landed and refused landing, and
the numbers repatriated. The greatest gap in statistical information seems
to be in respect to the workers who stayed on in Peru. Data here is
largely lacking. But the author's ingenious calculation of the number of
workers from Easter Island is worthy of special mention. Lacking any of
ficial records from Easter Island itself, he identified shipments from there
by carefully calculating the sailing times of the various vessels arriving in
Callao, thus deducing the origin of the shipments.

The author identified 32-33 vessels engaged in the trade, of which 27
were Peruvian, 4 Chilean, 1 Spanish, and (possibly) 1 Tasmanian. The to
tal niunber of laborers recruited is calculated as 3,634, including 1,407
from Easter Island, 1,915 from other Polynesian islands and 312 from
Micronesia.

The saddest aspect of the Polynesian labor recruitment is the record of
repatriation, inspired though it was by the humane efforts of French and
British officials and by missionaries. "Of the total of 3125 brought to
Peru," writes Professor Maude (p. 164), "1216 or 39 percent, were thus
retained or put on board four repatriation vessels, but only 157 or 5 per
cent, landed once again on a Polynesian island alive." The author uses the
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term "genocide" to describe this wholesale loss of life. Sensitive Peruvians
inav resent the implied comparison with the Nazi holocaust, since their
objective was not to wipe out a race but to provide workers. Yet the term
certainly imparts a vivid sense of the tragedy in Polynesia.

The impact of the incipient Christian missionary efforts in the islands,
both Catholic and Protestant, might have received more careful eval
uation. While disease of the coconut palm, the islanders major food
source, was a prime factor in favoring the recruitment, missionaries,
somewhat naively, sometimes collaborated with the labor recruiters under
the mistaken idea that they were helping to ward off starvation (pp.
76-77, 174-175). However, the London Missionary Society and other mis
sionary groups helped to arouse the public opinion in Peru that brought
an end to the traffic. Missionaries also helped to calm the fears and resent
ment of the islanders, and to reconcile them to the tragedy they had
suffered.

While this is a book that may well invite controversy, it is a notable
contribution, not only to Polynesian history, but also to the more complex
field of comparative history.

Harold E. Davis

The American University

Response: H. E. Maude

I am relieved at the temperate tenor of these critiques, and I find my
self in agreement with many of the points made, though to have provided
all the information apparently considered desirable would have necessi
tated the production of a book which few could have afforded to buy.

All contributors comment on my use of the term slavery. I wish that I
could have found a less emotive and opprobrious word that expressed the
real, as against the theoretical, position of the recruits; for though Davis
implies, if I understand him rightly, that because slavery had been abol
ished in Peru the treatment of the Polynesians did not constitute slavery,
but "a different kind of social and economic abuse," this is not the view I

have taken.

Slavery is abolished in the United States, and yet as recently as 1947
the Supreme Court held a person to be enslaved, using a definition of de
facto slavery which would be as applicable to the Polynesian recruits as
the one I have given on p. xx, and cases of slavery are reported as existing
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in countries where it has been legally abolished for decades. In fact, I used
the term advisedly and not in a broad popular sense; but perhaps it would
uave been less invidious to have adopted McCall's more precise term: in
denture slavery.

It is true, as Brij Lai points out, that many contemporary observers
considered the Polynesian labor trade to be a disguised slave trade, but I
should have been loathe to have based my judgment on their view alone,
for missionaries in particular were apt to call all forms of the indentured
labor trade slavery. Some fifty years ago I was a labor recruiting officer
myself on ships working the Gilbert and Tuvalu Groups, and since then I
have read most of the documentation on the seven other major labor
trades in Oceania—to New South Wales, Queensland, New Caledonia,
Fiji, Samoa, Tahiti, and Hawaii—as well as on a number of minor recruit
ing ventures to such places as Nauru and Ocean Island, Makatea, Fanning
Island, and Guatemala; but in general character, none of them were slave
trades, and it was to accentuate my view that the Peruvian traffic was
unique that I chose an unequivocal title for the book.

Davis reproves me for giving too little attention to Peru's contempo
rary problems and to the work of Peruvian liberals. In extenuation I can
but plead that the book was written for, and at the request of, a Poly
nesian readership and much of interest to Peruvian scholars had perforce
to be omitted unless it bore directly on my main theme: the fate of the
Polynesians in Peru. Credit was given, for instance, to the help afforded
by the newspaper El Comercio and employers such as Cipriano Elguera
and John Montero; but there were no doubt others, and it is to be hoped
that someone mav be stimulated by such omissions to write an account of
the labor trade as seen from the receiving end. I suspect, however, that
what constituted a major tempest in Oceania caused only a ripple on the
shores of Peru.

For my disparaging remark on ethnic attitudes towards manual labor I
must do penance; it was not well-phrased and should in any case have re
ferred specificallv to plantation labor. On the other hand, Davis has mis
read me in concluding that the coconut palm disease affected atolls other
than Tongareva; and as regards missionary activity, I think that apart
from the efforts of the Catliolic Bishop in Tahiti to alert Catholics on the
mainland, these were of little avail. The Protestant missions, having no
contacts in Peru, concentrated on inducing the British Government to do
something, but without success, while endeavoring at the same time to
mitigate the traumatic effects of the trade on those left on the islands.

Brij Lai is right; I have been engaged in a love affair with the South
Sea islands all mv life and view the atoll world in particular in somewhat
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roseate hues. I was actually engaged in producing the "long chapter he
speaks of when the sheer drama of the episode coming to light for the
first time captured my imagination, and I felt compelled to tell it in full
as it happened. History, to me at least, must be literature if it is to hold
the interest of the reader, while transcending other literary forms by its
scrupulous fidelity to fact.

I am sorry if I have evinced moral outrage, as Lai considers, for this is
generally an impermissible indulgence in writing about people of another
age and cultural background. One may report indignation felt by others at
the time, for this is often an important fact, but it is hazardous for us to
pronovmce judgment when past community ethical standards are hard to
ascertain and may well vary within the group; and it would be anachro
nistic to judge those who lived in the past by our standards today.

Other points raised by Lai are dealt with later but it should perhaps
be emphasized here that the chronological island-by-island accounts in
Part One, admittedly in places confusing and repetitive, are what the is
landers themselves wanted and invariably turn to first. Their justification
lies in the fact tliat they have been translated into Tokelau, Tongan,
Niuean, French (for Tahiti), and I believe Kiribatese, Tuvaluan and Cook
Islands Maori, with at best a summary of what happened before and after
the events at a particular island group.

I am flattered by McCall's description of me as a typical historian of
the British school, though I fear that a renegade anthropologist with an
interest in cultural dynamics would be rejected by that august fraternity.
Nor should I care to consort with historians who, we are told, ignore
context.

Surely questions of context are the very essence of any diachronic
study and they were mv main interest and concern when writing on the
Peruvian trade. It is for others to judge whether I have succeeded or
failed, but the two examples of omission adduced by McCall do not prove
his contention since the first was in fact dealt with, including the special
licenses which permitted the continuance of the coolie trade at a reduced
level. As it was peripheral to my main theme, however, I referred those
who required more information to the detailed account in Watt Stewart s
Chinese Bondage in Pent.

The second example, after investigation, I dismissed as a hypothesis
without documentarv support which in any case had no effect on de Les-
seps, whose motivations are clear from his official and private correspond
ence. I suggest that a conclusive objection is the fact that when Peru
sought France's support early in 1864 over Spain's seizure of the Chincha
Islands the Polynesian labor trade was found to be the only issue of any
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importance between the two countries, and on this being settled by a
reimbursement and indemnity their relations immediately became cordial,
ind remained so. Yet France's participation in the Mexican adventure
continued until 1867.

Apart from this minor variance I am in agreement with all McCall's
comments, including his inference that I am a narrative rather than a the
oretical historian. I should be churlish, furthermore, if I did not acknowl
edge here the assistance obtained in completing the study from his own
pioneering work on the Easter Island trade and his researches in Pern,
which I was able to pursue in more detail "from a quiet Canberra gar
den," as he happily phrases it, where I was not burdened with a teaching
load.

Some passages in the critiques call not so much for comment here as
:or further research on subjects connected with, but ancillary to, the
tlieme of tlie book. I have already expressed the hope that to amplify, and
correct any imbalance in, the account given in part 2, a South American
specialist might care to research the trade from the Peruvian perspective,
after examining documentation which I was unable to obtain such as the
minutes of the Executive Council, the Naval correspondence, hacienda re
cords, and the books of the commercial firms engaged in recruiting
operations. ,

Such a survey could include the information asked for by Lai on the
Peruvian social and economic environment into which the recruits were

precipitated, but his analogous survey of the situation in Polynesia would
require a detailed enquiry into the early political, economic, and social
development of Polynesia from the beginnings of European contact to the
middle of the nineteenth century. There are studies on particular aspects,
notably J. M. Davidson's 1942 doctoral thesis, and on particular areas,
such as Colin Newbury's recent book Tahiti Nui, but much information
has come to hand of recent years and what is now wanted is a synoptic-
survey of the whole Polynesian region; it would, 1 believe, establish that
trading and missionary inter-island communications had integrated Poly
nesia as never before.

In reply to a query by Lai 1 have affirmed that the Polynesian trade
'vas unique in bearing the general character of a slave trade, but there is
now sufficient material available to enable a comparative studv to be
made of the Pacific labor trades as a significant element in the overall
picture of culture contact in Oceania. It should elicit some surprising data
on such matters as the number of recruits involved: the locale and meth

ods of recruitment; the nature and efficiency of government controls; the
location and nature of employment; the legal and actual status of the
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laborers; conditions of employment; repatriation arrangements and their
efficacy; mortality statistics and causes; and the effect of the trade on the
island societies.

Another study of, I submit, even greater importance to our under
standing of island, and especially atoll, societies concerns their reaction to
disaster conditions, for it became clear when writing the chapter on
"Crisis in the Atolls" that the many specialized works on disasters in other
regions were mainly concerned with modem, urbanized communities.
Practically no work bas been done on the effects of, and response to, cala
mities in Oceania and yet, with its unique multiplicity of small and cultur
ally variant societies known to have been subject to natural disasters, the
region is ideally suited to research on this theme. We do not really know,
for example, the precise mechanisms by which the island communities
coped with disaster conditions and whether, as I strongly suspect, the
more rigorous conditions of atoll life enabled the inhabitants to adapt to
catastrophe with greater success than those on the volcanic islands.

That two out of the three topics suggested in the commentaries or this
reply represent comparative studies of regional or subregional scope is
not sm-prising for, as Kerry Howe has indicated in Pacific Studies for Fall
1979, the great number of detailed papers on particular themes now pub
lished makes the synoptic approach a feasible and profitable one.

Nevertheless, a perusal of the book will show that there are still many
topics of mainly local importance concerning that of which we know next
to nothing and which might well interest someone seeking a subject for
research: for example, an investigation into the land tenure system on
Tongareva as affected by the labor trades; the history of the pearlshell in
dustry in the Tuamotus during the early nineteenth century; the signifi
cance of the oral traditions relating to the cannon preserved at 'Uiha in
Tonga; and the recovery and reproduction of the missing diary of the Jen
nings settlement on Olosenga from 1856 to 1866, last seen during 1919 in
the possession of a Miss Nellie Skeen of Nukualofa.

A final point which has been raised by readers, though not by the
commentators, is whether the sudden depopulation and associated cultur
al shock experienced by the eight island communities who lost more than
half their population bear out the views advanced by Alan Moorehead in
The Fatal Impact. Moorehead's thesis, however, was based on an exam
ination of induced change on a single Pacific island, and it would seem
that, with the exception of Easter Island, the marked demographic resur
gence and community regeneration following the Peruvian raids suggest
on the contrary the remarkable resilience of island, and in particular atoll,
communities.
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graphic, historical, archaeological, and ar
chival—on the impact of the Spanish con
quest on Indian society in Peru. Focused on
the Huarochiri region of central Peru, it is a
story of a social relationship of inequality
and oppression that endured for centuries of
Spanish rule, and inevitably led to the col
lapse of Andean society. |To be published in
Spring 1984]

Latin America

in General

Politics and the Labor
Movement in Latin America

Victor Alba. "Alha's presentation of rich
new data and insightful interpretations re
garding a fascinating slice of group politics
in Latin America can only expand his al
ready large circle of admirers."—The His
panic American Historical Review. "To en
compass in a single volume an analysis of
political interactions with the labor move
ment in Latin America is a difficult assign
ment. Victor Alba s encyclopedic treat
ment . . . meetsthe requirement."—Industrial
and Labor Relations Review, viii + 404 pp.
1968. $25.00

Latin America and
the United States
1 HE tlHANCUNG POI.I FICLAL REALITIES

Edited by Julio Cotlerand Richard R. Fagen.
"One of tiie most significant publications to
emerge in years. The dialogue is sharp, the
disagreements pointed, and the issues raised
highly significant."—Latin American Re
search Review. "The volume is not only pro
vocative hut contains much wisdom and in
sight. Rigorously edited, well written and
organized, it should be read by all serious
students of hemispheric politics."—Perspec
tive. xii + 420 pp. 1974. Paper, $7.50; cloth,
$18.75

Capitalism and the State in
U.S.-Latin American Relations
Edited by Richard R. Fagen. "Once again
Fagen has shown himself to be among our
most insightful and successful entrepre
neurs. He has brought together an ambitious
and sophisticated collection of writings
dealing with one of the most important is
sues of our time."—/.af/w American Re
search Review. "The authors, editor, and
publisher are to be congratulated for bring
ing us these scholarly, thoughtful, provoca
tive, up-to-date, and important essays."
journal of Fxonomic Issues, x -F 446 pp
1979. Paper, $7.95; cloth, $22.50



Continuity and Change
in Latin America

Edited by John ]. Johnson. "Excellent dis
cussions and stimulating analyses of change,
and resistance to change, in eight different
groups add up to a good overall view of
contemporary Latin America."—American
Report. "A substantial contribution to the
recent history of Latin America. ... A stim
ulating volume that deserves a warm wel
come from all students and teachers of Latin

American history in the national period."—
The American Historical Review, xn'i 4- 282

pp. 1964. Paper, $3.95; cloth, $17.50

The Military and Society
in Latin America

John J. Johnson. "The best study yet made
of a phenomenon that has no parallel—the
domination of military officers in the gov
ernments of most of the Latin American

countries."—The New York Times Book

Review. "The best book available on civil-

military politics in Latin America."—The
American Political Science Review. "John
son has done his work with skill, imagina
tion, and daring."—The Hispanic American
Historical Review, x + 308 pp. 1964. $17.50

Political Change in
Latin America

THE EMERGENCE OF THE MIDDLE SECTORS

John J. Johnson. Winner, 1959 Bolton
Prize. "An important pioneer study of the
influence of the 'middle sectors' of the pop
ulation on the development of the five most
advanced countries of Latin America: Uru
guay, Chile, Argentina, Mexico, and Bra
zil."—International Affairs. "Perceptive
analysis. . . . Johnson's pioneer volume will
challenge scholars to intensify and refine the
thesis he has so imaginatively applied to a
neglected area."—Political Science Quar
terly. X -F 272 pp. 1958. $15.00

United States Policy
Toward Latin America

A STUDY IN DOMESTIC

AND INTERNATIONAL POLITICS

R. Harrison Wagner. "A dispassionate ex
planation of United States economic policy
toward Latin America in the period from
World War 11 down to the enunciation of the
Alliance for Progress. . . . Wagner's volume
is by far the most profound and fair analysis
of our Latin American policy that has yet
appeared."—World Affairs. "This percep
tive analysis ... is a book that will be useful
to economists and political scientists as well
as historians."—The American Historical

Review, x -f 246 pp. 1970. $15.00

Argentina
The Army and Politics
in Argentina, 1928—1945
YRIGOYEN TO PERON

Robert A. Potash. Runner-up, 1970 Bol
ton Prize. "A solid, extensively docu
mented piece of scholarship. ... It replaces
all previous materials, written in both Span
ish and English, on the Argentine army. ... It
is on its way to becoming the standard work
of reference on the subject."—The Annals.
"A fascinating biography of the Argentine
military. . . . Everyone . . . will hail the solid
block of information Potash has contributed

on a relatively unknown era and aspect of
Argentine development."—The American
Historical Revieiu xiv ■+■ 314 pp., illus. 1969.
$18.75

The Army and Politics
in Argentina, 1945—1962
PERON TO FRONDIZI

Robert A. Potash. "A book that will long
stand as a landmark in the historiography of
20th-century Argentina."—The Historian.
"Potash's previous act is a tough act to fol
low, but the author has done it and done it
well. As with Yrigoyen to Peron, Potash has
skillfully blended description and analysis of
affairs of state with military-civilian rela
tions, and come up with a set of sophisti
cated judgments and conclusions. . . . This
is a scholarly work of distinction, proper
ly conceived and researched, well written,
exhaustively documented."—The Americas.
xiv -F 418 pp., illus. 1980. $25.00

A History of Argentine
Political Thought
Jose Luis Romero. Introduction and trans
lation by Thomas P. McGann. "Covers the
whole period from colonial times to
1955. . . . A very fine book. . . . Invaluable
for its broad sweep and its deft interweaving
of the history of political ideas with social,
economic, and political change in Argen
tina. . . . An excellent translation."—The
American Historical Review. "The transla
tion has been accomplished with exceptional
skill, and besides being authoritatively infor
mative, the book is a pleasure to read from
the standpoint of style."—The Catholic His
torical Review, xvi'i -F 270pp. 1963. $15.00

Oil and Nationalism
in Argentina
A HISTORY

Carl E. Solberg. "Mix oil, nationalism, eco
nomics, politics, history, and fine scholar
ship and one gets Solberg's study."—Choice.
"A fine study in petroleum, politics, and de
pendency versus nationalism."—The Amer
ican Historical Review. "A fine economic
history that should be read by anyone who
has an interest either in Argentina and Latin

America or in the world energy problem of
the twentieth century."—The Historian.
xvi -F 245 pp. 1979. $15.00

Brazil
A History of Modern Brazil,
1889-1964
Jose Maria Hello. Translated from the Por
tuguese by James L. Taylor, with a new con
cluding chapter by Rollie E. Poppino. "Ex
cellently translated and edited. . . . It is
undoubtedly the most informative study of
republican Brazil available in English."—
The American Historical Review. "Excel
lent translation. . . . At last a refreshing,
thoughtful, and provocative modern history
of a very complicated nation. . . . A fine book
that moves Brazilian studies ahead a good
ten years."—Hispanic American Historical
Review, xix -F 362 pp. 1966. Paper, $2.95;
cloth, $25.00

Rio Claro
A BRAZILIAN PLANTATION SYSTEM, IS2()-I120

Warren Dean. Runner-up, 1977 Bolton
Prize. "The hundred-year cycle of the coffee
plantation system in Rio Claro . . . is laid
out skillfully and with analytical verve by
Warren Dean. . . . Dean's Rio Claro stands
with Stein's Vassouras in vigor of argument
and range of research. . . . It is to Warren
Dean that we turn for . . . the best analysis
of the nineteenth-century landed system as a
system."—The American Historical Review.
XX + 234 pp. 1976. $17.50

Sharecroppers of the Sertao
ECONOMICS AND DEPENDENCE

ON A BRAZII.IAN PLANTATION

Allen W. Johnson. "The book is tightly
structured along theoretical lines and, at the
same time, presents an extensive array of
data that give new insights into Brazilian
culture in general. . . . The book is one of the
most interesting and revealing that has come
out of much recent research in Brazil by
American scholars."—.Social .Science Quar
terly. "A clear, succinct, and thoughtful
studv."—The Annals, x -F 156 pp., iHu''-
1971. $10.00

Pernambuco in the
Brazilian Federation, 1889—1937
Robert M. I.evine. "Lcvine has maintained
the standards set in Wirth's tine study |on
Minas Geraisj . . . . He has skillfully synthe
sized a wide range of political, economic,
and social data. . . . Lcvine has produced a
model study."—Journal of Interdisciplinary
History. "The scope, innovative methods,
and results of the regional project are among
the most exciting developments in recent Latin
American historiography."—The American
Historical Review, xxiv -F 236 pp., illus.
1978. $17.50



Rio Grande do Sul and
Brazilian Regionalism,
1882-1930

Joseph L. Love. Runner-up, 1972 Bolton
Prize. "An excellent study that is much
broader in scope than the title suggests.
... A capital contribution to our under
standing of regionalism and the Old Re
public."—The American Historical Review.
"An able study of a complex and under-
researched area, one of the best on Brazil to
appear in the last few years, and a valuable
contribution to its modern historiogra
phy."—Journal of Developing Areas. "Ex
tensively documented and fascinatingly
written, it affords a detailed picture of a
previously neglected era."—The Annals, xvi
-t 320pp.,illus. 1971. $18.50

Sao Paulo in the

Brazilian Federation, 1889—1937
Joseph L. Love. "Love's book joins two sim
ilarly titled studies [Minas Gerais by John D.
Wirth and Pernambuco by Robert M.
Levinc] to make up a distinguished scholarly
trilogy on Brazilian regionalism. Individ
ually, each of the volumes is a small treasure;
collectively they represent a major advance
in the historiography of Brazil. . . . The
scholarship of Love's work is impressive.'
The Hispanic American Historical Review.
"Indispensable for anyone interested in
modern Brazilian history."—Journal of In
terdisciplinary History, xx + 398 pp., illus.
1980. $25.00

Interest Conflict and

Political Change in Brazil
Philippe C. Schmitter. "The best analysis of
Brazilian politics in English to date. —The
Journal of Politics. "An important book.

■  ■ . It is one of tbe handful of methodolog
ically and conceptually sophisticated books
to have been written about Latin American
politics. More important, it represents a
genuine contribution to comparative poli
tics."—The American Political Science Re
view. "An important contribution. . . . This
book is filled with valuable and stimulating
insights."—Inter-American Review of Bib
liography. xvii -I- 494 pp. 1971. $25.00

Minas Cerais in the
Brazilian Federation, 1889—1937
John D. Wirth. Runner-up, 1978 Boi.ton
Prize. "Wirth skillfully accomplishes the dual
task of presenting a wealth of information
as well as exploring key themes. ... An out
standing contribution, indispensable for
Brazilianists and Latin Americanists. -
Journal of Interdisciplinary History, f'lne
book IS an important one for the Brazilianist,
detailing the political history of this stare for
the first time and gathering a wealth ot
data."—T/jc American Historical Review.
XX -I- 322 pp., illus. 1977. $20.00

The Politics of Brazilian
Development, 1930—1954
John D. Wirth. Winner, 1971 Bolton
Prize. "The author has uncovered astonish
ing quantities of material of very high qual
ity, and he displays the course of events in all
its complexity but with great analytical clar
ity. . . . This is surely the best synthesis of
Brazilian economic material up to now.
Wirth's interpretations are restrained but
significant and challenging."—The Ameri
can Historical Review. "Carefully re
searched and written with clarity, insight,
and balance."—Western Political Quar
terly. xii + 278 pp. 1970. $17.50

Manchester and Sao Paulo

PROBLEMS OF RAPID URBAN GROWTH

Edited by John D. Wirth and Robert L.
Jones. "In a series of imaginative essays, the
volume succeeds in providing well-docu
mented case studies that have wider meaning
for the role of historical and political vari
ables in the processes of industrialization
and urbanization. In particular, the book
demonstrates that there is no single path to
industrial and urban growth under capital
ism."—Journal of Developing Areas, vi -I-
234 pp. 1978. $17.50

Chile
Spanish Policy in Colonial Chile
THE STRUGGLE FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE,

1535-1700

Eugene H. Korth, S.J. "Korth's book exactly
answers its title, and the careful organization
of material is complemented by a lucid
stvle."—The American Historical Review.
"kortb has done a commendable job of or
ganizing difficult material. His scholarship is
sound, and his judgments of men and events
are cautious and balanced."—The Hispanic
American Historical Review. "Here is a lucid
and scholarly in-depth study. . . . The value
of Korth's contribution lies not only in his
clarification of the Indian-Spanish relations,
but also in his expose of the gulf between
royal law and colonial administration."—
The Annals. x\ -L 320 pp. 1968. $18.75

Class Conflict and Economic
Development in Chile,
1958-1973

Barbara Stallings. "One of the most interest
ing books to have appeared recently on
Chile. . . . Stallings has provided an intelli
gent and balanced account of three impor
tant episodes in Chilean political history."—
Journal of Latin American Studies. "Stall
ings' methodology and conclusions warrant
careful attention."—The Historian. "An im
portant and interesting contribution to the
growing shelf of books seeking to answer the
question, 'What Happened in Chile?' "—
The American Historical Review, xviii -f
295 pp. 1978. $18.50

Cuba

The Transformation of
Political Culture in Cuba

Richard R. Fagen. "A thoughtful, well-writ
ten study of political socialization and cul
ture change in Cuba."—South Eastern Latin
Americanist. "As specific and cogent an ex
amination as has been made ... It goes far
toward explaining the Castro regime's sur
vival."—The New York Times Book Re
view. "In this extraordinary book Fagen
.  . . succeeds in giving us a fuller view than
ever before of the nature of the revolutionary
process. Specifically, he measures the effec
tiveness of the literacy campaigns, the Schools
of Revolutionary Instruction, and the Com
mittees for the Defense of the Revolu
tion. ... A major contribution."—Library
Journal, xii -t- 270 pp., illus. 1969. $ 18.75

Cubans in Exile

disaffection and THE REVOLUTION

Ricbard R. Fagen, Richard A. Brody, and
Thomas J. O'Leary. "This study is the first
published report on the demographic char
acteristics of the Cuban migrants; on their
economic-occupational status before leav
ing; and on their attitudes toward the Batista
regime and the rebels who ultimately over
threw it. . . . The study exhibits technical
competence, and is written clearly and
forcefully. It is indispensable reading for
anyone who seeks to be informed on the
'New' Cuba."—The Annals, xii -I- 161 pp.
1968. $10.00

Mexico
Change and Uncertainty
in a Peasant Economy
THE MAYA CORN FARMERS OF ZINACANTAN

Frank Cancian. "One of the best micro-
economic studies done by an anthropolo
gist. ... A most valuable book for anyone
interested in the economics of peasant pro
duction, economic change and development,
innovation, and anthropological economics
in general."—Labor History. "An illuminat
ing study which will be interesting to histo
rians and anthropologists alike."—Agricul
tural History. "The empirical precision of
the micro-economic analysis makes the study
unique in economic anthropology as well as
in the field of peasant responsiveness to
change."—The Americas, xvi -F 208 pp.,
illus. 1972. $15.00

Economics and Prestige
in a Maya Community
I HE RliLIGKHIS c:ARGO SYSTEM IN ZINA( AN LAN

Prank Cancian. "An important challenge to
some persistent assumptions about peasant
communities. . . . A contribution not only fu
Maya studies, but to the comparative science
of economics and society."—Ameruan



vides a storehouse of information. This is

enhanced by Ronfeldt's perceptive analy
sis."—The Western Political Quarterly.
"Careful research, perceptive analysis, an
easy-to-read style, and an interesting seg
ment of Mexican history combine to make
this an excellent and informative book."—

The Annals, xii + 284 pp. 1973. $17.50

Daily Life of the Aztecs on the
Eve of the Spanish Conquest
Jacques Soustelle. "Soustelle has the rare
quality of entering into the minds of those he
is studying and seeing things from their point
of view. . . . His book is one of the best ever
written about the Aztecs; his portrait of their
society is a triumph of scholarship, under
standing, and literary skill."—The Times
Literary Supplement. "A precise and lively
picture of Aztec life. . . . The sources on which
Soustelle has based this analysis of Mexican
life are very complete. ... A most exciting
book."—Mexico City News, xiv -I- 321 pp.
1961. Paper, S4.95

Drinking, Homicide,
and Rebellion in Colonial
Mexican Villages
William B. Taylor. Runner-up, 1980 Bol-
TON Prize. "This book is undoubtedly a new
step in Mexican colonial studies, revealing a
rich new source of information, and also
standing as evidence of the continued inde
pendence of thought of a historian who now
ranks among the foremost in his spe-
j.jalty."—Social History. "An example of so
cial history at its best. ... An important and
insightful book that will be useful not only
to historians, but to anthropologists, sociol
ogists, and anyone with a serious interest in
the Mexican Indian."—Social Science
Quarterly, xiv -t- 242 pp. 1979. Paper, $5.95;
cloth, $ 16.50

Landlord and Peasant
in Colonial Oaxaca
William. B. Taylor. Runner-up, 1973 Bol-
ton Prize. "A major contribution to the
study of land tenure in Colonial Mex
ico. ... A pioneering effort which should
stimulate many revisionist studies regarding
land tenure in colonial Hispanic Amer-
i,;a."—Choice. "Not only an excellent job in
archival artistry but also a seminal endow
ment in future ventures in historical sociol
ogy and eamornks."—Rural Sociology. "Will
have a major impact on the field. . . . Should
be read by every serious student of colonial
Latin American history."—the Canadian
Historical Remew. XVI + 288 pp., illus. 1972.
$18.50

San Miguel
A MEXIC AN (:01.1.EC:TlVh EJIDO

Raymond Wilkie. "This probing study
.  . . provides insight into the economic life
of a community at the base of the Me.xican

socioeconomic pyramid. It is comparable to
those made by Robert Redfield and Oscar
Lewis of rural areas."—Choice. "A signifi
cant appraisal of Mexico's collective agricul
tural land reform program. ... A useful
analysis with good temporal perspective."—
Human Organization, xvii + 190 pp., illus.
1971.$15.00

Peru

The African Slave

in Colonial Peru, 1524—1650
Frederick P. Bowser. Winner, 1975 Bol-
TON Prize. "Many fine studies of slavery in
the Americas have appeared in recent years,
but Bowser's work will rank as one of the

finest. It is perhaps the best single volume on
the subject to date."—History. "The excel
lence of this work cannot be over-

stressed. . . . The text is readable; the mate
rial itself is fascinating. . . . With this work
Bowser establishes himself as a major figure
in colonial Latin American history."—Choice.

xvii -E 440 pp., illus. 1974. $25.00

Slavers in Paradise

THE PERUVIAN SLAVE TRADE

IN POLYNESIA, 1S62-1S64

H. E. Maude. "This slim volume is a master

piece. An elegantly written example of his
torical reconstruction, it chronicles a grim
genocidal chapter in Pacific history.
.  . . Maude is the doyen of Pacific historians,
and his account reflects his enormous exper
tise, his life-long acquaintance with Oceania,
and his sympathetic understanding of the
islanders and their culture."—International

History Review. "A model of fine research
and clear writing, and a significant contri
bution ... to the subject of slavery."—His
tory. x\u -E 246 pp., illus. 1981. $23.50

Other Countries
Party Politics in Puerto Rico
Robert W. Anderson. "Clood coverage of the
period from 1940 through the 1964 elec
tions, considering development of the party
system during a time of fast economic and
social change. A different approach in that it
views the political structure of Puerto Rico
through its party system, rather than the
usual discussion of Puerto Rico's relation

ship to the U.S. . . . Well handled."—Latin
American Report. \x -E 269 pp. 1965. $15.00

Scarcity and Survival
in Central America

Et.Ol CK.lC Al ORR.INSOE THE SOCCER WAR

William H. Durham. "Most analysts have
uncritically singled out overpopulation as
the cause of the four-day Soccer War be-
tvs'ecn El Salvador and Honduras in
1969. . . . The great importance of Dur

ham's book lies precisely in its solid, data-
based documentation of the fallaciousness

of the argument that population density al
ways explains resource scarcity."—Ameri
can Anthropologist. "Successfully destroys
the popular myth of the course of the 1969
war."—Journal of Latin American Studies.
XX -E 209 pp.," illus. 1979. Paper, $5.95;
cloth, $14.50

Educational Reform
with Television

THE EL SALVADOR EXPERIENCE

John K. Mayo, Robert C. Hornik, and Emile
G. McAnany. "An extensive, personal, and
highly readable account of one of the first
large-scale applications of television to for
mal education in a developing coun
try. . . . The authors are scrupulous in their
documentation of the history and develop
ment of instructional television in El Salva
dor."—Harvard Educational Review. "The
book serves as a good reference to educa
tional innovators."—Choice. \\ \ -E 216 pp.,
illus. 1976. $15.00

The Politics of Oil
in Venezuela

Franklin Tugwell. "A thorough, well-re
searched, and well-written case study of the
efforts of successive Venezuelan govern
ments to exert control over the foreign-owned
oil companies operating in their country.
... In addition, the book provides a good
deal of insight into the working of the post-
1958 political process in Venezuela."—Lu/w
American Research Review, xvi -E 216 pp
1975. $15.00

Class, Kinship, and Power
in an Ecuadorian Town
THE NECROES OE SAN LORENZO

Norman F.. Whitten, jr. "This is a gem of a
monograph . . . offering an array of valu
able data relevant to its central theoretical
concern, data on subsistence occupations,
status symbols, and marriage and household
organization."—American Anthropologist.
"Whitten has addressed himself most stim-
ulatingly to some themes that will . . .
increasingly structure the approach of an
thropologists to studies in Latin America
and elsewhere."—American Sociological
Review, wu -E 238 pp., illus. 1965.$15T10
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restaurante chino» nos refiere la historia

y la fortuna de Las hermanas de Biifalo

Bill con algunas palabras sobre el teatro

en general. J.B.S.

, Maude, H.E. Slaves in Paradise.
The Peruvian Slave Trade in

Polynesia, 1862-1864. Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1981.
244 pp. Hard cover.

This well documented and research

ed history reveals for the first time the
tragic events and traumatic effects of the
Peruvian slave raids of 1862-1863 in

Polynesia which reduced the population
of many island communities by two-
thirds. The author has consulted several

hundred scattered primary sources in

missionary archives to gather the
necessary information for this factual
two-part narrative. Part I (Chapters 1 to

13) deals with Peruvians in Polynesia
and traces the reasons behind the slave

trade, offers the statistics of the

numbers of Polynesians abducted (ap

proximately 3634) from each island,

identifies the ships involved (27 Peru

vian, 4 Chilean, 1 Spanish and 1 Tasma-

nian), and studies 4 principal routes

taken in the 38 voyages to 51 islands and

the methods used by captains and super

cargoes. Part II (Chapters 14 to 23),

Polynesians in Peru, examines the return
voyages to Peru, the employment, treat
ment and conditions of slaves there, the

attitudes of the authorities toward this

illicit trade, its eventual abolition, the at

tempts to repatriate the survivors as well
as the repercussions felt by those still left
on the islands. This study with il

lustrative Plates contains Introduction,

Appendix with statistical Tables, Notes

to the 23 chapters. Bibliography, and In

dex. J.B.S.

Meier, Matt S. and Feliciano
Rivera. Dictionary of Mexican
American History. Westport, Con
necticut and London: Greenwood
Press, 1981. 498 pp. Hard cover.

This one volume comprehensive
dictionary compiled by its two principal
authors and more than 30 contributors

begins properly with La Malinche and

Herndn Cortes focusing on the more

significant individuals and events be

tween 1519 and 1836. It deals with nor

thern New Spain (Mexico) known today
as the Southwest and has as its main

scope the period from 1835 beginning
with the Texas revolt against Mexico up
to 1980. The dictionary is ordered

alphabetically with brief entries on

numerous topics (religious, cultural,
political, economic, etc.) that often in
clude additional sources and references.
In its arrangement it includes the Dic
tionary, Appendix A: Bibliography of
General Works, Appendix B:
Chronology of Mexican American
History, Appendix C: The Complete
Text of the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo and the Protocol of Quer6taro,
Appendix D: Glossary of Chicano
Terms, Appendix E: Mexican American
Journals, Appendix F: Tables of Cen
sus, Education, Employment and Im
migration Statistics, Appendix G:
Figures, Appendix H: Maps, and Index.
J.B.S.

Mendoza, Maria Luisa. El perro de
la escribana o Las Piedecasas. Mexi
co, D.F.: Editorial Joaquin Mortiz,
S.A., 1982. 141 pp. Paperback.

Parece a veces que la protagonista
de esta curiosa novela, narrada en tiem-
po presente en primera persona por la
escribana Piedecasas acompaflada siem-
pre de las dos perras Dimes y Diretes, es
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Fundamentos, 1982. 260 pp. Paper
back.

En este an^isis se estudian dos

novelas fundamentales de Adolfo Bioy

Casares—La invencion de Morel (1940)

y Plan de evasion (1945)—en el context©
de la tradicidn de la literatura fantastica

contemporanea, cuyos origenes son

trazados desde la novela gdtica o el

romance, la literatura pastoril y la

utdpica en la Introduccidn. En el primer

capitulo se analizan las dos novelas en
cuanto a sus interrelaciones, y en el

segundo se trata de la ciencia-ficcidn y

en particular de La isla del Doctor

Moreau como «pre-texto» de las dos

obras de Bioy. El capitulo tres examina
las caracteristicas de lo pastoril y el cuar-

to discute la Utopia borgiana en relacidn
con las «novelas-isla» de Bioy Casares.

Se incluyen Apendice I: Autocronologia
de Alfonso Bioy Casares, Apendice 11:

Los novios en las tarjetas postales,

Notas, Bibliografia e Indice de nombres

propios. J.B.S.

Lewald, H. Ernest. (Ed). The Web.
Stories by Argentine Women.
Trans. by H.E. Lewald.
Washington, D.C.: Three Con
tinents Press, 1983. 170 pp. Hard
cover.

This volume is an anthology in

English translation of 17 short stories
and one essay by 12 different female

authors from Buenos Aires, Argentina

whose principal vehicle of expression is
normally the novel. Among the writers
represented are Silvina Bullrich, Beatriz
Guido and Silvina Ocampo as well as

Luisa Valenzuela, Amalia Jamilis and

Reina Roffe of the younger generation.

For the most part the common theme of

these stories involves the ever changing

problems of male-female relationships in

an urban society and culture as seen

from a woman's perspective. H. E.

Lewald, the translator, has provided an
Introduction, as well as brief yet infor

mative sketches of each of the 12 women

authors. J.B.S.

Lombardi, John V. Venezuela. The
Search for Order, The Dream of
Progress. N.Y., Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1982. 348 pp.
Paperback.

This six-chapter history of
Venezuela maintains logically that

whatever insights are to be gained by an

examination of the country's recent

economic prosperity, largely as a result
of her petroleum resources, can only be
properly understood within the context
of her past. Lombardi's study,
therefore, is holistic in its approach and
chronological in its structure, while em
phasizing both surface transformation
and deep-rooted continuities which
underlie Venezuela's historical identity.

Chapter I examines Venezuela's human
and natural resources and the composi
tion of her population. The book also
contains: «Introduction,» «Conclu-

sion,» «Chronology,» prepared by Mary
B. Floyd, «Bibliographic Essay,»
((Statistical Supplement,» ((Tables,» and
((Index.» J.B.S.

Martinez Mediero, Manuel. La
novia. Lisistrata. Las hermanas de
Bufalo Bill. Madrid: Editorial Fun
damentos, 1980. 174 pp. Paper
back.

Este libro reiine tres dramas de M.

Martinez Mediero: La novia, del ano

1978 en un solo acto; Lisistrata, del ano

1980 en dos partes; y Las hermanas de

Bufalo Bill, de 1972 en dos actos. Un

prdlogo titulado ((Un sabor a
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To call someone a slaver is a powerful accusation, drawing up images
of bestial brutality, coffin cargos, and rapacious Europeans exploiting
technologically simple populations for the growth of home industry or ag
riculture. Slavery does seem to be as old as recorded history, and were it
not for the institution, most of the world's great monuments to human in
genuity would not have been built; the Golden Age of Greece might not
have eventuated, and European colonialism not secured its headstart for
two centuries of domination.

Harry Maude, doyen of Pacific historians, does not tell of a grand
slavery enterprise, but of a small nation succumbing to temptation. His
study of the Peruvian labor trade shows us how an otherwise humanistic
government in Peru could permit itself to be duped and entrapped in a
situation which it did not make, but did nothing to prevent.

Hidden behind the tale, though, is a chapter in colonialism only now
beginning to be finely drawn by the modem historian: what capitalism
did to secure the labor it required to continue the expansion of the late
nineteenth century, to produce the worlds (first, second, third and fourth)
we now know.

Through the work of Guttman and other American historians wc
know that slavery, the purchase and transport of human beings as chat
tels, did not cease entirely because of humanitarian pressure, but because
it became too expensive. As slavery from Africa faded out, indenture be
came the slave system transformed. And it was cheaper.

Indenture worked by the drawing up of a contract, in the body of
which specified duties for specified compensation (in wages or kind) were
apparently agreed upon by the hiring agent and the lalaorer. Typically,
indenture was handled by middlemen, who sought out the prospective la
borers. Such contracts usually involved a set period of labor, transport to
and from the laborer's place of residence, provision of food and clothing.
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and sometimes a small wage. These contracts were then sold to individ
uals and companies requiring the labor.

In principle, it seemed a straightforward business arrangement. In
practice, of course, tliese contracU often were composed in such a fashion
that their implications were unclear to the (often illiterate) laborer. Cash
wage was kept so low that there was little chance of a laborer buying his
(or her) own contract, and work conditions were only vaguely specified.

It would have been difficult to have differentiated an auction of labor
contracts (indenture) from an auction of laborers (slavery); the one differ
ence was that while slavery was for the life of the commodity-laborer, in
denture had a specified duration. The effect of this was that the holder of
the contract got the labor without having to become responsible over the
long term for the laborer.

While Peru will always carry the shame of iU short-lived trade, many
other countries have prospered through indenture, including the United
States, Britain (in its colonies, such as Fiji), and Australia. Both Britain and
Australia, along with Peru, had their indenture slavery using South Pacific
labor in tlie nineteenth century.

There is no need to recapitulate the details of the Peruvian episode, as
Maude can tell the interested reader that story in fine prose. I would like
to consider what has been left out. To say that there are oinissions is not
to denigrate Maude, for he writes with the British historian's fine eye for
detail and integrity for documentation. What he does not do, and this is
typical of the tradition, is to do more than to interpret the basic facts.
Being atheoretical in orientation, the British historian conventionally does
not provide context. We know a great deal about the few months of the
trade itself, which began in October 1862 and terminated, as far as Island
raids were concerned, within six months.

Context can tell us why the actors in the drama we read might have
performed as they did. Why, for example, did Peru not continue to use
the more plentiful supply of Chinese "coolies"? Documents I have re
searched from the period in Peru show that even while Peruvian and
other vessels headed for Polynesia, the much larger China clippers still
moved to and from Cathay, bringing 600 to 700 laborers on a voyage.
This trade was slowed down only slightly by British protests about Peru
vian operations in their colony.

Why, to take another example, did France^ so strenuously oppose the
trade? France has a long tradition of LibertS, Egalitk, and FratemitS. But
there was an additional reason why France, through its charg6 d affaires,
de Lesseps, should wish to embarrass the Peruvian government in
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1862-1863. At that time, the French were seeking to impose their self-
styled Emperor Maximilian on the throne of republican Mexico and the
Peruvians, along with other American republics, sided with their neighbor
to the north.

Perhaps, however, my quibbles about the larger context, including the
colonial one, seem unfair to the work Maude has produced for us. What
he has provided, that the theoretical historians sometimes do not, are all
the details about the incidents. From Maude's Slavers, future generations
will be able to reinterpret, for the groundwork has been laid, and ex
pertly, too.

In addition to thorough research, extending over many years, there is
a detailed index, a scholarly bibliography of fifteen archives and eighty-
five sources, with maps showing ship's routes, and twenty-seven pages of
careful footnotes. All of this material has been digested for us into nine
central tables, placed in an Appendix. Maude's work, in short, is the defin
itive study of this particular episode, even if it does not tell us much about
why such a series of events might have taken place at that time.

There is some strong language from Maude and it is directed mainly
against the Peruvians who did allow it to take place. Lima was not some
barbarian capital, but the (former) jewel of the Spanish empire, rich in
artwork and history. High culture flourished and Limehos (the people of
Lima) maintained close and appreciative contacts with European events
and trends. Their main newspaper. El Comercio, carried features on phi
losophy, as well as the news of the day. The paper itself was cautious
when the trade began and became, wi^in Peruvian society, one of the
strongest opponents of the Polynesian importations.

Maude calls part of the trade's effect genocidal and the word was not
lightly chosen. It is true that genocide, when we think of massacres of
Jews, Armenians, and others in this century, is a deliberate campaign to
eradicate a particular racial group. In that sense, the Peruvians were not
genocidal in intention though ethnocide was one of its justifications. Part
of the argument for the trade was to bring the fruits of European civ
ilization, including Christianity, to Polynesia, to the detriment of the Is
landers' own beliefs. Genocide, however, was the effect or near-effect of
the trade and for that reason the use of this powerful word is justified.

Peruvian reaction to Maude's study will no doubt be varied: few of
its citizens today would be aware that it took place. Even the term
"Canaca," being the Hawaiian kanaka for human being, now exists in
modem Peruvian only in association with brothels. "To Canaca {cana-
quear)" means to frequent Chinese brothels or to behave in a similar dis
solute manner.
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Just as Australians are generally ignorant of their Queensland trade,
involving Melanesians in the sugar fields of the far north, so many Peru
vians today will be surprised to hear of the limits of their ancestors' ac
tions to promulgate agriculture and other industries.

The book will be of particular interest not only to Pacific specialists
but to the general reader as well. It is vintage Maude, with that fine prose
style that not only informs, but is a pleasure to read. It is a fine product
from a quiet Canberra garden.

Grant McCall

University of New South Wales

This book is Professor Maude's "intermittent labor of love" researched
amidst a busy Ufe first as a British administrator and subsequently as a
scholar of Pacific history at the Australian National University. Like
everything else Maude has written, this work, too, bears all the hallmarks
of his scholarship which is characterized by meticulous research and ele
gant, evocative prose. Professor Maude clearly has a romantic fascination
with the South Seas, bom no doubt out of his long and deep association
with it. This book as a result is replete with words and phrases that con
jure in the mind the image of tranquility, peace, and abandon in which
the island people lived before the intrusion of the Europeans. Indeed,
Maude sees the general reader viewing his account "as the story of the
most dramatic region-wide conflict between human greed and bewildered
innocence ever to occur in the romantic setting of the South Seas" (p.
viii). _ ;

This romantic, as opposed to "analytical," vision informs and indeed
pervades the whole book which deals with the seven month period be
tween September 1862 and April 1863 when hundreds of Polynesians
were taken away by Peruvian recruiters for employment in Pern. All fac
ets of this episode are described and documented. We are told of the
numbers of people who were recruited, the islands from which they came,
the mortality rate among the laborers, their repatriation, the bmtalizing
ordeal of shipment, and so on. The discussion of the dynamics of recruit
ment and shipment of the Polynesian laborers forms the core of the story.
One wishes the author had told us more about the social and economic re
alities of the world from which the islanders had been recruited and the
realities of the new environment into which they were introduced. We
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would then have had a more composite and full picture of the episode. As
it stands, the reader is left with a romanticized picture of the Polynesian
world, an impressionistic, and at times derogatory picture of Peruvian
society.

Professor Maude's moral outrage at the activities of the rapacious
Peruvian recruiters is apparent, as it is also in the title of the book. To
him, the elaborate process of labor recruitment, "the inspection of ships'
papers and recruits* contracts was a farce," (p. 123). Nine-tenths of the
Polynesian laborers "had been tricked or forced into leaving their islands
and had little or no knowledge of the purport of the document, written in
Spanish and occasionally also in English, which they had been told to put
a mark on long after they came on board" (p. 124). In short, Polynesian
labor recruitment was slave trade.

The contemporary officials and observers, Maude tells us, were all
agreed that the labor traffic indeed resembled slavery; and he is content
to go by their opinion. It may be worth noting that the Melanesian labor
migration was also viewed in this light by many contemporary observers,
especially self-interested missionaries, until critical investigations of schol
ars such as Peter Corris and Deryck Scarr showed it to be a more complex
and two-sided affair. Indian indentured migration has also been viewed as
slavery by many people, though detailed investigation of aspects of it
have raised serious questions about the validity of the description. Slavery
is a problematic concept as the intense debate about it in the United
States clearly shows; and the use of the term can just as easily confuse and
obsciure as it can illuminate. But perhaps the Polynesian episode was
unique, something which does not emerge clearly from the narrative, but
may have emerged in a more comparative perspective.

A chronological, island-by-island account of recruitment adds color
and variety to the book, and it is bound to increase its appeal in those is
lands from where the laborers were taken. However, such treatment un
fortunately detracts from the emergence of a more complete picture of
the process of recruitment and shipping of the laborers, besides being re
petitive at times. It also leads to the banishment of important statistical
information, central to the purpose of the book, to the end, something
which at least one numerate reader found disappointing.

Professor Maude's study of a little-known episode in Polynesian his-
toiy will be welcomed by scholars of Pacific history and especially by af-
ficionados of Polynesian studies. A general student of Pacific history,
however, would probably have been satisfied with a less detailed treat-
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ment in the form of a long chapter included in the author's masterly col
lection of essays. Of Islands and Men,

Brij V. Lai
The University of the South Pacific

Slavers in Paradise is clearly a pioneering work. Its greatest impor
tance. obviously, is for Polynesian history. But it also h^ value for the stu
dent of Peruvian social history, bringing out some relatively unknown fac
tual aspects of the contract labor arrangements under which Asian
workers were brought to Peru to replace the emancipated Black slaves in
the mid-nineteenth century.

The importation of Chinese "coolies" under Peruvian contract labor
law has been studied by scholars, but the record of the short-lived ar
rangement for importing workers from Polynesia for the sugar plantations
and for guano mining has been Uttle studied because of the difficulty of
finding the documentaUon; it is a sorry record, indeed, as the author
shows. Fortunately, as he brings out in chapter 18, Peruvian human
itarians, prodded especially by the French charg6 d'affaires, Edinond de
Lesseps, brought a quick end to the traffic, once the abuses became
known, though not before thousands of Polynesians had lost their Uves be
cause of inhumane treatment and disease. The smaU population of Poly
nesia had been reduced to a catastrophic degree, parUcularly in Easter

The United States, engaged in the CivU War, paid little attention to
the abuses in the trade reported from Peru. Hawaiian officials were
larcely ineffective. Britain, which had important interests in Pol^esia,
procrastinated, not deciding until the traffic was virtually over, whether
or not the islanders were entitled to British protecUon. Chile, although
later claiming the Easter Islands, had no officials there. For this reason
some of tlie worst abuses occurred there. The author appropriately lauds
the French representatives and the French government for their active
protestations which helped secure the abolition of the traffic. Edmond de
Lesseps receives special praise. _ _ _

Some Peruvian aspects of the study may be open to criticism, even
though the author's appropriate emphasis is upon Polynesia. The opening
chapter, "The Peruvian Background," for example, will raise questions by
Peruvian historians. They may rightly ask why so little attention is given
in this chapter to the almost overwhelming domestic and intemaUonal
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problems, social, economic, and political, faced by Peru at this time. They
will doubtless resent the derogatory reference to the population of Peru
(p. 1) as consisting of "disparate ethnic groups between which there is
little in common other than a disinclination to engage in manual labour if
it could be avoided.'' They might also have wished to see more credit giv
en to Peruvian liberals for their abolition of Black slavery and for their
struggles against Chinese contract labor, before it was reallowed in 1861.

A reviewer should not quibble over words, but in the interest of accu
racy it may be appropriate to raise a question about the use of the terms
slavers and slave trade in the title of the book. No one questions the right
of an author to use these terms in their' broad popular sense on occasion.
But their use in this sense in a careful and precise historical study such as
this one seems to mar rather than add to its effectiveness for the historian.

The historical institution of slavery had been abolished in Peru and the
slaves had left the plantations and guano islands. While some of the as
pects of the recruitment and transportation of the Polynesians may have
been as bad or worse than the worst of the African slave shipments, it was
a different kind of social and economic abuse.

Although the author does not seem to have used computerized statis
tical techniques, he rates high in terms of quantification. Meager and scat
tered figures have been gathered from the documents and carefully col
lated to give a reliable idea of the number of recruits involved, the
number of ships employed, the numbers landed and refused landing, and
the numbers repatriated. The greatest gap in statistical information seems
to be in respect to the workers who stayed on in Peru. Data here is
largely lacking. But the author's ingenious calculation of the number of.
workers from Easter Island is worthy of special mention. Lacking any of
ficial records from Easter Island itself, he identified shipments from there
by carefully calculating the sailing times of the various vessels arriving in
Callao, thus deducing the origin of the shipments.

The author identified 32-33 vessels engaged in the trade, of which 27
were Peruvian, 4 Chilean, 1 Spanish, and (possibly) 1 Tasmanian. The to
tal number of laborers recruited is calculated as 3,634, including 1,407
from Easter Island, 1,915 from other Polynesian islands and 312 from
Micronesia.

The saddest aspect of the Polynesian labor recruitment is the record of
repatriation, inspired though it was by the humane efforts of French and
British officials and by missionaries. "Of the total of 3125 brought to
Peru," writes Professor Maude (p. 164), "1216 or 39 percent, were thus
retained or put on board four repatriation vessels, but only 157 or 5 per
cent, landed once again on a Polynesian island alive." The author uses the
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term "genocide" to describe this wholesale loss of life. Sensitive Peruvi^
may resent the implied comparison with the Nazi
obiLtive was not to wipe out a race but to provide workers. Yet the term
certainly imparU a vivid sense of the tragedy m Polynesia.

The impact of the incipient Christian missionary efforts m the islands,
both Catholic and Protestant, might have received more carehil eva-
uation While disease of the coconut palm, the islanders major food
source was a prime factor in favoring the recruitoent, m^ionaries,
somewhat naively, sometimes collaborated with the labor recrmters under
the mistaken idea that they were helpmg to ward off stawahon (pp.
76-77 174-175). However, the London Missionary Society and other m^
sionarjr groups helped to arouse the public opinion in Peru that brought
an end to the traffic. Missionaries also helped to calm the feais
ment of the islanders, and to reconcile them to the tragedy they had

this is a book that may well invite controversy, it is a notable
contribution, not only to Polynesian history, but also to the more complex
field of comparative history.

Harold E. Davis

The American University

Response: H. E. Maude

1 am relieved at the temperate tenor of these critiques, ̂ d I find my-
seUi wiU, of U.0 poioU made, though
.11 the LrmaUoo apparently oonaidered d^irable
tated the producUon of a book which few could have afforded to buy.
' AUcoStributors comment on my ui. of the term ^
could have found a less emotive and opprobrious word that
real, as against the theoretical, position of the recrui , g
imolies. if I understand him rightly, that because slavery had been abol
ished in Peru the treatment of the
but "a different kind of social and economic abuse, this is not the view

^^Ikvety is abolished in the United States, and yet as recently as 1947
the Supreme Court held a person to be enslaved, using a defmition of de
facto slavery which would be as applicable to the Polynesian recruits w
the one I have given on p. xx. and cases of slavery are reported as existmg
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in countries where it has been legally abolished for decades. In fact, I used
the term advisedly and not in a broad popular sense; but perhaps it would
have been less invidious to have adopted McCall's more precise term: in
denture slavery.

It is true, as Brij Lai points out, that many contemporary observers
considered the Polynesian labor trade to be a disguised slave trade, but I
should have been loathe to have based my judgment on their view alone,
for missionaries in particular were apt to call all forms of the indentured
labor trade slavery. Some fifty years ago I was a labor recruiting officer
myself on ships working the Gilbert and Tuvalu Groups, and since then I
have read most of the documentation on the seven other major labor
trades in Oceania—to New South Wales, Queensland, New Galedonia,
Fiji, Samoa, Tahiti, and Hawaii—as well as on a number of minor recruit
ing ventures to such places as Nauru and Ocean Island, Makatea, Fanning
Island, and Guatemala; but in general character, hone of them were slave
trades, and it was to accentuate my view that the Peruvian traffic was
unique that I chose an unequivocal title for the book.

Davis reproves me for giving too little attention to Peru's contempo
rary problems and to the work of Peruvian liberals. In extenuation I can
but plead that the book was written for, and at the request of, a Poly
nesian readership and much of interest to Peruvian scholars had perforce
to be omitted unless it bore directly on my main theme: the fate of the
Polynesians in Peru. Credit was given, for instance, to the help afforded
by the newspaper El Comercio and employers such as Gipriano Elguera
and John Montero; but there were no doubt others, and it is to be hoped
that someone may be stimulated by such omissions to write an account of
the labor trade as seen from the receiving end. I suspect, however, that
what constituted a major tempest in Oceania caused only a ripple on the
shores of Peru.

For my disparaging remark on ethnic attitudes towards manual labor I
must do penance; it was not well-phrased and should in any case have re
ferred specifically to plantation labor. On the other hand, Davis has mis
read me in concluding that the coconut palm disease affected atolls other
than Tongareva; and as regards missionary activity, I think that apart
from the efforts of the Catholic Bishop in Tahiti to alert Catholics on the
mainland, these were of little avail. The Protestant missions, having no
contacts in Peru, concentrated on inducing the British Government to do
something, but without succeM, while endeavoring at the same time to
mitigate the traumatic effects of the trade on those left on the islands.

Brij Lai is right; I have been engaged in a love affair with the South
Sea islands all my life and view the atoll world in particular in somewhat
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roseate hues. I was actually engaged in producing the "long chapter" he
speaks of when the sheer drama of the episode coming to light for the
first time captured my imagination, and I felt compelled to tell it in full
as it happened. History, to me at least, must be literature if it is to hold
the interest of the reader, while transcending other literary forms by its'
scrupulous fidelity to fact.

I am sorry if I have evinced moral outrage, as Lai considers, for this is
generally an impermissible indulgence in writing about people of another
age and cultural background. One may report indignation felt by others at
the time, for this is often an important fact, but it is hazardous for us to
pronounce judgment when past community ethical standards are hard to
ascertain and may well vary within the group; and it would be anachro
nistic to judge those who lived in the past by our standards today.

Other points raised by Lai are dealt with later but it should perhaps
be emphasized here that the chronological island-by-island accounts in
Part One, admittedly in places confusing and repetitive, are what the is
landers themselves wanted and invariably turn to first. Their justification
lies in the fact that they have been translated into Tokelau, Tongan,
Niuean, French (for Tahiti), and I believe Kiribatese, Tuvaluan and Cook
Islands Maori, with at best a summary of what happened before and after
the events at a particular island group.

I am flattered by McCall's description of me as a typical historian of
the British school, ̂ ough I fear that a renegade anthropologist with an
interest in cultural dynamics would be rejected by that august fraternity.
Nor should I care to consort with historians who, we are told, ignore
context.

Surely questions of context are the very essence of any diachronic
study and they were my main interest and concern when writing on the
Peruvian trade. It is for others to judge whether I have succeeded or
failed, but the two examples of omission adduced by McCall do not prove
his contention since the first was in fact dealt with, including the special
licenses which permitted the continuance of the coolie trade at a reduced
level. As it was peripheral to my main theme, however, I referred those
who required more information to the detailed accoimt in Watt Stewart's
Chinese Bondage in Peru.

The second example, after investigation, I dismissed as a hypothesis
without documentary support which in any case had no effect on de Les-
seps, whose motivations are clear from his official and private correspond
ence. I suggest that a conclusive objection is the fact that when Peru
sought France's support early in 1864 over Spain's seizure of the Chincha
Islands the Polynesian labor trade was foimd to be the only issue of any
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importance between the two countries, and on this being settled by a
reimbiursement and indemnity their relations immediately became cordial,
and remained so. Yet France's participation in the Mexican adventure
continued until 1867.

Apart from this minor variance I am in agreement with all McCall's
comments, including his inference that I am a narrative rather than a the
oretical historian. I should be churlish, furthermore, if I did not acknowl
edge here the assistance obtained in completing the study from his own
pioneering work on the Easter Island trade and his researches in Peru,
which I was able to pursue in more detail "from a quiet Canberra gar
den," as he happily phrases it, where I was not burdened with a teaching
load.

Some passages in the critiques call not so much for comment here as
for further research on subjects connected with, but ancillary to, the
theme of the book. I have already expressed the hope that to amplify, and
correct any imbalance in, the account given in part 2, a South American
specialist might care to research the trade from the Peruvian perspective,
after examining documentation which I was unable to obtain such as the
minutes of the Executive Covmcil, the Naval correspondence, hacienda re
cords, and the books of the commercial firms engaged in recruiting
operations.

Such a survey could include the information asked for by Lai on the
Peruvian social and economic environment into which the recruits were

precipitated, but his analogous survey of the situation in Polynesia would
require a detailed enquiry into the early political, economic, and social
development of Polynesia from the beginnings of European contact to the
middle of the nineteenth century. There are studies on particular aspects,
notably J. M. Davidson's 1942 doctoral thesis, and on particjilar areas,
such as Colin Newbiiry's recent book Tahiti Nut, but much information
has come to hand of recent years and what is now wanted is a synoptic
survey of the whole Polynesian region; it would, I believe, establish that
trading and missionary inter-island communications had integrated Poly
nesia as never before.

In reply to a query by Lai I have affirmed that the Polynesian trade
was unique in bearing the general character of a slave trade, but there is
now sufficient material available to enable a comparative study to be
made of the Pacific labor trades as a significant element in the overall
picture of culture contact in Oceania. It should elicit some surprising data
on such matters as the number of recruits involved: the locale and meth

ods of recruitment; the nature and efficiency of government controls; the
location and nature of employment; the legal and actual status of the
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laborers; conditions of employment; repatriation arrangements and their
efficacy; mortality statistics and causes; and the effect of the trade on the
island societies.

Another study of, I submit, even greater importance to our under
standing of island, and especially atoll, societies concerns their reaction to
disaster conditions, for it became clear when writing the chapter on
"Crisis in the Atolls" that the many specialized works on disasters in other
regions were mainly concerned with modem, urbanized communities.
Practically no work has been done on the effects of, and response to, cala
mities in Oceania and yet, with its unique multiplicity of small and cultur
ally variant societies known to have been subject to natural disasters, the
region is ideally suited to research on this theme. We do not really know,
for example, the precise mechanisms by which the island commumties
coped with disaster conditions and whether, as I strongly suspect, the
more rigorous conditions of atoll life enabled the mhabitants to adapt to
catastrophe with greater success than those on the volcanic islands.

That two out of the three topics suggested in the commentaries or this
reply represent comparative studies of regional or subregional scope is
not surprising for, as Kerry Howe has indicated in Pacific Studies for Fall
1979, the great number of detailed papers on particular themes now pub
lished makes the synoptic approach a feasible and profitable one.

Nevertheless, a perusal of the book will show that there are still many
topics of mainly local importance concerning that of which we know next
to nothing and which might well interest someone seeking a subject for
research: for example, an investigation into the land temure system on
Tongareva as affected by the labor trades; the history of the pearlshell in
dustry in the Tuamotus during the early nineteenth century; the signifi
cance of the oral traditions relating to the cannon preserved at "Uiha in
Tonga; and the recovery and reproduction of the missing diary of the Jen
nings settlement on Olosenga from 1856 to 1866, last seen during 1919 in
the possession of a Miss Nellie Skeen of Nuku alofa.

A final point which has been raised by readers, though not by the
commentators, is whether the sudden depopulation and associated cultur
al shock experienced by the eight island communities who lost more th^
half their population bear out the views advanced by Alan Moorehead in
The Fatal Impact. Moorehead's thesis, however, was based on an exam
ination of induced change on a single Pacific island, and it would seem
that, with the exception of Easter Island, the marked demographic resur
gence and community regeneration following the Peruvian raids suggest
on the contrary the remarkable resilience of island, and in particular atoll,
communities.
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Violence and death: the death of the greatest explorer of his age; the
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I.rr, ^^^'^nteen when he accompanied CaptainJames Cook on the latter's third great voyage in July 1776 "to prosecute
r grand object: the Search of a NW passage to India" (p. 53). The

undertaking lasted over four years and was, in the young man's words,
rherff T (p. 157). We are doubly fortunate,

L n ̂  ^''periences, and that his journal,
to Cl^rkr' ̂^ the British Museum in 1912, is now available to us-thanks
Ulustradr, foto^lTand
whether ^^^"tint most valuable-
rrJla I '"f°™ation on eighteenth-century nautical activity; the
commfnl observations about Maoris, Hawaiians, and Aleuts; or the
be^n fl L ' ""j^h^f^t.Teristic irascibility. Historians have long
^ne ta ^ ^hat Cook, worn out by
temDered increasingly impatient and short-
K^Fak L R contributed to his death atKealakekua Bay on the southwestern coast of the island of Hawaii on 14
February 1779. In this regard, Gilbert's journal does not disappoint us
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We learn^Jor example, that C^ook went as far as cutting off the ears of
islanders accused of thieving, that he left one poor soul chained to
Resolution's quarterdeck for a week, and ordered the destruction of
houses and canoes following the theft of a goat. "I can't," the midship
man wrote, "well account for [Capt. Cook's] proceedings on this occasion
as they were so very different from his conduct in like cases in his former
voyages" (p. 47).

The Age of Cook soon gave way, in the nineteenth century, to the
age of labour. An almost insatiable demand developed throughout the
Pacific region for cheap tractable labour: for Chinese to drive railway
tunnels through the Canadian Rockies; for Melanesians and Indians to
work the sugar estates of Queensland and Fiji; and for Polynesians to
underpin the burgeoning agricultural economy of Peru.

It is this last-mentioned labciur trade—or, more precisely, slave
trade—that is the subject of H.E. Maude's brilliantly researched Slavers
in Paradise. An elegant example of historical reconstruction, the book
chronicles a grim and hitherto little-understood chapter in Pacific
histoiy during which 3,125 Pacific Islanders were kidnapped or recruit
ed to work in Peru during the period 1862-63. Bit by bit, the hellish
nature of the trade, which resulted in the death from pulmonary or
intestinal diseases of sixty-live per cent of those put ashore in Peru,
became common knowledge; and the Peruvians, bowing to British and
French diplomatic pressure, agreed to repatriate the islanders. The
result, however, was the catastrophic decimation of the islanders as
the deadly contagions borne by the returned labourers swept away
thousands.

Maude's study is superb detective work; painstaking, encyclopaedic,
and precise. While all those interested in the history of the Pacihc will
profit from his scholarship, his sombre account was compiled primarily
foi the descendants of those who suffered. "Only through a knowledge
of their history," he writes, "can the islanders of today become fully
conscious of their regional identity, and thus guard themselves against
the piecemeal cultural annihilation which threatens them in the present
century, as Peruvian bondage did in the last" (p. xxii).

That passage might well have been written by Maurice Leenhardt,
the French protestant missionary, ethnologist, linguist, and .scholar who
laboured intermittently for half a century among the Canaque, the
Melanesians of La Grande Terre, or New Caledonia. He established
mission stations, encouraged the development of a native pastorate,
monitored attempts by the colons to encroach on Melanesian lands, and
strove to rediscover his God concretely in Melanesian religious experi
ence (p. 5), all the while trying to avoid the "defensive narrowness that
haunts mission works' (p. '74). Leenhardt was, in a way, an intellectual
beachcomber, a man who stood at the margin of a variety of worlds; of
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missignaries, of ethnographers, of anthropologists, of Melanesians, and
of French colonial officials. His genius was that he "somehow engaged all
on their own terms, giving and receiving loyalty," while widening their
respective horizons through insight, sympathy, academic prowess, and
force of personality (p. 217).

Leenhardt left New (ialedonia in 1920 and became increasingly
interested in comparative mission strategies and ethnology. He was not a
missionary-turned-ethnologist, hut rather an increasingly ethnographi-
cally inclined missionary fascinated hy the problems of myth, the person,
and aesthetic perception. His concern was not merely to decode Melane-
sian culture, but to live inside it—to think like a Canaque and to know
more of himself and his religion as a consequence. Person and Myth,
which James Clifford describes matter-of-factly as "a sympathetic,
though not uncritical, account of Maurice Leenhardt's experience
and writings," is a deeply impressive work. It is a closely arguetl yet
graceful account of the complex world of religious phenomenology and
colonialism.

Royal Roads Militajy College, Canada James A. Boutilier

Australia's North-West Challenge. By W.A. Beattie and M. de
Lacy Lowe. Photographs by M. de Lacy Lowe. Melbourne: Kimberley
Publishing Co. 1980. 183 pp. A$29.95IUS$34.50IC$40.97I£17.94
(cloth); A$19.95IUS$22.79IC$27.29l£l 1.95 (paper).

Energy in Australia. Politics and Economics. By Hugh Saddler.
Sydney, London, and Boston: George Allen C3 Uniuin. 1981. x, 205 pp.
US$19.95.

Both these books deal with Australian natural resources and
their utilization. Australia's North-West Challenge is about the Kimberley, a
triangular area larger than Great Britain in the far north of Western
Australia. The Kimberley is closer to at least three Asian capitals than to
Canberra, and it shares their monsoonal climates. The book's theme is
regional development: where, when, and how?

Energy in Australia has as its subtitle "Politics and Economics." It is not
concerned with regional development, although the author is well-
known for his mid-1970s connection with the Ranger Mine enquiry into
Northern Territory uranium production. Indeed, Hugh Saddler de
plores developmentalism" in his opening complaint that energy policy
has generally been submerged under the promotional aims of state
premiers. He points to Sir Charles Court, premier of Western Australia,
as the archetype of those regional leaders who prefer energy production
to its conservation and who regard mining infrastructure works as a
benefit rather than as a cost of resource supply.
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houses and canoes following the theft of a goat. "I can't," the midship
man wrote, "well account for [Capt. Cook's] proceedings on this occasion
as they were so very different from his conduct in like cases in his former
voyages" (p. 47).

The Age of Cook soon gave way, in the nineteenth century, to the
age of labour. An almost insatiable demand developed throughout the
Pacific region for cheap tractable labour: for Chinese to drive railway
tunnels through the Canadian Rockies; for Melanesians and Indians to
work the sugar estates of Queensland and Fiji; and for Polynesians to
underpin the burgeoning agricultural economy of Peru.

It is this last-mentioned labour trade—or, more precisely, slave
trade—that is the subject of H.E. Maude's brilliantly researched Slavers
in Paradise. An elegant example of historical reconstruction, the book
chronicles a grim and hitherto little-understood chapter in Pacific
history during which 3,125 Pacific Islanders were kidnapped or recruit
ed to work in Peru during the period I862-()3. Bit by bit, the hellish
nature of the trade, which resulted in the death from pulmonary or
intestinal diseases of sixty-five per cent of those put ashore in Peru,
became common knowledge; and the Peruvians, bowing to British and
French diplomatic pressure, agreed to repatriate the islanders. The
result, however, was the catastrophic decimation of the islanders as
the deadly contagions borne by the returned labourers swept away
thousands.

Maude's study is superb detective work: painstaking, encyclopaedic,
and precise. While all those interested in the history of the Pacific will
profit from his scholarship, his sombre account was compiled primarily
for the descendants of those who suffered. "Only through a knowledge
of their history," he writes, "can the islanders of today become fully
conscious of their regional identity, and thus guard themselves against
the piecemeal cultural annihilation which threatens them in the present
century, as Peruvian bondage did in the last" (p. xxii).

That passage might well have been written by Maurice Leenhardt,
the French protestant missionary, ethnologist, linguist, and scholar who
laboured intermittently for half a century among the Canaque, the
Melanesians of La Grande Terre, or New Caledonia. He established
mission stations, encouraged the development of a native pastorate,
monitored attempts by the colons to encroach on Melanesian lands, and
strove to "rediscover his God concretely in Melanesian religious experi
ence (p. 5), all the while trying to avoid the "defensive narrowness that
haunts mission works" (p. 74). Leenhardt was, in a way, an intellectual
beachcomber, a man who stood at the margin of a variety of worlds: of
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missionaries, of cthnograjihers, of anthropologists, of Melanesians, and
of French colonial officials. His genius was that he "somehow engaged all
on their own terms, giving and receiving loyalty," while widening their
respective horizons through insight, sympathy, academic prowess, and
force of personality (p. 217).

Leenhardi left New Caledonia in 1920 and became increasingly
interested in comparative mission strategies and ethnology. He was not a
missionary-turned-ethnologist, but rather an increasingly ethnographi-
cally inclined mi.ssitmary fa.scinated by the problems of myth, the |)er.son,
and aesthetic perception. His concern was not merely to decode Melane-
sian culture, but to live inside it—to think like a Canaquc and to know
more of himself and his religion as a consequence. Person mid Myth,
which James Clifford describes matter-of-factly as "a sympathetic,
though not uncritical, account of Maurice Leenhardt's experience
and writings," is a deeply impressive work. It is a closely argued yet
graceful account of the complex world of religious phenomenology and
colonialism.
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their utilization. Australia's North-West Challenge is about the Kimherley, a
triangular area larger than Great Britain in the far north of Western
Australia. The Kimherley is closer to at least three Asian capitals than to
Canberra, and it shares their monsoonal climates. Tfie book's theme is
regional development: where, when, and how?

Energy in Australia has as its subtitle "Politics and Economics." It is not
concerned with regional development, although the author is well-
known for his mid-1970s connection with the Ranger Mine enquiry into
Northern Territory uranium production. Indeed, Hugh Saddler de
plores "developmentalism" in his opening complaint that energy policy
has generally been submerged under the promotional aims of state
premiers. He points to Sir Charles Court, premier of Western Australia,
as the archetype of those regional leaders who prefer energy production
to its conservation and who regard mining infrastructure works as a
benefit rather than as a cost of resource supply.
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Roger C. Taylor, The Elements of Seamanship (Camden, Maine: International
Marine Publishing Company, 1982). 51,4" x 81^", cloth, ii + i images, five dratv^
ings, two appendices, bibliography, index. 512.50.

This handy little book is the work of the author of Goy6 Boats, More Good
Boats, and Still More Good Boats, able books with which/Neptune readers must
now be familiar. Elements, dealing mainly but not exclusively with smaller vessels,
could possibly be aimed at the teen-age market, if for no^tter reason than that the
young of recent generations (note: some now grown (M) have so widely applied
automotive parlance to nautical practice; 'Appendix/A: Keeping a Civil Tongue
at Sea' would hopefully correct that vice. /

Its five succinct chapters, dealing respectively with watertightness, collisions/
grounding, keeping her going,' anchoring, and ̂ amanship all stress tlie impor
tance of safety at sea. 'Think ahead' is Taylor'yiepeated admonition, as well as
don t panic. Good advice. However, the revimver is disappointed in how little
space he lent to the danger of fire at sea; he^ade no mention, for instance, of
disasters to be anticipated in the careless ope/ation of the several species of galley
stoves (e.g., walking away from an alcohol /vapor stove which has been 'turned
off). And whereas he gives much space to man overboard procedures, he doesn't
tell us much about preventing men goingyoverboard. For instance, he could have
cited the classic folly of taking a leak oyer the side while one is alone on deck
underweigh at night.
But everything that an experienced s^man has to tell can hardly be locked into

a hundred pages. Along with all the gems of sound advice Mr. Taylor imparts,
perhaps the soundest is (p. 31) 'When'sailing around in the vicinity of rocks and
shoals, don't try to memorize the clyirt; keep consulting it.'

John C. Bower, Jr.
The Bostonian Society

T. Maude, Slavers in Paradise: The Peruvian Slave Trade in Polynesia 1862-
186^ (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1981). xxii -t- 244 pages.
Illustrated. 523.50.

One of the pleasures of historical scholarship is the sudden and unexpected dis
covery of a whole realm of Clio unknown except to the specialist. Once revealed,
such a kingdom is exceptionally interesting as well also as being much more signifi
cant than is generally assumed. While slavery is, as a general subject, far from ob
scure, it is usually thought of in terms of the African or the North American Indian.
Indentured labour—a form of servile status—is occasionally recollected in Colonial
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covery of a whole realm of Clio unknown except to the specialist. Once revealed,
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cant than IS generally assumed. While slavery is, as a general subject, far from ob
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Harry E. JiAtJDE, Slavers in Paradise. The Peruvian Slave Trade in Polynesia, 1862-
1S64. Stanford, Stanford University Press — Canberra, Australian University Press,
1981, XXII + 244 p., bibl., index, tabl., cartes, pi.

Tout s'est jou6 en sept mois, de septembre 1862 a avril 1863. Dans ce laps de temps,
trente-trois bateaux out 6cuin6 cinquante-cinq iles de Polynesie, n'epargnant aucun des
archipels habitds sauf les Hawai, enlevant 3 4S3 personnes et introduisant des maladies
mortelles inconnues jusqu'alors. Resultat : des populations ayant perdu de 24 fi 79 %
de leurs effectifs, des socidtes mises dans rimpossibilitd de fonctioimer, et des patrimoines
culturels menaces de disparition des lors que la releve des gdndrations netait plus
assurde. Pour qu'il en.fut ainsi, il a suffi que le gouvernement peruvien, harcele par les
grands proprietaires manquant de main-d'oeuvre agricole, autorise le recrutement d'insu-
laires du Pacifique, pudiquenient appelds « colons » dans les documents officiels, que
financiers, armateurs et capitaines, prdvoyant d'dnormes profits, s'associent et lancent
des expdditions qui allaient en effet leur rapporter trois ou quatre fois leur mise de fonds
en une centaine de jours. Et il a faUu ensuite la terrifiante mortabtd des Polyndsiens
pour que les employeurs decouvrent qu'ils perdaient de I'argent en utilisant cette force
de travail et pour qu'ils fassent cesser le trafic.

Voili vingt ans que Hariy Maude, dont les lecteurs de L'Homme connaissent bien
les travauxi, fouUle les archives diplomatiques, missionnaires, maritimes et coloniales
d'un bout a I'autre du monde pour trouver les documents incontestables qui feront parler
les divers protagonistes du drame : insulaires kidnappds, marins des bateaux negriers,
mddecins des commissions d'enquete, consuls des Etats ayant des interets dans le Paci
fique, propridtaires ayant employd cette main-d'oeuvre sur leurs plantations, etc. Sa
recherche tournait ci I'obsession, avec I'angoisse de ne jamais pouvoir en venir a bout,
lorsqu'on lui communiqua une grande quantitd de documents pdmmens permettant des
rccoupements ddcisifs. Et maintenant le hvre est la, qui ddborde heureusement la pdriode
des raids proprement dits et analyse aussi tons les tenants et aboutissants de ce pheno-
mene comparable a un catactysme a I'dcheUe des petites communautds poljmesiennes.
Aussi I'ouvrage se divise-t-il logiquement en deux parties : la premiere, intitulde c. Des
Pdruviens en Polyndsie », explique pourquoi et comment le trafic negrier \dt le jour, puis
ddcrit, archipel par archipel, les coups de main effectuds par les chasseurs d'esclaves, les
moyens utilisds et les resultats obtcnus ; quant a la seconde, portant le titre sjmid-
trique « Des Polyndsiens au Pdrou », elle reconstitue le transport des insulaires Jusqu'i
leur lieu de captivitd et expose leurs conditions de travail, I'attitude des Grandes Puis
sances devant ce commerce, puis son abolition et le rapatriement des survivants.

Le plus etonnant de toute I'affaire et qui fait le prix singuher de ce livre, c'est que
I'histoire meme des raids pdruviens dans le Pacifique dtait restde presque totalement
ignorde k ce jour et que les rares bribes qui en avaient dtd conservdes dans telle ou telle
ile donnaient une image grossierement ddformde de I'ensemble. Aussi Maude, au prix
d'une minutie de bdnddictin, s'emploie-t-il k rdtabhr la verite sur des points ou I'imagi-
nation des Europdens anti-esclavagistes et des autochtones s'etait donnd Ubre carriere
et avait fini par accrediter des dvenements sensationnels qui n'eurent jamais lieu. Non,
les Polyndsiens ne furent pas envoj'ds a 1'enter minier des iles Chinchas pour y exploiter
le guano, contrairement a la Idgende. N'en deplaise aux missionnaires dont I'indignation
devait heureusement alerter les administrations coloniales, il n'est pas vrai non plus

I. Voir par e.xemple le compte rendu, par M. Pan off, de Harry E. Maude, Evolution of
the Gilbertese Boti, dans L'Homme, 1964, XIV (i) ; 131-133.
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que tous les insulaires furent enlevds de vive force par les ndgriers en armes : du nombre
total un tiers seulement subit ce sort, les autres furent einbarques par traitrise on meme
de leur plein grd, comme les recrues de I'ilc de Paques qui ignoraient cc qui les attcndait
an Pdrou (tabl. 8, p. 193). Ce ne sont la que deux exemples, mais ils font bien voir et le
propos de I'auteur et I'^tat de nos connaissances au moment ou il aborda le sujet.
L'horreur des seuls faits scientifiqueraent ^tablis suffit faire considdrer ces raids
comme I'un des plus sombres episodes de I'histoire du Paciiique ; nul besoin d'en rajouter.
En un an, 93 % des recrues dtaient mortes, dont presque la raoitid au cours des ddpor-
tations et des rapatriements ; quant aux conditions d'existence au Perou, elles furent
rdvdMes par une commission d'enquete qui observa dans les haciendas des scdnes
dignes des camps nazis : Poljmdsiens agonisant sur un tas de fumier ou ils furent aban-
donnds sans le moindre soin, planteurs cessant ddfinitiveraent de nourrir leur main-
d'oeuvre des qu'elle ne leur rapportait plus assez, etc. On comprend, des loi's, que les
premiers lecteurs que Maude souhaite a son livre soient les habitants eux-memes des iles
visitees jadis par les ndgriers et auxquels I'histoire authentique et complete de ce gdno-
cide n'avait jamais dtd racontde. Souhait qui n'en est pas restd Ik : une ddition « popu-
laire d a dtd tirde, qui est d'ores et ddjk dpuisde, et Ton est en train de traduire les princi-
paux chapitres dans les diverses langues locales en vue d'une utilisation dans les dcoles.

Pour substituer I'exposd de faits attestds au ressassement de bobards, pour fournir
les dldments d'un manuel scolaire inddit, il fallait bien plus que la persdvdrance men-
tiormde ci-dessus ; il fallait une grande rigueur et une vigilance extreme k I'dgard des
documents de I'dpoque aussi bien que des iddes commundment regues aujourd'hui. C'est
pourquoi I'auteur n'a pas hdsitd k suivre, jour par jour, I'itindraire des navires pdruviens,
rassemblant tous les tdmoignages disponibles k la maniere des morceaux d'un puzzle
— tache difficile car les ndgriers n'dtaient pas gens k se compromettre par des h^tres
de bord iidelement tenus et autres dcrits trop ddtaUlds. Ainsi rdussit-d a. identifier
quel capitaine et quel agent recruteur sdvirent dans quelJe ile et k quelle date, combien
d'habitants ils embarquerent et ou se trouvait alors le missionnaire ou le catdchiste
local; renseignements essentiels pour ddterminer I'origine des 3 483 prdtendus « colons »,
la durde du voyage et ses risques de mortalitd, et pour apprdcicr la vdracitd des recits de
seconde main faits par des Blancs bien intentionnds mais absents lors des dvdnements.
Ce lui est une occasion de discuter les limites de validitd de la tradition orale et les
conditions de son utihsation par les historiens, sujet qu'U connait bien et ou maint lecteur
trouvera de prdcieux avertissements. Mais tout cela aurait dtd incomplet sans une vision
proprement anthropologique de la pdriode dtudiee. Pour y avoir passd pres de trente ans
de sa vie, Maude est riche d'une grande familiaritd avec les iles et leurs habitants, dont on
pent juger par ses belies publications antdrieures sur Porganisation sociale ou la techno-
logie. II est done en mesure de reconstituer et de commenter les consdqucnces les plus
indirectes et les plus profondes de ces agressions, pages qui probablement intdresseront
le plus la majoritd des lecteurs de L'Homme Ip'p. 170-184). H montre notarament com
ment, parmi les survivants, la famiUe dtendue ou la parentele se inobihserent pour
affronter le ddsastre et permettre k la vie de continuer, lors meme qu il ne restait plus
ni chefs traditionnels ni groupe quelconque investi d'une autoritd reconnue. C est que,
sur les atolls particulierement, le risque de famine dtait immddiat, la terrible ponction
subie par la population masculine entrainant la cessation de nombreuses activitds de
subsistance et appelant de nouveaux modes de coopdration et une nouvelle rdpartition
des responsabihtds. A plus long terme, le ddsdquilibre du sex ratio allait compromettre
la reproduction biologique de ces petites communautds : une plus grande toldrance k
I'dgard de I'adultere en faveur des rares hommes restds sur place semble avoir dtd un

t.
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palliatif, ainsi qu'une immigration masculine en provenance d'iles epai'gndes par les
ndgriers. Autre consequence de grande port^e : les populations victimes des Peruviens
venaient de se convertir au christianisme ou etaient sur le point d'abjurer leur religion
ancestrale ; le desastre provoqud par les negriers les poussa a rechercher plus ardemment
les secours de la foi nouvelle. Ironie de I'histoire puisque, I'auteur le souligne opportu-
ndinent, les Pohmdsiens auraient dtd beaucoup moins nombreux a se laisser kidnapper
par traitrise si leurs missionnaires et catdchistes, trop occupds a ddnigrer la vie et les
oeuvres des paiens autochtones, avaient songd a les mettre en garde contre certains
Blancs d'une mauvaisetd encore plus grande (p. 53) !

Deux points mdritent d'etre soulignds pour conclure. En premier lieu, de toutes les
autoritds officielles, institutions reconnues ou instances morales impliqudes dans ce
drame, I'Administration fran9aise est bien la seule a s'en sortir avec honneur. Du gou-
vemeur Gaultier de La Richerie qui envoyait ses bateaux de guerre dans les iles de
Polyndsie frangaise pour avertm les habitants du danger pdru%den et meme capturer les
ndgriers, jusqu'au diplomate Edinond de Lesseps, en poste i Lima, qui remua ciel et
terre pour faire cesser le trafic, constituer des commissions d'enquete et finalement
indemniser les insulaires recrutds, il y eut la une activitd incessante et efBcace qui, eut-
elle dtd imitde par les autres gouvernements ayant des intdrets dans le Pacifique, aurait
sauve de nombreuses vies humaines. Et il importe assez peu, au bout du compte, que les
motifs humanitaires des responsables franfais aient dtd melds au ddsir de faire respecter
la souverainetd de Paris face aux incursions dtrangeres. C'est pourquoi une traduction
en franfais du livre, ou des chapitres consacrds a Tahiti et aux interventions diploma-
tiques de la France, serait d'une grande utilitd pour le public ocdanien et mdtropolitain.
Enfin, il faut retenir que Maude, tout au long de son livre, se rit magnifiquement du
formalisme juridique qui voudrait nous faire accroire, comme s'y dvertuaient negriers

■ et ministres pdruviens, que seuls quittaient leur ile les Polyndsiens ayant hbrement signd
un contrat avec les recruteurs. Par-dela les paperasses (garanties Idgales dnoncdes dans
les textes ofhciels, licences de recrutement, contrats ou une croix tenait lieu de signa
ture, etc.), grassier travestissement a la mode hbdrale, I'auteur montre que la rdahtd
tenait en deux mots : dol et violence, et qu'il en dtait ndcessairement ainsi, les enjeux
dconomiques dtant si considdrables et I'impuissance des insulaires si complete qu'un
refus de leur part ne pouvait etre admis. D'ailleurs, I'agent du gouvemement pdruvien
accompagnant le bateau dans les iles et chargd de controler la rdgularitd du recrutement,
ne percevait-il pas une remundration proportionnelle au nombre d'individus embai-
quds ? Un de ces fonctionnaires a voulu accomphr sa mission — c'est arrivd une fois en
sept mois — et il s'est retrouvd immddiatement aux fers dans la cale avec les recrues !
Question : s'agissant des Mdlandsiens recrutds vingt ou trente ans plus tard pour les
plantations du Queensland, de Samoa et de I'archipel Bismarck, comment se fait-d que
bien des historiens s'obnubilent sur des reglements administratifs et des modeles de
contrat-type, et prdtendent encore, sans chercher plus loin, que tout reposait sur la
libertd du consentement ? Je crois avoir ddmontrd ailleurs^ ce qu'il en dtait rdellement au
vu des archives allemandes de 1884 k 1914. Et ce serait encore un autre mdrite du livre
de Maude si, avec I'autoritd qui lui est reconnue par tous les spdcialistes, il mettait en
ddroute cette bonne conscience.

Michel Panoff

2. M. Panoff, « Travailleurs, recruteurs et planteurs dans I'archipel Bismarck », ToMrwaf
de la Sociiti des OcSanistes, 1979, 35 (64) ; 159-173.
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que tous les insulaires furent enlev^s de vive force par les negriers en armes : du nombre
total un ti^irs seulement subit ce sort, les autres furent embarquds par traitrise ou meme
de leur plein grd, comme les recrues de file de Paques qui ignoraient ce qui les attendait
au Pdrou (tabl. 8, p. 193). Ce ne sont la que deux exemples, mais ils font bien voir et le
propos de I'auteur et I'dtat de nos connaissances au moment ou il aborda le sujet.
L'horreur des seuls faits scientifiquement dtablis suffit a faire considdrer ces raids
comme I'un des plus sombres dpisodcs dc I'liistoire du Paciflque ; nul besoin d'en rajouter.
I£n un an, 93 % des recrues dtaient mortcs, dont presque la moitid au cours des ddpor-
tations et des rapatriemcnts ; quant aux conditions d'existcnce au Pdrou, elles furent
rdvdldes par une commission d'enquete qui observa dans les haciendas des scenes
dignes des camps nazis : Polyndsiens agonisant sur un tas de fumier ou ils furent aban-
donnds sans le moindre soin, planteurs cessant ddfinitivement de nourrir leur main-
d'oeuvre dds qu'elle ne leur rapportait plus assez, etc. On comprend, des lors, que les
premiers lecteurs que Maude souhaite k son livre soient les habitants eux-memes des iles
visitdes jadis par les negriers et auxquels I'histoire authentique et complete de ce gdno-
cide n'avait jamais dtd racontde. Souhait qui n'en est pas restd li ; une ddition « popu-
laire » a dtd tirde, qui est d'ores et ddji epuisee, et I'on est en train de traduire les princi-
paux chapitres dans les diverses langues locales en vue d'une utilisation dans les dcoles.

Pour substituer I'exposd de faits attestes au ressas.sement dc bobards, pour foumir
les dldments d'un manuel scolaire inddit, il fallait bien plus que la persdvdrance men-
tionnde ci-dessus : il fallait une grande rigueur et une vigilance extreme a I'dgard des
documents de I'dpoque aussi bien que des iddes commundment re9ues aujourd'hui. C'est
pourquoi I'auteur n'a pas hdsitd k suivre, jour par jour, I'itindraire des navires pdruviens,
rassemblant tous les tdmoignages disponibles k la manidre des morceaux d'un puzzle
— tache difficile car les ndgriers n'dtaient pas gens k se compromettre par des livres
de bord fidelement tenus et autres dcrits trop ddtaillds. Ainsi rdussit-il a identifier
quel capitaine et quel agent recruteur sdvirent dans quelle ile et a quelle date, combien
d'habitants ils embarquerent et ou se trouvait alors le missionnaire ou le catdchiste
local, renseignements essentiels pour ddterminer I'origine des 3 483 prdtendus « colons »,
la durde du voj'age et scs risqucs de mortalitd, et pour apprdcier la vdraritd des rdcits de
secondc main faits par des Blancs liiea intentionnes iiiais atjsents lors ties evdnenients.
Ce lui est une occasion de discuter les limites dc validitd de la tradition oralc et les
conditions de son utilisation par les historiens, sujet qu'il connait bien et oil maint lecteur
trouvera de prdcieux avertissements. Mais tout cela aurait dtd incomplet sans une vision
proprement anthropologique de la pdriode dtudide. Pour y avoir passd pres de trente ans
de sa vie, Maude est riche d'une grande familiaritd avec les iles et leurs habitants, dont on
pent juger par ses belles publications antdrieures sur I'organisation sociale ou la techno
logic. II est done en mesure de reconstituer et de commenter les consdquences les plus
indirectes et les plus profondes de ces agressions, pages qui probablement intdresseront
le plus la majoritd des lecteurs de L'Homme (pp. 170-184). II montre notamment com
ment, parmi les survivants, la famille dtendue ou la parentdle se mobiliserent pour
affronter le ddsastre et permettre d, la vie de continuer. lors meme qu'il ne restait plus
ni chefs traditionnels ni groupe quelconque investi d'une autoritd reconnue. C'est que,
sur jes atolls particulierement, le risque de famine dtait immddiat, la terrible ponction
subie par la population masculine entrainant la cessation de nombreuses activitds de
subsistance et appelant de nouveaux modes de coopdration et une nouvelle rdpartition
des responsabilitds. A plus long terme, le ddsdquilibre du sex ratio allait compromettre
la reproduction biologique de ces petites communautds ; une plus grande toldrance a
1 dgard de 1 adultdre en faveur des rares homines restds sur place semble avoir dtd un
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palliatif, ainsi qu'une immigration masculine en provenance d'iles dpargnees par les
negriers. Autre consequence de grande portde : les populations victimes des Pdruviens
venaient de se convertir au christianisme ou dtaient sur le point d'abjurer leur religion
ancestrale ; le ddsastrc provoqud par les ndgriers les poussa i recliercher plus ardemment
les secours de la foi nouvelle. Ironie de I'histoire puisque, I'auteur le souligne opportu-
ndment, les Polyndsiens auraient dtd beaucoup moins nombreux k se laisser kidnapper
par traitrise si leurs missionnaires et catdchistes, trop occupds i ddnigrer la vie et les
oeuvres des paiens autochtones, avaient songd i les mettre en garde contre certains
Blancs d'une mauvaisetd encore plus grande (p. 53) !

Deux points mdritent d'etre soulignds pour conclure. En premier lieu, de toutes les
autoritds officielles, institutions reconnues ou instances morales impliquees dans ce
drame, rAdministration fran9aise est bien la seule a s'en sortir avec honneur. Du gou-
vemeur Gaultier de La Richerie qui envoyait ses bateaux de guerre dans les iles de
Polyndsie fran9aise pour avertir les habitants du danger pdruvien et meme capturer les
ndgriers, jusqu'au diplomate Edmond de Lesseps, en poste k Lima, qui remua ciel et
terre pour faire cesser le trafic, constituer des commissions d'enquete et finalement
indemniser les insulaires recrutds, il y eut la une activitd incessante et efficace qui, eut-
elle dtd imitde par les autres gouvemements ayant des intdrets dans le Pacifique, aurait
sauvd de nombreuses vies humaines. Et il importe assez peu, au bout du compte, que les
motifs humanitaires des responsables fran^ais aient dtd melds au ddsir de faire respecter
la souverainetd de Paris face aux incursions dtrangeres. C'est pourquoi une traduction
en franfais du livre, ou des chapitres consacrds a Tahiti et aux interventions diploma-
tiques de la France, serait d une grande utilitd pour le public ocdanien et mdtropolitain.
Enfin, il faut retenir que Maude, tout au long de son livre, se rit magnifiquement du
formalisme juridique qui voudrait nous faire accroire, comme s'y dvertuaient ndgriers
et ministres pdruviens, que seuls quittaient leur ilc les Polyndsiens ayant librement signd
un contrat avec les recruteurs. Par-deli les paperasses (garanties Idgales dnoncdes dans
les textes ofSciels, licences de recrutement, contrats ou une croix tenait lieu de signa
ture, etc.), grossier travestissement a la mode libdrale, I'auteur montre que la rdalitd
tenait en deux mots : dol et violence, et qu'il en dtait ndccssairemcnt ainsi, les cnjeiix
economirjucs dtant si considerables et 1 inipuissance des insulaires si complete qu'un
refus de leur part ne pouvait etre admis. D'ailleurs, I'agcnt du gouvernement pdruvien
accompagnant le bateau dans les iles et charge de controler la regularitd du recrutement,
ne percevait-il pas une rdmundration proportionnelle au nombre d'individus embar-
quds ? Un de ces fonctionnaires a voulu accomplir sa mission — c'est arrivd une fois en
sept mois — et il s'est retrouvd immediatement aux fers dans la cale avec les recrues !
Question : s'agissant des Mdlandsiens recrutds vingt ou trente ans plus tard pour les
plantations du Queensland, de Samoa et de I'archipel Bismarck, comment se fait-il que
bien des historiens s'obnubilent sur des reglements administratifs et des modeles de
contrat-type, et prdtendent encore, sans chercher plus loin, que tout reposait sur la
libertd du consentement ? Je crois avoir ddmontrd ailleurs^ ce qu'il en dtait rdellement au
vu des archives allemandes de 1884 k 1914. Et ce serait encore un autre mdrite du livre
de Maude si, avec I'autoritd qui lui est reconnue par tous les spdcialistes, il mettait en
ddroute cette bonne conscience.

Michel Panoff

2. M. Panoff, « Travaiileurs, recruteurs et planteurs dans rarchipel Bismarck », yowmal
de la Sociiti des Ocianistes, 1979, 35 (64) : 159-173.
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quc tous les insulaires furent enlevds de vive force par les ndgriers en armcs : du numbre
total un tidrs seulemcnt subit ce sort, les autres furent embarquds par traitrise ou meme
de leur plein grd, comme les recrues de Tile de Paques qui ignoraient ce qui les attendait
au Pdrou (tabl. 8, p. 193). Ce ne sont l.\ quc deux excmplcs, niais ils font bien voir et le
propos de I'autcur et I'dtat de nos conuaissances au moment oil il aborda le sujet.
L'liorreur des souls faits sciontifiqucinont dtablis suffit i fairc considdrer ces raids
comme I'un des plus sombres dpisodes de I'histoire du Pacifique ; nul besoin d'en rajouter.
En un an, 93 % des recrues dtaient mortes, dont presque la moitid au cours des ddpor-
tations et des rapatriements ; quant aux conditions d'existence au Pdrou, elles furent
rdvdldcs par une commission d'enquete qui observa dans les haciendas des scenes
dignes des camps nazis : Polyndsiens agonisant sur un tas de fumier oil ils furent aban-
donnds sans le moindre soin, planteurs cessant ddfmitivement de nourrir leur main-
d'ceuvre des qu'elle ne leur rapportait plus assez, etc. On comprend, des lors, que les
premiers lecteurs que Maude souhaite a son livre soient les habitants eux-memes des iles
visitdes jadis par les ndgriers et auxquels I'histoire authentique et complete de ce gdno-
cide n'avait jamais dtd racontde. Souhait qui ii'en est pas restd Ik : une ddition « popu-
laire » a dtd tirde, qui est d'ores et ddjk dpuisde, et Ton est en train de traduire les princi-
paux chapitres dans les divcrses langues locales en vue d'une utilisation dans les dcoles.

Pour substituer I'exposd de faits attestes au ressassement de bobards, pour foumir
les dldments d'un manuel scolaire inddit, il fallait bien plus que la persdvdrance men-
tionnde ci-dessus : il fallait une grande rigueur et une vigilance extreme a I'dgard des
documents de I'dpoque aussi bien que des iddes commundment regues aujourd'hui. C'est
pourquoi I'auteur n'a pas hdsitd k suivre, jour par jour, I'itindraire des navires pdruviens,
rassemblant tous les tdmoignages disponibles k la maniere des morceaux d'un puzzle
— tache difficile car les ndgriers n'dtaient pas gens k se compromettre par des livres
de bord fidelement tenus et autres dcrits trop ddtaillds. Ainsi rdussit-il a identifier
quel capitaine et quel agent recruteur sdvirent dans quelle ile et k quelle date, combien
d habitants ils embarquerent et ou se trouvait alors le missionnaire ou le catdchiste
local, renseignements essentiels pour ddterminer I'origine des 3 483 prdtendus « colons »,
la durde du voyage et ses risques de mortalitd, et pour apprdcicr la vdracitd des rdcits de
scconde main faits par des Blancs bien intentionnes mais absents lors des dvdnemcnts.
Ce lui est une occasion de discuter les limites de validitd de la tradition orale et les
conditions de son utilisation par les historiens, sujet qu'il connait bien et ou maint lecteur
trouvera de prdcieux avertissements. Mais tout cela aurait dtd incomplet sans une vision
proprement anthropologique de la pdriode dtudide. Pour y avoir passd pres de trente ans
de sa vie, Maude est riche d'une grande familiaritd avec les iles et leurs habitants, dont on
pent juger par ses belles publications antdrieures sur I'organisation sociale ou la techno
logic. II est done en mesure de reconstituer et de commenter les consdquences les plus
indirectes et les plus profondes de ces agressions, pages qui probablement intdresseront
le plus la majoritd des lecteurs de L'Homme (pp. 170-1S4). II montre notamment com
ment, parmi les survivants, la famille dtendue ou la parentele se mobiliserent pour
affronter le ddsastre et permettre k la vie de continuer, lors meme qu'il ne restait plus
ni chefs traditionnels ni groupe quelconque invcsti d'une autoritd reconnue. C'est que,
sur les atolls particulierement, le risque de famine dtait immddiat, la terrible ponction
subie par la population masculine entrainant la cessation de nombreuses activitds de
subsistance et appelant de nouveaux modes de coopdration et une nouvelle rdpartition
des responsabilitds. A plus long terme, le ddsdquilibre du sex ratio aUait compromettre
la reproduction biologique de ces petites communautds : une plus grande toldrance k
1 dgard de I'adultere en faveur des rares hommes restds sur place semble avoir dtd un
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palliatif, ainsi qu'unc inimipration masculine en j)n)venancc d'iltis ^par((n(';(s j)ar les
ndgriers. Autre consi-qucnce cle grandc portdc : les populations victiines des Peruvians
venaient de se convertir au cliristianisme ou ̂ taient sur le point d'abjurer leur religion
ancestrale ; le d(5sastre provoqud par les ndgriers les poussa a recliercher plus ardemment
les secours de la foi nouvelle. Ironie de I'liistoire puistjue, I'autcur le soulignc ojiportu-
nement, les Polyndsiens auraient dtd beaucoup moins nombreux k se laisser kidnapper
par traitrise si leurs missionnaires et catdcliistes, trop occupds k ddnigrer la vie et les
ceuvres des paiens autochtones, avaient songd a les mettre en garde contre certains
Blancs d'une mauvaisetd encore plus grande (p. 53) !

Deux points mdritent d'etre soulignds pour conclure. En premier lieu, de toutes les
autoritds officiellcs, institutions reconnues ou instances morales impliqudes dans ce
drame, I'Administration fran^aise cst bicn la seule s'en sortir avec lionncur. Du gou-
verneur Gaultier de La Richerie qui envoyait ses bateaux de guerre dans les iles de
Polyndsie fran9aise pour avertir les habitants du danger pdruvien et meme capturer les
ndgriers, jusqu'au diplomate Edmond de Lesseps, en poste k Lima, qui remua ciel et
terre pour faire cesser le trafic, constituer des commissions d'enquete et finalement
indemniser les insulaires recrutds, il y eut li une activitd incessante et eflicace qui, eut-
elle dtd imitde par Rs autres gouvernements ayant des intdrets dans le Pacifique, aurait
sauvd de nombreuses vies humaines. Et il importe assez peu, au bout du compte, que les
motifs humanitaires des responsables fran9ais aient dtd melds au ddsir de faire respecter
la souverainetd de Paris face aux incursions dtrangeres. C'est pourquoi une traduction
en fran9ais du livre, ou des chapitres consacrds a Tahiti et aux interventions diploma-
tiques de la France, serait d'une grande utilitd pour le public ocdariien et mdtropolitain.
Enfin, il faut retenir que Maude, tout au long de son livre, se rit magnifiquement du
formalisme juridique qui voudrait nous faire accroire, comme s'y dvertuaient ndgriers
et ministres pdruviens, que seuls quittaient leur ile les Polyndsiens ayant librement signd
un contrat avec les recruteurs. Par-dela les paperasses (garanties Idgales dnoncdes dans
les textes officiels, licences de recrutement, contrats oil une croix tenait lieu de signa
ture, etc.), grossier travestissement k la mode libdrale, I'auteur montre que la rdalitd
tenait en deux mots : dol et violence, et qu'il en dtait ndcessairement ainsi, les cnjeux
dconomiques dtant si considdrables et I'impuissance des insulaires si complete qu'iin
refus de leur part ne pouvait etre admis. D'ailleurs, I'agcnt du gouvernement jidruvien
accompagnant le bateau dans les iles et chargd de controler la rdgularitd du recrutement,
ne percevait-il pas une rdmundration proportionnelle au nombre d'individus embar-
quds ? Un de ces fonctionnaires a voulu accomplir sa mission — c'est arrivd une fois en
sept mois — et il s'est retrouvd immddiatement aux fers dans la cale avec les recrues !
Question : s'agissant des Mdlandsiens recrutds vingt ou trente ans plus tard pour les
plantations du Queensland, de Samoa et de I'archipel Bismarck, comment se fait-il que
bien des historiens s'obnubilent sur des reglements administratifs et des modcles de
contrat-type, et prdtendent encore, sans chercher plus loin, que tout reposait sur la
libertd du consentement ? Je crois avoir ddmontrd ailleurs^ ce qu'il en dtait rdellcment au
vu des archives allemandes de 1884 ci 1914. Et ce serait encore un autre mdrite du livre
de Maude si, avec Lautoritd qui lui est reconnue par tous les spdcialistes, il mettait en
ddroute cette bonne conscience.

Michel Panoff

2. M. Panoff, « Travailleurs, recruteurs et planteurs dans Tarchipel Bismarck », Journal
de la SociiU des Oclanistes, 1979, 35 (64) ; 159-173.
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Slavers in Paradise, 'fhe Peruvian labour trade in Polynesia, 1862-1864. By
H.E. Maude. Canberra, Australian National University Press, 1981. xxii,
244 pp, index|illu|., bibliog. $A25.50 cloth, $A10.50 paper.

Harry Maude does ail things well and Slavers in Paradise is a small monument to his sense of
perfection and his command of Pacific history. From the graceful acknowledgements to the
end cover maps the book is crafted and whole. Even the generous illustrations bear the mark
of his ingenuity in finding the appropriate and yet the slightly surprising and revealing.
Typical of his work, out of dispersed and bare detail in many places and many languages,
he has made a story that is factually precise and humanly sensitive. He reviews every voyage
of the 32 slaving vessels and everyone, so far as it was possible of the estimated 3,483
recruits from Polynesia. The first half of his book reports on their visits to Tongareva, Easter
Island, Margareva, Tuamotus, Marquesas, Rapa, Southern and Northern Cooks, Niue and
Samoa, the Tokelaus, Tuvalu, Tonga and the Gilberts. The second half of the book describes
the slaving experience on the ships and in Peru, the diplomatic and political pressures around
the world and in Peru to stop the trade, the disastrous repatriation and the short-term and
long-term effect in the islands of the traumatic snatching of so many. It is an ugly stoiy
not overlaid in the book with redundant moralizing but effectively laid out with under
statement. It is intellectually satisfying as well. Any professional historian will be intrigued
with Harry Maude's retrieval system by which he brings to bear nearly 30 years of research
experience on the Pacific. Any teacher of histoiy will admire his passion for precision and
his optimistic confidence that the rehcs human beings leave of their lives are always to be
^found, if one only looks. Any writer will compliment him on the simplicity, directness,
' and economy of his style. Any one who produces a book in Pacific history will want to

emulate the carefulness with which he supports his text with spare but apposite maps and
illustration: I admired most the fuUness and integrity of the book. Any researcher confronted
with similar source material, leached for the most part of drama and colour, will know what
imagination it requires, to make an odyssey that survives the ScyUa of antiquarianism and
the Charybdis of waffle. If I play the skeptic, I cannot think of anything in the book that
was not done; if I play the critic I cannot think of anything that was done that should
have been done better. The world of Pacific scholarship is almost small enough for all who
read this review to count themselves friends of Harry Maude: I am sure I speak for all when I
hope that good health and the freedom of retirement wUl allow us in the future the pleasure
of another perfect little book.

GREG DENING



Shivers in Paradise. The Peruvian labour trade in Polynesia, 1862-1864. By
H.E. Maude. Canberra, Australian National University Press, 1981. xxii,
244 pp, index, illus., bibliog. $A25.50 cloth, SAIO.SO paper.

Harry Maude does all things well and Slavers in Paradise is a small monument to his sense of
perfection and his command of Pacific history. From the graceful acknowledgements to the
end cover maps the book is crafted and whole. Even the generous illustrations bear the mark
of his ingenuity in finding the appropriate and yet the slightly surprising and revealing.
Typical of his work, out of dispersed and bare detail in many places and many languages,
he has made a story that is factually precise and humanly sensitive. He reviews every voyage
of the 32 slaving vessels and everyone, so far as it was possible of the estimated 3,483
recruits from Polynesia. The first half of his book reports on their visits to Tongareva, Easter
Island, Margareva, Tuamotus, Marquesas, Rapa, Southern and Northern Cooks, Niue and
Samoa, the Tokelaus, Tuvalu, Tonga and the Gilberts. The second half of the book describes
the slaving experience on the ships and in Peru, the diplomatic and political pressures around
the world and in Peru to stop the trade, the disastrous repatriation and the short-term and

long-term effect in the islands of the traumatic snatching of so many. It is an ugly story
not overlaid in the book with redundant moralizing but effectively laid out with under
statement. It is intellectually satisfying as weD. Any professional historian will be intrigued
with Harry Maude's retrieval system by which he brings to bear nearly 30 years of research
experience on the Pacific. Any teacher of history will admire his passion for precision and
his optimistic confidence that the relics human beings leave of their lives are always to be
found, if one only looks. Any writer will compliment him on the simplicity, directness,
and economy of his style. Any one who produces a book in Pacific history will want to
emulate the carefulness with which he supports his text with spare but apposite maps and
illustration: I admired most the fullness and integrity of the book. Any researcher confronted
with similar source material, leached for the most part of drama and colour, will know what
imagination it requires, to make an odyssey that survives the ScyUa of antiquarianism and
the Charybdis of waffle. If I play the skeptic, I cannot think of anything in the book that
was not done; if 1 play the critic I cannot think of anything that was done that should
have been done better. The world of Pacific scholarship is almost small enough for all who
read this review to count themselves friends of Harrs- Maude: I am sure 1 speak for all when I
hope that good health and the freedom of retirement wOl allow us in the future the pleasure
of another perfect little book.

GREG DENING



Slavers in Paradise. The Peruvian labour trade in Polynesia, 1862-1864. By
H.E. Maude. Canberra, Australian National University Press, 1981. .xxii,
244 pp, inde.x, illus., bibliog. $A25.50 cloth, SAIO.SO paper.
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Island, Margareva, Tuamotus, Marquesas, Rapa, Southern and Northern Cooks, Niue and
Samoa, the Tokelaus, Tuvalu, Tonga and the Gilberts. The second half of the book describes
the slaving experience on the ships and in Peru, the diplomatic and political pressures around
the world and in Peru to stop the trade, the disastrous repatriation and the short-term and
long-term effect in the islands of the traumatic snatching of so many. It is an ugly story
not overlaid in the book with redundant moralizing but effectively laid out with under
statement. It is intellectually satisfying as weD. Any professional historian will be intrigued
with Harry Maude's retrieval system by which he brings to bear nearly 30 years of research
experience on the Pacific. Any teacher of history will admire his passion for precision and
his optimistic confidence that the relics human beings leave of their lives are always to be
found, if one only looks. Any writer will compliment him on the simplicity, directness,
and economy of his style. Any one who produces a book in Pacific history will want to
emulate the carefulness with which he supports his text with spare but apposite maps and
illustration: I admired most the fullness and integrity of the book. Any researcher confronted
with similar source material, leached for the most part of drama and colour, will know what
imagination it requires, to make an odyssey that survives the Scylla of antiquarianism and
the Charybdis of waffle. If I play the skeptic, I cannot think of anything in the book that
was not done; if I play the critic I cannot think of anything that was done that should
have been done better. The world of Pacific scholarship is almost small enough for all who
read this review to count themselves friends of Hariy Maude: 1 am sure I speak for all when I
hope that good health and the freedom of retirement will aUow us in the future the pleasure
of another perfect little book.

GREG DENING
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H. E. MAUDE. Slavers in Paradise: The
\ Phuvian Slave Trade in Polynesia, 1862-
1864. Pp. xxii, 244. Stanford, CA: Stan
ford University Press, 1981. $22,50.

The Peruvian slave raids in Polynesia
between 1862 and 1864 deprived many of the
scattered island communities of Polynesia of
two-thirds of their inhabitants. These raids
were made, ostensibly, to fill the labor needs
of the large Peruvian coastal plantations or
haciendas. Since Negro slavery had been
abolished in Peru in 1854, the large land
owners or haciendados were constantly on
the lookout for alternative sources of cheap
labor to exploit. Even before slavery was
abolished, land-owning interests pressured
the Peruvian government centered in Lima
to pass a liberal immigration law in 1849.
This law permitted astute speculators to
import hoards of cheap Chinese coolie labor
ers or "colonists" into Peru. These Chinese
laborers, if they lived through the horrible
passage to Peru, became the virtual slaves of
the haciendados. Suffice it to say that the
1849 immigration law was suspended in
1856. However, by 1861 the Peruvian con
gress was once again persuaded by the politi
cally powerful haciendados, who sought
nothing less than the perpetuation of their
slave labor system, to pass yet another immi
gration law to allow more "Asian colonists"
into the country. In fact, this later law
became the only legal basis for the so-called
Polynesian labor trade. Significantly, the
traffic of Chinese coolie laborers satisfied the
greed of both the speculators in human cargo
and the plantation owners until J. C. Byrne,
an unscrupulous Irish adventurer, and B. D.
Clark, an American hotelkeeper, pooled
their resources to outfit a ship to recruit
Polynesians, geographically much nearer
than the Chinese, for the Peruvian labor
market. So successful and profitable was
Byrne's initial cache of 251 bewildered Ton-
garevan islanders—the men were sold for
$200 each, women for $150 each, and boys
for $100 apiece—that Peruvian entrepre
neurs rushed pell-mell into the lucrative bus
iness of recruiting South Sea islanders for
work on the mainland.

The enslavement of innocent Polynesians,
most of whom were either duped or kid
napped for the Peruvian labor market, usu
ally meant their early death through forced
labor, melancholia, malnutrition, or disease.
Many Polynesians died en route to the
infamous Peruvian slave port of Callao in
the dark, disease-ridden holds of the slave
vessels. Those unlucky enough to survive the
hellish passage to Peru were sold into bon
dage as house servants in Lima or for work
on the haciendas. Most of the enslaved
Polynesians sickened and died within six
months of their arrival at Callao, principally
because they had no immunity from the dis
eases peculiar to Peru—especially smallpox.
Their early deaths, of course, "exasperated
theiremployers,"who had paid good money
forthem.

H. E. Maude's meticulously written book.
Slavers in Paradise, based on over 20 years
of research, graphically depicts the horrors
of the Peruvian slave trade. Maude chroni
cles the permanently blighted lives of thou
sands of unsuspecting innocent South Sea
islanders —those unfortunate enough to be
kidnapped into slavery and almost certain
death, and'the loved ones left behind, whose
grief must have been unbearable. Ironically,
many of those enslaved Polynesians from
exotic South Sea islands like Tongareva,
Mangareva, the Marquesas, and Tuvalu had
only recently been converted to Christianity
before the raids commenced. The depopula
tion of most of the able-bodied men, women,
and adolescents from the islands and the
destruction of whole families naturally des
troyed the existing social structure of the
islands and seriously threatened with extinc
tion their cultural ethos. It is significant to
note that over 6000 Polynesians died as a
direct or indirect result of the Peruvian slave
trade. "For Polynesia," writes H. E. Maude
in his concluding chapter, "the Peruvian
slave trade thus constituted genocide of an
order never seen before or since in her
hisotyr; but this the islanders never knew
themselves, for they were never told." That
the islanders were never told about this
important aspect of their history certainly
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seems a curious statement for Maude to
make, but it is nonetheless a true irony of
Pacific islands history that no comprehen
sive account of Peruvian slave trade in
Polynesia has existed until now. Apart from
piecemeal accounts of the period usually
found in general histories of the islands, only
oral traditions of the "terror and pathos of it
all" survive. Unfortunately, most of the oral
traditions are questionable, since they have
lost much of their original content and relia
bility due to the rapid acculturation of the
island communities following World War 11.
As Maude poignantly writes in his introduc
tion, "The time has now arrived when the
whole story can, and should, be told; not to
exacerbate old wounds but because it is an
essential link in the common historical herit
age of the Polynesian peoples." Maude has
written a scholarly yet enthralling historical
narrative and one that may indeed stand the
test of time.

FREDERICK J. STEFON
Pennsylvania State University
Wilkes-Barre

GAIL MINAULT. The Khilafat Movement-
Religious Symbolism and Political Mobil-
tzation in India. Pp. x, 294. New York;
Columbia University Press, 1982. $25 00
Minault has produced a thorough and

comprehensible account of the politics behind
he Khilafat Movement as it developed among
Indian Muslims after World War 1. She has
correctly drawn our attention to the Indian-
ness of this movement, both in regard to the
particular political and factional alignments
within the Indian Muslim community, which
gave shape to the movement, and in regard
to the Indian Muslims' need for group soli
darity, which made the Khilafat a kind of
symbol for Indian Muslims which it could
not be for Muslims elsewhere in the Islamic
world.

There are some relatively minor problems
in this book, some of which seem to stem
Irom an assumption that the reader comes
equipped with a good background in Islamic

the annals of the AMERICAN ACADEMY

and Indo-Islamic history. How else could the
statement that "the emphasis at Firangi
Mahal remained upon the dars-e-nizamiya.
rather than on the Quran and hadith as a!
Deoband" be left with virtually no explana
tion of the critical significance of that seem
ingly small variation in academic orienta
tion? Other problems seem to be needlessly
introduced into the work by an inappropriate
use of the phrase "the ulama" when "some
ulama" or simply "ulama" would have been
better. Thus, for example, it is stated that
the ulama tapped their own networks of

influence and also reached consensus on a
fatwa in favor of noncooperation addressed
to all Muslims," implying that all Islamic
religious scholars were active in the cause
and in agreement on the issue, clearly an
unwarranted implication.

Despite these problems the book does
offer a wealth of information on the Khilafat
Movement, and it presents the reader with a
good analysis of its internal workings. The
value of this must not be underestimated.
This reader would, however, have appre
ciated some additional analysis of the broader
Ideological significance that this mass mobil
ization had for Indians generally, and for the
Indian Muslims particularly. This movement
was a watershed in India's Muslim politics,
and It dramatically altered both the language
and the stakes involved in political activity.
Given Minault's considerable knowledge of
this period, I look forward to additonal
work, which might expand our understand
ing of its wider significance.

WARREN FUSFELD

University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia

MILES L. WORTMAN. Government and So
ciety in Central America, 1680-1840. Pp.
xvii, 374. New York; Columbia Univer
sity Press, 1982. $27.50.

In his "inquiry into the relation between
society and government" in Central Amer
ica, Miles Wortman emphasizes the region's
long history of internal diversity and con-
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andLbis^^ork could be a major contribution. Marche's work was a rare early
scientific sfudy-oLthe Marianas, and he was in the islands for two years. Did he
keep a detailed journalaHd-e©lle£tion book from which this article was derived? If
so, translations and publication of tHese-dociiments could have great value for
Micronesian social anthropologists, archaeologistsTihd-historians^lso, a detailed
historic background of Marche himself would lead to a better understanding of the
history of scientific research in Micronesia.

Maude, H. E.: Slavers in Paradise: The Peruvian Labour Trade in Polxnesia,
1862-1864. Canberra and Suva. Australian National University Press and Uni
versity of the South Pacific, 1981. xxii, 244 pp., figs, tables, maps, photos,
end-papers. Price A$25.50 (cloth), A$10.50 (paper).

Hugh Laracy
University of Auckland

Apart from a touch of cliche in the title (the description of Polynesia as Paradise
is a usage better left to the meretricious pens of contributors to "in-flight"
magazines) and the overly dramatic cover picture in which the recruiters/slavers
are depicted like Hollywood versions of Caribbean pirates, there is little to criticise
in this book. Moreover, considering the substance of the work and the authority of
the writer, it is not improbable that such solecisms were intended as a tongue-in-
cheek joke. If so, Maude is entitled to it.

His book is the result of a superb research effort. It makes known in clear and
abundant detail an episode of profound importance for many of the atolls of
Polynesia (and some in Kiribati) but about which no comprehensive or reliable
account has hitherto been available. Between mid-1862 and mid-1863 32 ships
from South America made a total of 37 voyages to the Pacific to obtain labourers to
work in the plantations and guano mines of Peru, where slavery had been abolished
in 1854. By deceit, they succeeded in kidnapping 3634 people from 33 islands,
including 1407 from Easter Island alone.
To teU the story of this shameful affair Maude has drawn on a wide range of

obscure published sources and on an extensive yet fragmentary body of documents
scattered round the globe from Chile and Peru to England and France. Many of
these records, as Maude warmly acknowledges, were drawn to his attention by the
anthropologist Derek Freeman. But the painstaking way in which he had sifted
them for the facts with which to build a solid monograph about a topic that
previously has been knowable only through a few unconnected comments is
uniquely Maude-ian. In the mastery of minutiae which it reveals, and in the
triumphant empiricism which relates the particular data unambiguously to the
broader pattern of events within which they need to be understood. Slavers in
Paradise is of a piece with Maude's earlier book. Of Islands and Men. Maude's gift
and interest is, as it was for Blake, 'to see Heaven in a wild-flower, a universe in a
grain of sand'; to write a book where others write only headlines.
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An Irish adventurer named Joseph Charles Byrne initiated the Peruvian labour
trade by bringing 253 recruits to Callao from Tongareva in the Cook Islands. His
initiative was quickly followed up by other entrepreneurs. And Polynesians, think
ing that they were merely being taken away for a short while to be instructed as
to how they might obtain access to the knowledge and material goods of the pa/agi,
readily let themselves be taken in by the lying promises of the traders. Some
islands were severely depopulated. On Easter Island, for instance, the native popu
lation was almost destroyed, a fact which led to a break in the transmission of the
ancient traditions of the island, and so has left its past peculiarly vulnerable to the
speculations of any wayward theorist with more enthusiasm than facts to call on.
When news of the slavers' depredations eventually got abroad, international

pressure was brought to bear on the Peruvian Government, forcing it to put an end
to their activities and to agree to repatriate the recruits. Unfortunately, most of the
recruits, at least those of them who could be located, died of smallpox before
completing the return journey.
To European powers the Peruvian labour trade was the occasion of a minor

diplomatic flurry, but to many Polynesians it was a profoundly disturbing matter
which changed the course of their history. The effects of it are still being felt by
many of their descendants. Maude has told the whole story, and told it weO, and
(thanks to obliging publishers) with an abundance of illustrations.

NEWBURY, Colin: Tahiti Nui: Change and Survival in French Polynesia, 1161-
1945. Honolulu, University Press of Hawaii, 1980. xvi, 380 pp., figs, tables,
maps, photos. Price US$25.00.

Robert Langdon
Australian National University

Few people in the world know more about the history of French Polynesia than
Colin Newbury. He has been studying it since the early fifties when he went from
New Zealand to the Australian National University as the first Ph.D. student in
the Department of Pacific History and wrote a thesis entitled "The Administration
of French Oceania, 1842-1906." Later, having obtained a post at Oxford, New
bury edited John Davies' The History of the Tahitian Mission for the Hakluyt
Society, and he combined with Father Patrick O'Reilly to edit Honore Laval's
Memoirs pour servir a I'Histoire de Mangareva for the Societe des Oceanistes
in Paris. Newbury has also published important studies on early Society Islands
history and culture in the Journal of the Polynesian Society and economic studies
elsewhere.

Considering this background, one might expect Newbury's book Tahiti Nui to
be an authoritative work. And it is. A perusal of its list of references makes it clear
that Newbury has combed the world for his material whether in print, manuscript
or on microfilm, and one can readily appreciate why his book was roughly a
quarter of a century in the making.
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h.e. MAUDE. Slavers in Paradise: The Peruvian Slave Trade in Polynesia,
1862-1864. Stanford; Stanford University Press, 1981. Pp. xxii, 244. $22 (io
(us).

THIS SLIM VOLUME IS a masterpiece. An elegantly written example of histori
cal reconstruction, Slavers in Paradise chronicles a grim genocidal chapter in
Pacific history during which 3,125 Pacific Islanders were kidnapped or
recited to work in Peru in the period 1862-3. Professor Maude is the doyen
of Pacific historians and his account reflects his enormous expertise, his life-
ong acquaintance with Oceania, and his s>7npathetic understanding of the
islanders and their cultures.
By his own admission, the book was the result of an 'intermittent twenty-

year labour of love.' He began with a virtual tabula rasa, drew upon a vast
array of documentation in French, British, Hawaiian, Peruvian, and Spanish
archives, and hammered 'the intractable collection of discrete facts into a
composite picture.' The result is superb detective work; painstaking, encyclo
paedic, and precise. The story Maude tells is of 'the most dramtic region-
wide conflict between human greed and bewildered innocence ever to occur
in the romantic setting of the South Seas.'
The history of the colonial period in Oceania was and is one of labour

hunger. The imperial powers that partitioned the Pacific Islands in tlie last
century were constantly looking for assured supplies of cheap, tractable
labour to work their labour-intensive agricultural and mining interests. Thus
^ French utilized Vietnamese political prisoners in the nickel mines of New
Caledonia, and recruited Chinese to serve as artisans in Tahiti* the Aus
tralians recruited Solomon Islanders to cut cane in Queensland; and the
British transported indentured Indian labourers to Fiji to harvest sugar. The
Peruvian slave trade-for legal niceties aside no other words describe the
process more aptly-was, therefore, one (albeit a more tragic one) of a series
of human convection currents linking the Pacific Islands with the Pacific rim
The labour experience had a profound effect not only upon the labourers

themselves but upon the home and host territories. In the first place the
recruitment process was an homogenizing one which broke down the class,
caste, tribal, and linguistic distinctions existing among the recruits. In the
second place it introduced them to alien-and generally Western - material
and non-material cultures and ensured, by way of repatriation, the diffusion
of those cultures throughout the Pacific region. Generally speaking, repatri
ated culture undermined indigenous political, economic, and social structures
while simultaneously forging new links of dependence, particularly at the
matenal level, between the home and host territories.
At the same time the host territories were transformed. The labour experi

ence gave rise to plural societies, as is the case in Fiji and New Caledonia,
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or created small foreign enclaves, as is the case with the Chinese in Tahiti
and Pacific Islanders in Australia.

Fortunately the past twenty years have witnessed an enormous growth in
our knowledge of these various labour trades as a consequence of research
by such scholars as Pamaby, Corris, Scarr, Gillion, and McCall. However,
until the publication of Slavers in Paradise the story of the Peruvian recruit
ment of Pacific Islands' labour in the i86os was only dimly understood.
Maude has performed an in\'aluable service by documenting the trade in
detail and destroying the myths associated with it.
The Peruvian decision to recruit labour from the Pacific region was the

result of a combination of factors: the suspension of recruitment in China,
the einancipation of negroes in Peru, the exemption of Indians from labour-
inducing taxation, the development of guano mines, and the expansion of
Peruvian agriculture as a result of shortages occasioned by the American Civil
\\ ar. On 15 January 1861 the Peruvian congress enacted legislation per
mitting the introduction of so-called Asiatic colonists with the intention that
they serve as domestics or as labourers on the estates of the powerful hacien-
dados.

The recruitment of Polynesians in fact occurred by accident. An Irish
adveiiturer named J.C. Byrne received a licence on i April 1862 to introduce
colonists from tlie Pacific Islands and he left Callao bound for the New
Hebndes m Melanesia. On his way he happened to visit Tongareva in the
northern Cook Islands. He arrived at a highly fortuitous moment. The
French had just rccmited Tongarevans to work in Tahiti and the remainder,
faced with a periodic food shortage, were anxious to leave. Byrne signed on
253 islanders and with that the rush was on for Polynesian labour. Eventually
33 vessels were engaged in recruitment (27 Peruvian, 4 Chilean, i Spanish,
and I Tasmanian) and during thirty-eight voyages between September 1862
and April 1863 they visited every inhabited group in Polynesia except
Hawaii.

A variety of strategems was used to obtain labour. Eight ships staged an
armed raid on Easter Island in December 1862 and carried off 349 of the
inhabitants; the captain of the Empressa offered the high chief of Atiu in
the southern Cooks $3,000 in gold coins for two hundred men; and the doc
tor on board the same ship stupefied islanders with a mixture of brandy and
opium.
Not all of the islanders were obtained by violence or deception, however.

Like the Tongarevans, the inhabitants of the Southern Gilberts were
prompted to volunteer, because food was scarce. The young men on Niue,
it IS reported, had a positive 'mania' to emigrate in search of adventure'
w 1 e over seven hundred Cook Islanders, naive, credulous, and accustomed
to trusting Europeans, signed on willingly.
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At the same time the trauma of the Peruvian experience encouraged the
spread of Christianity, and undermined traditional power structures. Thus,
when missionaries arrived on Easter Island in 1864 they found 'only the
rums of civilization,' the old economic and political system having collapsed
into chaos.

While all those interested in the history of the Pacific will profit from
Maude s scholarship, his sombre litany was compiled primarily for the des
cendants of those who suffered. 'Only through a knowledge of their history'
he wntes, 'can the islanders of today become fully conscious of their regional
identity, and thus guard themselves against the piecemeal cultural annihila
tion which threatens them in the present century, as Peruvian bondage did
m the last. °

JAMES A. BOUTILIER, ROYAL ROADS MILITARY COLLEGE
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h.e. MAUDE. Slavers in Paradise: The Peruvian Slave Trade in Polynesia,
1862-1864. Stanford; Stanford University Press, 1981. Pp. xxii, 244. $22 50
(us).

THIS SLIM VOLUME is a masterpiece. An elegantly written example of histori
cal reconstruction, Slavers in Paradise chronicles a grim genocidal chapter in
Pacific history during which 3,125 Pacific Islanders were kidnapped or
recruited to work in Peru in the period 1862-3. Professor Maude is the doyen
of Pacific historians and his account reflects his enormous expertise, his life
long acquaintance with Oceania, and his sympathetic understanding of the
islanders and their cultures.
By his ovm admission, the book was the result of an 'intermittent twenty-

year labour of love.' He began with a virtual tabula rasa, drew upon a vast
array of documentation in French, British, Hawaiian, Peruvian, and Spanish
archives, and hammered 'the intractable collection of discrete facts into a
composite picture.' The result is superb detective work; painstaking, encyclo
paedic, and precise. The story Maude tells is of 'the most dramtic region-
ywde conflict between human greed and bewildered innocence ever to occur
in the romantic setting of the South Seas.'
The history of the colonial period in Oceania was and is one of labour

hunger. The imperial powers that partitioned the Pacific Islands in the last
centur)' were constantly looking for assured supplies of cheap, tractable
labour to work their labour-intensive agricultural and mining interests. Thus
the French utilized Vietnamese political prisoners in the nickel mines of New
Caledonia, and recruited Chinese to serve as artisans in Tahiti; the Aus-
tra,lians recruited Solomon Islanders to cut cane in Queensland; and the
British transported indentured Indian labourers to Fiji to harvest sugar. The
Peruvian slave trade-for legal niceties aside no other words describe the
process more aptly-was, therefore, one (albeit a more tragic one) of a series
of human convection currents linking the Pacific Islands with the Pacific rim.
The labour experience had a profound effect not only upon the labourers

themselves but upon the home and host territories. In the first place the
recruitment process was an homogenizing one which broke down the class,
caste, tribal, and lingmstic distinctions existing among the recruits. In the
second place it introduced them to alien-and generally Western - material
and non-material cultures and ensured, by way of repatriation, the diffusion
of those cultures throughout the Pacific region. Generally speaking, repatri
ated culture undermined indigenous political, economic, and social structures
while simultaneously forging new links of dependence, particularly at the
material level, between the home and host territories.
At the same time the host territories were transformed. The labour experi

ence gave rise to plural societies, as is the case in Fiji and New Caledonia,
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or created small foreign enclaves, as is the case with the Chinese in Tahiti
and Pacific Islanders in Australia.

Fortunately the past twenty years have witnessed an enormous growth in
our knowledge of these various labour trades as a consequence of research
by such scholars as Parnaby, Corris, Scarr, Gillion, and McCall. However,
tmtil the publication of Slavers in Paradise the story of the Peruvian recruit
ment of Pacific Islands' labour in the i86os was only dimly understood.
Maude has performed an invaluable service by documenting the trade in
detail and destroying the myths associated with it.
The Peruvian decision to recruit labour from the Pacific region was the

result of a combination of factors: the suspension of recruitment in China,
the emancipation of negroes in Peru, the exemption of Indians from labour-
inducing taxation, the development of guano mines, and the expansion of
Peruvian agriculture as a result of shortages occasioned by the American Civil
War. On 15 January 1861 the Peruvian congress enacted legislation per
mitting the introduction of so-called Asiatic colonists with the intention that
they serve as domestics or as labourers on the estates of the powerful hacien-
dados.

The recruitment of Polynesians in fact occurred by accident. An Irish
adventurer named J.C. Byrne received a licence on i April 1862 to introduce
colonists from the Pacific Islands and he left Callao bound for the New
Hebrides in Melanesia. On his way he happened to visit Tongareva in the
northern Cook Islands. He arrived at a highly fortuitous moment. The
French had just recruited Tongarevans to work in Tahiti and the remainder,
faced with a periodic food shortage, were anxious to leave. Byrne signed on
^53 islanders and with that the rush was on for Polynesian labour. Eventually
33 vessels were engaged in recruitment (27 Peruvian, 4 Chilean, 1 Spanish,
and I Tasmanian) and during thirty-eight voyages between September 1862
and April 1863 they \'isited eveiy inhabited group in Polynesia except
Hawaii.

A variety of strategems was used to obtain labour. Eight ships staged an
armed raid on Easter Island in December 1862 and carried off 349 of the
inhabitants, the captain of the Enipressa offered the high chief of Atiu in
the soutliern Cooks $3,000 in gold coins for two hundred men; and the doc
tor on board the same ship stupefied islanders with a mixture of brandy and
opium.
Not all of the islanders were obtained by violence or deception, however.

Like the Tongarevans, the inhabitants of the Southern Gilberts were
prompted to volunteer, because food was scarce. The young men on Niue,
it is reported, had a positive 'mania' to emigrate in search of adventure,
while over seven hundred Cook Islanders, naive, credulous, and accustomed
to trusting Europeans, signed on willingly.
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At the same time the trauma of the Peruvian experience encouraged the
spread of Christianity, and undermined traditional power structures. Thus,
when missionaries arrived on Easter Island in 1864 they found 'only the
^ns of civilization,' the old economic and political system having collapsed
into chaos.

While all those interested in the history of the Pacific will profit from
Maude s scholarship, his sombre litany was compiled primarily for the des
cendants of those \yho suffered. 'Only through a knowledge of their history,'
he writes, can the islanders of today become fully conscious of their regional
identity, and thus guard themselves against the piecemeal cultural annihila
tion which threatens them in the present century, as Peruvian bondage did
in the last.'

JAMES A. BOUTILIER, ROYAL ROADS MILITARY COLLEGE
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Slavers in Paradise. The Peruvian Labour Trade in Polynesia,
1862—1864. By H. E. Maude. Australian National University Press,
1981. 244pages. Aus. $25-50 (Cloth), $10-50 (Paper).
One of the more sordid aspects of nineteenth-century economic development was the practice of
'blackbirding' — the raiding of primitive Pacific Island communities as a source of cheap labour.
For some maritime historians, their first exposure to this phenomenon was perhaps the references
thereto by Basil Lubbock in the second volume of his immense compendium The Last of the
Windjammers. Since his day, several scholarly works have described and quantified this
thoroughly unwholesome traffic in human beings, and this book is a new contribution to our
understanding of the subjea.

The notecTanthropologist H. E. Maude, who achieved the unique distinaion for one of his
profession of becoming a colonial administrator, has, in this study rescued from obscurity a branch
of this unsavoury commerce, the recruitment by fair means or foul (mostly foul) of Polynesians to
serve the needs of the Peruvian labour market in the early 1860"s. Peru had originally obtained
much of its labour from China, but this source of cheap labour was much curtailed by the late
1850's, and the stimulus given to Peruvian cotton and rice cultivation with the advent of the
American Civil War again stimulated demand for some new external source. An Irish adventurer
of dubious reputation named J. C. Byrne, sought and obtained a concession permitting the recruit
ment of labour from the scattered islands of Polynesia and it is this episode that is the subject of
Dr Maude's fascinating study, which has drawn upon the work of another distinguished ant
hropologist, Professor J. D. Freeman. The author lays particular stress upon the disastrous effect
this traffic was to have on the Polynesian Islands in the 1860's and thereafter.

This is a well documented and valuable study of an aspect of oceanic commerce which reflects
ill upon nearly everyone connected with it. Flowever, it is of interest that Dr Maude can find
little evidence to support the often repeated assertion (by, among others. Levin in his study. The
Export Economies) that much of the labour thus recruited was destined to live and die working the
guano deposits on the Chincha Islands. On the contrary, the Polynesians were ill-suited to such
arduous labour, and were mosdy employed on plantations and as domestic servants subject to
much exploitation.

This scholarly study will be full of interest to historians and anthropologists alike and it is a
pity that the paperback edition is disfigured by a cover of imappealing vulgarity which belies the
true character of the contents.

ROBIN CRAIG
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Europeans and thuir^^afi^^j^curred, lay in the
range of 4—15 nftliori. Kililer tenlativeiv Cook f
pnjposes 9 millioiHISiTPlRiiGAkspecific figure. /
The second half olblpU}<m^examines the demog-

raph)cpf native Peru from 1520 to 1620 region by
region. The largest block of information used is the
genera! census taken by the fifth viceroy of Peru,
Francisco de Toledo, in the early 1570s. Subsequent
counts, irregular but numerous, were done of many
districts. Cook uses them all. His eflbrts in finding,
analyzing, and collating them have indeed Ix-en
prodigious. Some of the conclusions he draws are
expected, others not. For instance, as in Mexico, the
rate of native depopulation in Peru was far higher
on the coast than in the mountains. From 1570 to
1620 the highland population fell by 44 percent,
while on the coast the decline was 65 |)crcent. The
reasons for this difference include less intense con

tact between Spaniards and Indians in the moun
tains and a lesser virulence of the diseases brought
in by the conquerors in the highlands. As in Mexico,
also, disease is given first place as the cause of
mortality among the natives. So much more devas
tating was it than anything else the Spanish intro
duced that even in highland regions where Indians
were forced into mining labor, their mortality was
lower than that on the coast—an unexpected find
ing. Also unexpected is the contention that birth
rates remained high among Indians, although offset
by great infant mortality during numerous epidem
ics. Birth rates are often said to have fallen severely
in Spanish America after the conquest.
By 1620 the native population of Peru had sunk

to 670,000, probably no more than a tenth of its
number in 1520, and possibly well under a tenth.
The proportion of the decline, however dismal, will
come a? no surprise to colonial Latin Americmiists:
as in \fexico, so in Peru. We are grateful, neverthe
less, to Cotrk for bringing his research of twenty
yearj to conclusion.

PETER BAICEWELL

University of New Mexico

n. E. MAUDE. Slavers in Paradise: Peruvian Slave Trade
in Polynesia, 1862-1864. Stanford: Stanford Univer
sity Press. 1981. Pp. xxiii, 244.

Within the growing body of literature on the history
of labor recruitment in the Pacific, the mid-nine-
teenth-century exodus of islanders to Peru has
received very litde attenuon. In 1862 and 1863,
some 3,470 Polynesians (including some Microne-
sians and Easter Islanders) were induced or forced
into contracts for the plantations of a new state '
where slavery had been abolished, but where litde
had changed for unprotected Chinese, Negroes,
and unfortunate recruits from the Pacific. The

numbers were not large, but as this detailed and
well-documented study makes clear, the incidence
was particularly severe for small populations of the
northern Cooks and Tuvalu. Very few were repatri
ated after a mortality rate of over 90 percent—one
of the highest in tropical labor history. Those re
cruits who were brought back in 1863, moreover,
occasioned a second demographic disaster in the
Marquesas, Easter i.sland, at Rapa, and in the Lee
ward Islands by introducing smallpox and dysen
tery.

Thus, from every point of view the episode is one
of the most unsavory in Pacific migrant history,
reflecting very litde credit on the authorides at Lima
or Callao and relieved only by the legal and naval
action taken by the French administration at Tahiti
and the effoi is of Edmond de Ix-sscps, the French
charge d'affaires in Peru, whose persistence was in
strumental in obtaining an end to the system.
The recruits died in droves, however, before the

Peruvian administradon acted. By a careful survey
of official and printed sources collected and translat
ed by a number of spiccialists, H. E. Maude has
revealed both the full horror of their fate at sea and

ashore in Peru, as well as correcung some of the
demographic exaggeradon that has accumulated in
the works of earlier writers. It is now clear that most
of the islanders were taken abroad by a mixture of
trickery and deceit, while perhaps one-third of the
total was taken by force. The large totals for the
Cook Islands also include many who already had
some experience of wage labor on Fanning Island,
while those from Tongareva were familiar with
labor migration to Tahid. Thus, it is not quite
accurate to conclude, as Maude docs, that the initial
cargo for Peru was so easily obtained "due to an
accident" (p. 7) arising from a desire to spend cash
on church construcdon. Rather, the recruitment can

be seen from the evidence presented by the author
as a particularly catastrophic incorporadon of is
landers into the cash economies of states on the
Pacific border, at a date when few Europeans,
except the French at Tahid, were in a piosidon to
protect them.

COLIN NEWBURV

LAnacre College
Oxford University

HERBERT S. KUllN. Bolivia: The Evolution of a Multi-
Ethnic Society. (Ladn American Histories.) New
York: Oxford University Press. 1982. Pp. xi, 318.
$6.95.

Drawing on the exponendal growth of research
during the past two decades, Herbert S. Klein has
provided English-language readers with an admira-
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how6VGr. Both thG military occupation and thG FrGGdmGn's Bureau, Gspe-
cially bGforG it was purged in the summer of 1865 of dedicated, efficient
officers such as Edward Wild, were essential to support the missionaries and
the freedmen. On the other hand, soldiers, excepting those officers of black
troops, had developed a reputation by 1865 of exploiting the "contrabands
of war" in a fashion scarcely different from the Southern slaveholders. Early
promises of a distribution of the land confiscated from leading Confederates
to freedmen were shattered by the President's policy of pardoning rebels and
by Congressional refusal to abandon the principle of the sanctity of private
property. It was only logical that the Northern aid societies should see the
necessity of federal involvement in the South while at the same time feeling a
deep sense of betrayal towards officers, congressmen, and the President.

Occasionally the book is weakened by unnecessary digressions. In one
such case, Jones lays herself open to the charge of reading history
backwards when she suggests that freedmen's aid societies should have
adopted "affirmative action" policies and suspended "formal culture-bound
qualifications in certain hiring situations" (p. 206), or that they might have
supported "boycotts, civil disobedience, and other forms of collective action
to effect social change" (p. 206). These interjections are unfortunate
because they take away from the otherwise important contributions of the
book. For those readers concerned with education and the freedmen.
Soldiers of Light and Love will be an essential study but one which must be
read with care.

University of Gueiph Rj^hard Reid

Slavers in Paradise. The Peruvian Slave Trade in Polynesia,
1862-64, by H. E. Maude. Stanford University Press (in Australia,
Australian National University Press), 1981. xxii, 231 pp.

For a period of just seven months, between September 1862 and April
1863 the people of the unappropriated Polynesian islands, outside the main
centres of European activity in Tahiti, Raratonga and Samoa, were exposed
to the depredations of slave traders recruiting for Peru. The episode was
embedded in the traditional history of the Polynesians and the author, who
worked among them, was inspired to reconstruct it. Drawing together
scattered references in the government documents of Britain and Peru,
disparate newspaper accounts, elements in missionary archives and with the
generous assistance of scholars in many disciplines, he has delineated the
Polynesian variant of the nineteenth century international slave and contract
labour trade.

The trade involved thirty-three ships which made thirty-eight voyages and
bansported 3,634 people. The book traces each voyage, tabulates the
impact of the predators on each small, fragile island society and traces the
victims to their death beds, on the manure heaps of the haciendas, in the
Lima charity hospital and, most grotesquely, on the islands to which they
were repatriated. Almost every element in the account excites comparisons
with well established patterns.

In legal terms the traders were introducing colonists to work as bonded
labourers on the estates. Contract labour, first introduced in 1849 to supply
Chinese workers for the guano beds, was re-introduced in 1861 after the
abolition of slavery to supply, as in the British West Indies, agricultural
workers for the estates. From its inception, however, the trade was

CANADIAN JOURNAL OF HISTORY August 1982
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these minute islands cannot be deodorized a<? a ■■ 4u
small-time profit seekers who conducted the trade cann fh
contributing to an epoch-makino shift in th cannot be viewed as
victims left no hels whS^se sue® Production. And their
well-being of the enslaved. It confroL S" with^
phenomenon- the destruction wmttnht k essence of the
Dalhousie UniversSy ^ commodities.

Mary Turner

Ladies of the Leisure Class, The Bourgeoises of Northern France in
the Nineteenth Century, by Bonnie G. Smith. Princeton New Jersey
Princeton University Press, 1981. xi. 303 pp. $22.50. $9.95 paper

me le™ boorgecls. m e'^mmrnrmis we T'"
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order and dream of progress. Lacking strong colonial institutions and the
wealth of Mexico or Peru, Venezuela's history until recently has been tur
bulent. Governments which failed to maintain order and promise progress
were quickly deposed; continuity was provided by a Venezuelan elite
centered in Caracas. The export of cacao, then coffee and finally petroleum
have provided the financial base for this elite.

The experience of Venezuela suggests that democratic institutions can be
developed within one generation. The "generation of 1928" headed by
Rdmulo Betancourt successfully patterned Venezuela after North Atlantic
nations. Venezuelans wanted to emulate the life styles and prosperity of the
Texas rancher, the Iowa farmer, and the Detroit auto worker. In short,
modern Venezuela has imported industrial, political, and to a certain
extent, even cultural models from the North Atlantic community.

The one defect in the book is the author's failure to clearly outline the
chronology of events in the narrative. While a thorough chronology is
added in the appendix, identifying administrations in the text would be
most helpful, especially for newcomers to Venezuelan history for whom the
book was presumably written as part of Oxford's Latin American History
series.

Nevertheless, Lombardi's book is well suited for those new to
Venezuelan history. It provides a framework for further study and the
appendices, in addition to the detailed chronology, include a wonderful
annotated bibliography, maps, and a lengthy statistical supplement.

Southern Technical Institute Robert Fischer

Maude, H. E., Slavers in Paradise: The Peruvian Slave Trade in Polynesia,
1862-1864. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1981. 184 pp Cloth
$23.50.

Today the Peruvian term canaca, meaning a lazy worker, harkens back
to the experiment with Polynesian laborers in the nineteenth century. In
Polynesia, the words "Peru" and "Callao" are synonymous with cruelty
and terror because of the horrible experiences suffered by the islanders at
the hands of Peruvian labor recruiters.

H. E. Maude learned of the Peruvian "blackbirding" while a British
colonial official in the South Seas between the world wars. He recorded the
oral traditions of the slave raids on many islands, and later, while a
historian at the Australian National University, he spent twenty years
gathering information from scattered sources. Maude used missionary
archives, British, French, Hawaiian, and Peruvian Foreign Office
correspondence, French colonial and British Admiralty and consular
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papers; and contemporary newspaper and periodical accounts The result
Slavers in Paradise, is a factual narrative of the islanders' folk memory. '

Part One, "Peruvians in Polynesia," reconstructs each slaver's voyage
through the islands, comparing the written records with each other and with
the oral tradition of each island. Part Two, "Polynesians in Peru"
examines the successful efforts of the French government to persuade the
Peruvian government to stop the trade and to repatriate the few surviving
Polynesians. ®

Maude found that much of the story, whether told by islanders or
published by poorly informed western writers, was inaccurate and
exaggerated. Maude concludes; the Peruvian government did not intend to
enslave the Polynesians but did not respond very promptly, humanely, or
efficiently when confronted with the reality of the tragedy; islanders
sometimes boarded ships voluntarily but were more often tricked or forced
into the holds of the slave ships; the total number of enslaved islanders was
3,634, tales of brutality, lust, and starvation are accurate; most victims
came from the western Pacific islands, not Easter Island; in Peru the
canacas worked" as domestics and farm hands, not guano miners; and the
rench, particularly Charge d'Affaires Edmond de Lesseps—not the British

-acted vigorously on behalf of the bewildered, dying Polynesians.
Maude's account is a fine contribution to island literature and should

stimulate some Peruvianist to fill in details of Peruvian political history sur
rounding the incident.

Winston-Salem State University p

Halperin, Maurice, The Taming of Fidel Castro. Berkeley & Los Angeles-
University of California Press, I98I. 345 pp., Cloth, $18.95.

This book is a sequel to the author's The Rise and Fall of Fidel Castro
^niversity of California Press, 1972) in which he traced the progress of the
Cuban Revolution up to 1963. In the present volume, Maurice Halperin
drawing on his own experiences in Cuba from 1962 to 1968, continues the
narrative through the 1970s.

Halperin provides a critical, albeit not unsympathetic, assessment of
Cuba s revolutionary regime attributing most of its problems to Fidel

1 ff- ? ̂ ^'Shly centralized administrative style. A long-timeleftist, although not an ideologue, Halperin is probably about as objective
an observer as one could hope to find.

Halperin maintains that Castro was always an opportunistic maverick—
brilliant but intellectually undisciplined. He invited himself into the
Communist camp mainly to provide Cuba with a defensive shield against
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Slavers in Paradise: The Peruvian

Slave Trade in Polynesia, 1862-1864.
Maude, H. E. Stanford, CA; Stanford
University Press, 1981, 264 pp.,
$23.50. This history of the Peruvian
slave raids covers not only how and
why the trade began and how it was
conducted, but details the fate of
slaves in Peru, the eventual abolition
of the trade, and the effects of repa
triation attempts.

The.

rTHE FIRST is H,E. Maude's
" Slavers In Paradise" (from Stan
ford U. Press), Did you know
that there was an outburst of
slave trading from Peru into the
Polynesians? It lasted only a
short time, but! it was. violent,
striking the islands in 1862-1864
" with the force of one of the
region's 'tsunami' —the great
seismic waves that from time to
time bring death and starvation
to the area." Slave raids cut
populations by two-thirds "by
outright kidnaping or by disease
introduced by the kidnapers."

Maude's book tells it all,
with lists of the ships tfiat sailed
in the trade, and- how many
slaves each vessel brought back
to Peru.

The notorious Peruvian slave trade that operated during the middle years of

U ̂ 1-
the Uail;£L£L.S-t€efre^ Civil War kidnapped or otherwise hoodwinked Polynesians,

chiefly from the Tokelau Islands and the Tuvalu Group, and brought them by

the hundreds to be sold in Peru for agricultural labors. Most died, if mot

before reaching Peru, then not long afterward^^rom overwork, improper
nourishment, diease, or simply from homesickness. Here thy auLlicrr, a respected

A
authority on Polynesia, has painstakingly recreated the story, tracing almost

every ship involved in the trade. He explains that of a total of 2^46 Pol^

nesians brought to Peru, only 46 eventually saw their homes again.

This hook is important because it draws a full picture: the capture, enslave,-

ment, subsequent ship journey and life of the Polynesians in Peru. It then

goes back to the ̂ Pslands themselves and shows the catastophic effect of the de|-

population them. Recommended for all college and university libraries and

for larger public libraries. |-~7" "T"; " - T- \
1  i 1
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Countryman, Edward
A People in Revolution: The American
Revolution and Political Society in New
York, 1760-1790
Baltimore, Md.: The Johns Hopkins University
Press

388 pp., $24.50, LC 81-5993
Publication Date: October 24, 1981

Edward Countryman, a lecturer in the Joint
School of Comparative American Studies
at the University of Warwick, Coventry,
England, has written a welcome addition to
the literature of the American Revolution.
The reader is treated to a well written,
thoroughly researched and uniquely in
sightful study of political society in revolu
tionary New York. His monograph is writ
ten for the professional historian and in
tended for use in college and graduate
school classrooms.

In addition to its thorough use of tradi
tional research materials, the book is quite
unique in its innovative use of quantitative
political analysis and it may well reflect, as
its author asserts, "the most completely
quantitative study of early American roll-
call data ever done."

While several important themes are
treated in this book, the author basically
proves, as Carl L. Becker asserted more
than seventy years ago in his treatise of
political parties in New York, that the
American Revolution was "the result of
two general movements; the contest for . . .
independence (or, "Home Rule"), and the
democratization of American politics and
society (or, "Who Should Rule at
Home?")."
Countryman examines the nature of the

revolutionary coalition in New York that
worked together while facing the imperial
threat. But he also shows that this vic
torious coalition, while facing the British,
"had always incorporated the elements of
partisanship that split it." The conservative
wing of the revolutionary coalition retained
control until 1777, then fought a losing bat
tle to stay in power and did not regain its ef
fectiveness until conservatives regrouped
under the banner to adopt the Federal Con
stitution. This battle for internal political
control in New York, according to Coun
tryman, "was not consensual . . . and met
every test of whether [political] parties ex
isted." New York's partisanship, as
distinguished from factiousness, involved
many elements including class, sec
tionalism, economics, royalism and the
people's role in government. Meanwhile,
this whole enervating revolutionary ex
perience, and especially the internal strug
gles, transformed New York from a
"troubled, unstable, classridden province
to a partisan liberal state."

Countryman builds upon and refines the
progresive themes of Carl L. Becker, Alfred
F. Young and Jackson Turner Main. Also,
his book complements the outstanding
general study of colonial New York by
Patricia U. Bonomi while contrasting, in

204

important respects, with the "consensus"
analysis contained in Sung Bok Kim's fine
works on landlords and tenants in colonial
New York.

A People in Revolution is an outstanding
piece of research and writing that
demystifies much of the confusion and con
tradictions that students of the American
Revolution have been confronted with for
the past two decades. Hopefully, it will
serve as a model for investigations into the
revolutionary era history of other states.

JOHN H. FLANNAGAN, JR.
Massachusetts Teachers Association

Maude, H. E.
Slavers in Paradise: The Peruvian Slave
Trade in Polynesia, 1862-1864
Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press
244 pp., $23.50, LC 81-51203
Publication Date: December 1, 1981

In the summer of 1862 the Peruvian barque
Adeiante was en route to the New Hebrides
to recruit Melanesians to work in Peru
when the captain decided to stop at
Tongareva, an atoll in the Northern Cook
Group. There he found easy-going, willing.
Christianized Polynesians who signed up as
recruits, 253 strong. When the ship reached
Peru, the recruits were sold into slavery, as
agricultural laborers or as domestic ser
vants, at the rate of $200 for men, $150 for
women, and $100 for boys. This voyage
the profit of which was estimated to be
540,000, ushered in the Peruvian slave
trade, which lasted seven hectic months
from September 1862 to April 1863 when
some 3,634 Pacific Islanders were taken
from their homes, mostly by force, carried to
Peru, and sold into slavery. At the trade's
climax, some thirty-three vessels were
engaged in it. The author, a respected
authority on the Pacific, has investigated
the voyage or voyages of each in his
painstaking research on the entire problem
which ended abruptly when a French
diplomat in Peru put pressure on that
government.

This study is both important and unique
in that it is able to document not only the
capture, transportation, and subsequent
lives of the Polynesians in Peru, but also
the effect of their departure on the islands
from which they came. Easter Island,
source of the greatest single number of peo
ple taken from any one place in the area,
saw its population decline from an
cstimstcd 4,126 in 1862 to 1,740 three yesrs
later. Ironically, a large part of the decline
was due to the introduction of smallpox
and dysentery by the repatriated natives
returning home. Indeed, the repatriation
was as cruel and inhuman as the voyage to
slavery, so that the author finds that while
about 5 percent of the total brought to Peru
were repatriated alive somewhere in
Polynesia, only 1.5 percent were returned
to their own island. He concludes that

"For Polynesia the Peruvian slave trade
thus constituted genocide of an order never
seen before or since in her history " fn
182). ■ ■ ■
This book is a model of fine research and

clear writing and is a significant contribu
tion not only to the study of Pacific Island
peoples, but to the subject of slavery as
well.

W. PATRICK STRAUSS
Oakland University

Morgan, H. Wayne
Drugs in America: A Social History,
1800-1980

Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press
233 pp., $20.00, LC 81-14613
Publication Date: December 1981

Words like cocaine, morphine, heroin, can-
nibis, marihuana are all too familiar to con
temporary Americans. H. Wayne Morgan's
Drugs in America succinctly describes the
historical roots of present-day drug use by
weaving a narrative on the uses of the drugs
themselves with an analysis of how their use
affected America and her vision of herself.
Morgan treats drug abuse in the larger con
text of intellec.ual history: "the heart of the
antidrug concensus was the fear of an alter
nate personality and way of life that
threatened these [i.e., rationality, predic
tability, action] generally held social views
and which might retard accepted ideas of
progress and civilization" (p. 62).
Morgan devotes the first four chapters to

drugs and their uses; laudanum, morphine,
coca, chloral hydrate, and cocaine were all
commonly used and available throughout OO
the nineteenth century. In chapters 5, 6, q
and 7 he covers cures, treatments, regula- ZZ
tions, and society's withdrawal, concluding
in the final chapter with an analysis of the
last two decades. He is careful throughout
to treat a potentially sensitive issue objec-
lively and rationally. rSi?

Initially, drugs were used to relieve pain
or to ease the passage to the grave. Rarely
were they prescribed as a cure. Society
became involved when the medicinal uses
were ignored in favor of escapism or mental
irrationality, both of which ran counter to
the American vision of progress. First used
as salves or taken orally, scientific advances
provided syringes and hypodermic needles
to the habitual user. By the late nineteenth
century "people in the countryside could
easily secure a hypodermic kit, needle, mor
phine, and also a bottled cure for the habit
by mail" (p. 77),
Opiate addiction, which some people

viewed as more socially acceptable than
drinking, increased in the 1870s, peaked in
the 1890s, and declined thereafter. As it
became more common, stereotypes
abounded; blacks did not use opiates, for
example, because their nervous systems
were too primitive. At the same time a

definite hierarchy developed—opium
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torious coalition, while facing the British,
"had always incorporated the elements of
partisanship that split it." The conservative
wing of the revolutionary coalition retained
control until 1777, then fought a losing bat
tle to stay in power and did not regain its ef
fectiveness until conservatives regrouped
under the banner to adopt the Federal Con
stitution. This battle for internal political
control in New York, according to Coun
tryman, "was not consensual . . . and met
every test of whether [political] parties ex
isted." New York's partisanship, as
distinguished from factiousness, involved
many elements including class, sec
tionalism, economics, royalism and the
people's role in government. Meanwhile,
this whole enervating revolutionary ex
perience, and especially the internal strug
gles, transformed New York from a
troubled, unstable, classridden province

to a partisan liberal state."
Countryman builds upon and refines the

progresive themes of Carl L. Becker, Alfred
F. Young and Jackson Turner Main. Also,
his book complements the outstanding
general study of colonial New York by
Patricia U. Bonomi while contrasting, in

important respects, with the "consensus"
analysis contained in Sung Bok Kim's fine
works on landlords and tenants in colonial
New York.

A People in Revolution is an outstanding
piece of research and writing that
demystifies much of the confusion and con
tradictions that students of the American
Revolution have been confronted with for
the past two decades. Hopefully, it will
serve as a model for investigations into the
revolutionary era history of other states.

JOHN H. FLANNAGAN, JR.
Massachusetts Teachers Association

/,Maude, H. E.
Slavers in Paradise: The Peruvian Slave
Trade in Polynesia, 1862-1864
Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press
244 pp., $23.50, LC 81-51203
Publication Date: December 1, 1981

In the summer of 1862 the Peruvian barque
Adeiante was en route to the New Hebrides
to recruit Melanesians to work in Peru
when the captain decided to stop at
Tongareva, an atoll in the Northern Cook
Group. There he found easy-going, willing.
Christianized Polynesians who signed up as
recruits, 253 strong. When the ship reached
Peru, the recruits were sold into slavery, as
agricultural laborers or as domestic ser
vants, at the rate of $2(X) for men, $150 for
women, and SlOO for boys. This voyage,
the profit of which was estimated to be
$40,000, ushered in the Peruvian slave
trade, which lasted seven hectic months,
from September 1862 to April 1863 when
some 3,634 Pacific Islanders were taken
from their homes, mostly by force, carried to
Peru, and sold into slavery. At the trade's
climax, some thirty-three vessels were
engaged in it. The author, a respected
authority on the Pacific, has investigated
the voyage or voyages of each in his
painstaking research on the entire problem,
which ended abruptly when a French
diplomat in Peru put pressure on that
government.

This study is both important and unique
in that it is able to document not only the
capture, transportation, and subsequent
lives of the Polynesians in Peru, but also
the effect of their departure on the islands
from which they came. Easter Island
source of the greatest single number of peo
ple taken from any one place in the area
saw its population decline from aii
estimated 4,126 in 1862 to 1,740 three years
later. Ironically, a large part of the decline
was due to the introduction of smallpox
and dysentery by the repatriated natives
returning home. Indeed, the repatriation
was as cruel and inhuman as the voyage to
slavery, so that the author finds that while
about 5 percent of the total brought to Peru
were repatriated alive somewhere in
Polynesia, only 1.5 percent were returned
to their own island. He concludes that.

"For Polynesia the Peruvian slave trade
thus constituted genocide of an order never
seen before or since in her history " tn
182).

This book is a model of fine research and
clear writing and is a significant contribu
tion not only to the study of Pacific Island
peoples, but to the subject of slavery as
well.

W. PATRICK STRAUSS
Oakland University

Morgan, H. Wayne
Drugs in America: A Social History,
1800-1980

Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press
233 pp., $20.00, LC 81-14613
Publication Date: December 1981
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Words like cocaine, morphine, heroin, can-
nibis, marihuana are all too familiar to con
temporary Arrericans. H. Wayne Morgan's
Drugs in America succinctly describes the
historical roots of present-day drug use by
weaving a narrative on the uses of the drugs
themselves with an analysis of how their use
affected America and her vision of herself.
Morgan treats drug abuse in the larger con
text of intellectual history; "the heart of the
antidrug concensus was the fear of an alter
nate personality and way of life that
threatened these [i.e., rationality, predic
tability, action] generally held social views
and which might retard accepted ideas of
progress and civilization" (p. 62).
Morgan devotes the first four chapters to

drugs and their uses; laudanum, morphine,
coca, chloral hydrate, and cocaine were all
commonly used and available throughout
the nineteenth century. In chapters 5, 6
and 7 he covers cures, treatments, regula
tions, and society's withdrawal, concluding
in the final chapter with an analysis of the
last two decades. He is careful throughout
to treat a potentially sensitive issue objec
tively and rationally.

Initially, drugs were used to relieve pain
or to ease the passage to the grave. Rarely
were they prescribed as a cure. Society
becarne involved when the medicinal uses
were ignored in favor of escapism or mental
irrationality, both of which ran counter to
the American vision of progress. First used
as salves or taken orally, scientific advances
provided syringes and hypodermic needles
to the habitual user. By the late nineteenth
century "people in the countryside could
easily secure a hypodermic kit, needle, mor
phine, and also a bottled cure for the habit
by mail" (p. 77).

Opiate addiction, which some people
viewed as more socially acceptable than
drinking, increased in the 1870s, peaked in
the 1890s, and declined thereafter. As it
became more common, stereotypes
abounded; blacks did not use opiates, for
example, because their nervous systems
were too primitive. At the same time a

definite hierarchy developed—opium

July 1982
History
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+ raf- +Vio aViinn which engaged in the Peruvian labour trade in Polynesia, 1862 to 1864..
TelTng at e^ery pLific Island group except Hawaii they kitoapped nearly 4,000 women
^ chilSen mSnly by" violence and treachery, and transported them to slavery and, for the
Sst mi^ity, to death. The book is a work of scholarship, needless to say, and is most

Tt has excellent maps; a large selection of illustrations; and appendices listing
the ships, their routes, their methods of "recruitment", the numbers taken from each island

the nu-ba^s landed fro. each ship, and a pitiM balance sheet of the fates
of t^ae wretchedly deceived people and of those left behind on the islands. There are»pSurn"S Md L excellent bibliography and index. The very next book I happened to
read was TARATAI (see above) which brought home the effect this vile business had on one of
the Gilberts, so denuded of its men by this "recruitment" that the knowledge and skills of
building and navigating canoea, developed over the oenturiee. was lost at one fell swoop.
naptam ObbH and his sMps by To. ?r»K°'4."'^rof°(b™c'aJl..n
9 John Street, Whitby N Yorkshire, Y021 3ET, England, rrice in ^ FNDEAVOUR
Cameos", this is an excellent short account of book's backgrounded of the
RESOLUTION, ADVENTURE & DISCOVERY. Illustrations include a reproduction
DISCOVERY lying in the Thames" that gives an excellent impression . booksellers
these shlDB. We understand that our friends. Library of Australian Hlsto y* '
of 81i George St North, The Roacks, Sydney, N.S.W. 2000 will stock this o s or y.
T>i« niqcovftrv of Australia, the Explorers, the Navigators, their Charts & Maps,^ _ _
Perry, to be published August 1982 by Thomas Nelson Australia, l60pp, over 80 facsimile maps
and charts printed in full colour, 360x 260 mm, $60.00. We have received
of this book by our member Dr Tom Perry, Reader in Historical Geography
Melbourne, and an internationally recognised authority on exploration. The publishers

fi PinAcifll ore-nublication offer to members of the Association - send
tornL Secretary to obtain your copy at only $55. Further details in the next NEWSLETTER.
TVia Roamen's Union of Australia 1872 - 1972. a History by Brian Fitzpatrick & R J CaMll.
3^3 pp. illustrated, index, ISBN 0 9598713 07. $25 (postage incl) from S.U.A. Federal Office,
289a Sussex Street, Sydney, N.S.W., 2000 or from local Seamen's Union branch offices. Of
interest to general readers as well as having special relevance to students and researchers
specialising in labour history, industrial relations, and Australian maritime and waterfront
history, this is a "warts and all" coverage of this union's militant & sometimes violent past.

Hi gtnri c Naval Events of Australia Dav-bv-Day by Lew Lind, published AH & AW Reed, 1982, 252
pages 200 illustrations, bibliography, extensive index. ISBN 0 589 50295 6. Price $24.95.
Lw is the national President of the Naval Historical Society of Australia and a well-known
writer on naval history. The 4OOO plus entries in this book is a minutely detailed listing
of naval events involving Australia from the l6th century to the present time. The day by
day presentation of events is a valuable reference for the Naval person, historian, researcher,
student and the media. The selection of illustrations is excellent. LEW LIND
My friends at the Henry Lawson Bookshop (see advert, last issue) showed me a copy of this well
produced book. Lew has interpreted the word "naval" in its broad sense. The items are brief,
of necessity, but there is a good index and bibliography.

The Roval Australian Navv; an illustrated history by George Odgers, published AH & AW Reed,
1982. Over 250 illustrations; index. ISBN 086777 24O 9. $25.00. An account of the R.A.N.
from'its earliest days, including the naval background since 1788;"written under the auspices
of the Department of Defence, and vetted by a panel of naval experts". The illustrations
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history, this is a "warts and all" coverage of this union's militant 6 sometimes violent past.
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pages, 200 illustrations, bibliography, extensive index. ISBN 0 589 50295 6. Price $24-.95.
Lew is the national President of the Naval Historical Society of Austr^ia ̂ d a well-known
writer on naval history. The 4OOO plus entries in this book is a minutely detailed listing
of naval events involving Australia from the l6th century to the present time. The day by
day presentation of events is a valuable reference for the Naval person, historian, researcher,
student and the media. The selection of illustrations is excellent. LEW LIND
My friends at the Henry Lawson Bookshop (see advert, last issue) showed me a copy of this well
produced book. Lew has interpreted the word "naval" in its broad sense. The items are brief,
of necessity, but there is a good index and bibliography.

The Royal Australian Naw; an illustrated history by George Odgers, published AH & AW Reed,
1982. Over 250 illustrations; index. ISBN 086777 24.0 9. $25.00. An account of the R.A.N.
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TARATAI. a Pacific Advontura by Jamas Siers, publishad Millwood Press, Wellington, N Z
1977, ISBN 0 908582 GO 5, has come rather late into my hands. A fascinating account of the
building of a 76 ft voyaging canoe and its 1500 mile passage from Tarawa in the Gilberts to
Fiji in an attempt to establish how an ancient sea link was accomplished, and to show the
capabilities of an outrigger canoe of this size at sea. The book has an added interest
because of the inclusion of an assessment of the canoe by the English naval architect Peter
Barton, who sailed on TARATAI as navigator, and an account of problems in designing her
smaller successor TARATAI II. In addition, there is a valuable account by Professor Roger
Green, who hold the Chair of Prehistory at Auckland University, on the origins and dispersal
of the populations ancestral to Polynesians and other speakers of Austronesian languages.
The book also includes a valuable account by Sir Arthur Grimble and his daughter Rosemary on
the traditional building of canoes taken from her book "Migration, Myth and Magic from the
Gilbert Islands" published Routledge & Kegan Paul 1972.

"V Slavers in Paradise by H E Maude, published ANU Press Canberra 1981, ISBN 0 7081 1607 8
(pbk ISBN 0 7081 1608 6) pp. Price pbk $10.50. This is an absorbing, if harrowing,
accoimt of the ships which engaged in the Peruvian labour trade in Polynesia, 1862 to 1864..
Calling at every Pacific Island group except Hawaii they kidnapped nearly 4,000 men, women
and children mainly by violence and treachery, and transported them to slavery and, for the
vast majority, to death. The book is a work of scholarship, needless to say, and is most
readable. It has excellent maps; a large selection of illustrations; and appendices listing
the ships, their routes, their methods of "recruitment", the numbers taken from each island
and group and the numbers landed from each ship, and a pitiful balance sheet of the fates
of these wretchedly deceived people and of those left behind on the islands. There are
copious notes and an excellent bibliography and index. The very next book I happened to
read was TARATAI (see above) which brought home the effect this vile business had on one of
the Gilberts, so denuded of its men by this "recruitment" that the knowledge and skills of
building and navigating canoes, developed over the centuries, was lost at one fell swoop.

Captain Cook and his ships by Tom and Cordelia Stamp, 14pp, published Caedmon of Whitby,
9 John Street, Whitby N Yorkshire, Y021 3ET, England. Price in UK 60p. One of the "Caedmon
Cameos", this is an excellent short account of Cook's background and of the ENDEAVOUR,
RESOLUTION, ADVENTURE & DISCOVERY. Illustrations include a reproduction of Clevely's "The
DISCOVERY lying in the Thames" that gives an excellent impression of the small size of
these ships. We understand that our friends. Library of Australian History, booksellers,
of 81i George St North, The Roacks, Sydney, N.S.W. 2000 will stock this book shortly.

The Discovery of Australia, the Explorers, the Navigators, their Charts & Maps, by T M
Perry, to be published August 1982 by Thomas Nelson Australia, l60pp, over 80 facsimile maps
and charts printed in full colour, 360x 260 mm, $60.00. We have received advance notice
of this book by our member Dr Tom Perry, Reader in Historical Geography at the University of
Melbourne, and an internationally recognised authority on exploration. The publishers have
made a special pre-publication offer to members of the Association - send your orders through
the Hon Secretary to obtain your copy at only $55. Further details in the next NEWSLETTER.

The Seamen's Union of Australia 1872 - 1972. a Historv by Brian Fitzpatrick & R J Cahill,
363 PP» illustrated, index, ISBN 0 9598713 07. $25 (postage inci) from S.U.A. Federal Office,
289a Sussex Street, Sydney, N.S.W., 2000 or from local Seamen's Union branch offices. Of
interest to general readers as well as having special relevance to students and researchers
specialising in labour history, industrial relations, and Australian maritime and waterfront
history, this is a "warts and all" coverage of this union's militant & sometimes violent past.

Historic Naval Events of Australia Day-bv-Dav by Lew Lind, published AH 6 AW Reed, 1982, 252
pages, 200 illustrations, bibliography, extensive index. ISBN 0 589 50295 6. Price $24.95.
Lew is the national President of the Naval Historical Society of Australia and a well-known
writer on naval history. The 4OOO plus entries in this book is a minutely detailed listing
of naval events involving Australia from the I6th century to the present time. The day by
day presentation of events is a valuable reference for the Naval person, historian, researcher
student and the media. The selection of illustrations is excellent. LIND
My friends at the Henry Lawson Bookshop (see advert, last issue) showed me a copy of this 11
produced book. Lew has interpreted the word "naval" in its broad sense. The items are b " f
of necessity, but there is a good index and bibliography. riei,

The Royal Australian Navy; an illustrated historv by George Odgers, publl qheH in n /u.r d .
1982. Over 250 illustrations; index. ISBN 086777 240 9. $25.00. An account f th R
from its earliest days, including the naval background since 1788;"written undr
of the Department of Defence, and vetted by a panel of naval experts" The



include official maps of many major naval battles. The book is largely concerned with naval
exploits in both World Wars. This book, too, was shown to me by my friends at the Henry Lawson
Bookshop - a place which specialises in books published in or written about Australia, and
which has a singularly good range of maritime titles. The endpapers of George Odgers' book are
most attractive, depicting in colour a number of R A N ship's badges.

Five Hundred Years of Nautical Science 1A00 - 1900 edited by Derek Howse, Keeper of Navigation
and Astronomy at the National Maritime Museum, the proceedings of the Third International
Reunion for the History of Nautical Science and Hydrography, held at the N.M.M. in September
1979. There are sections on The Influence of Weapons on Ship Design; Navigation & Hydrography;
The Wooden Ship and Sail; and Iron, Steel and Steam. ISBN 0 905555 55 A- 4-08 pp 96 ill£'l1.00
We hope to receive a copy of this book for review in due course.

Prior notice from Mrs Anna Kingsley-Curry, Asst PRO, NMM
Maritime Books from H.M.S.O. We have just received an excellent brochure of maritime books
available from Her Majesty's Stationery Office. Some have been listed in earlier NEWSLETTERS:
The Ship Series, general editor Basil Greenhill, each 60 pp, £2.95 - Rafts, Boats & Ships from
Prehistoric times to the medieval era, Sean McGrail; Long Ships and Round Ships - warfare and
trade in the Mediterranean 3000BC to 500AD, John Morrison; Tiller & Whipstaff - the development
of the sailing ship 1700 to 1820, Robin Graig; Channel Packets and Ocean Liners 1850 to 1970,
John M Maber; Life and Death of the Merchant Schooner, Basil Greenhill; Steam, Steel and Torp
edoes - the warship of the 19th century, David Lyon; Dreadnought to Nuclear Submarine, Anthony
Preston; The Revolution in Merchant Shipping 1950 - 1980, Ewan Gorlett.
The Recollection Series ̂  3-95 each: Last of the Sailing Coasters, Edmound Eglinton, 72 pp;
Diary of Joseph Sams, emigrant in the NORTHUMBERLAND 1874- UK to Melbourne, Simon Braydon, 64.pp;
I saw a ship a'sailing, Mary Hay (Gape Horner LADTE DORIS) 128 pp; Towards Quebec, Ann Giffard
(Emigrant passages UK to Canada) 96 pp. .
Also Britain's Naval Heritage, Gregory Clark, 156 ppjt7.95 (pbkjt3.95); From Viking Ship to
VICTORY, Ole Crumlin-Pedersen and Roger Finch (building methods, tools, accommodation, function
and life on board the two ships) 48 pp, 75 pence; Royal Yachts, AP McGowan, 34pp,jtl.OO; Dress
of the British Sailor, Adm Sir Gerald Dickens, 24.pp, 1.00; James Cook, the Opening of the
Pacific, Basil Greenhill, 32pp,£l.25; Voyaging vrith the Wind, Alan Villiers, 76pp, 75 pence;
Historic Instruments in Oceanography, A McConnell, 56pp £3.95.
PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED The Mariner's Mirror, journal of the Society for Nautical Research, UK,
Vol 68 No2 includes articles Transportation of Horses by Sea in the era of the Crusades pt 2
by John H Pryor; Mackau & Casey, two Franco-Irish Ministers of Marine and the French Naval
Revival after 1815, by J de Courcy Ireland; Historic Architecture of Chatham Dockyard, 1700 -
1850, by Jonathan Goad; Sir George Ayscue, Commonwealth & Restoration Admiral, by Peter le
Fevre; Relationship of Sea Travellers & Excommunicated Captains lander 13th C Canon Law, by
Alfred J Andrea. Also many notes, queries, reviews.
Mededelingen van der Nederlandse Verenlging voor Zeegeschieldems No 43 This issue includes
one paper in English by R W Unger "The Dutch Coal Trade in the 17th & 18th Centuries." The
other papers -WWLch I would like to have been able,to read - are by B Hijma and S J de Groot.
There is also an impressive list of new publications world-wide, books and papers in journals.
SA Ports and Shipping Journal ISSN 0156 5065 Mainly matters of current interest to SA ports,
but includes the historical feature "Sagas of Sail" by Nell Cormack (Feb issue re the Vinnen
Line, and Apr issue re the barque FAVELL, for example) and Ron Parson's extracts from Sir
William Creswell's reminiscences of the SA Colonial Navy, originally published in the Adelaide
Observer from June 1924.
NEWSLETTER of the Thames Shiplovers Society, London, mainly about their Annual Rally plans.
The Bank Line No 9 Dec 1981, an excellently produced house journal, includes several articles
of maritime historical interest - A QUEEN MARY Medal; John Harrison's Chronometers; Medicine
at Sea in Sailing Ships; Ships on Coins; Bank Line Sailing Ships.
Ports of N.S.W. It is always a delight to receive this journal, produced by the Maritime
Services Board of N.S.W. Edited by member Dixie Gauvin, "Ports" always includes at least one
article on maritime history, is well written and illustrated, and is eminently readable and
informative throughout. As what's-his-name said. History begins where the here and now ends.
NMM News.Newsletter of the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich gives news of recent develop
ments there - 1981 winter issue reported that the papers of Admiral of the Fleet Earl Beattie
(1871-1936) had been purchased for the Museum, and told of the TULIPBANK 1942 trawler engine
display^
World Ship Society Newsletter, various issues, contains details of current ship movements.
Maritime Scratchings. Newsletter of the Newcastle Maritime Museum, January 1982 issue was sent
with notes on the wreck of the 4ni barque ADOLPHE in 1904 on the Oyster Bank, by Terry Callen.

Book Catalogues Received; from Reg and Philip Remington, 6th catalogue of "Voyages & Travels"
- over 200 items including many titles of interest on Australia and New Zealand, the Indian
and Pacific Oceans, Captain James Cook, Anson, Bligh; also a copy of Falconer's Dictionary;
Moore's Practical Navigator and many others - all "first or best editions" - a mouth-watering
collection. Also from Frank Smith, 60 Salisbury Avenue, Preston, North Shields, Tyne & Wear,
NE29 9PF, England, a list of nearly 500 titles, mainly naval, but with a good sprinkling of
sail and general maritime history, at what seem to me to be reasonable prices.
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Slavers in Paradise, H.E. MAUDE. The Peruvian labour trade in
Polynesia, 1862-1864. Canberra, Australian National University,
1981. Port, in front., appendix, notes, bibliogr., index, XXn-244 p., ,
24 cm.

Les premiers raids des peruviens de Callao vers la Polynesie datent
des annees 1862-63. IIs se porterent principalement depuis les Kermadec,
au sud des lies Gilbert, jusqu'a I'ouest de Rotuma.

Trente deux embarcations, de types divers, allant de 100 a 400
tonneaux, participerent a ce trafic.

En 1862, les esclavagistes peruviens ruinerent completement I'ile de
Paques en kidnappant une bonne part de la population, dont le roi, sa
famille et beaucoup de gens instruits. Quelques-uns des individus raptes
revinrent, mais leur retour fat egalement catastrophique car ils
apporterent la pe.ile verole qui decima la population demeuree siir Tiie.
Au point qu'elle ne perdit le souvenir de son passe. Les Tokelau et I'ile de
Tuvalu subirent les memes sevices.

Le livre dit pourquoi et comment le trafic commen^a ; le nombre
de personnes qui, a chaque passage des Peruviens, etaient emportes hors
de leurs iles ; les bateaux qui etaient impliques dans ces exactions et les
methodes employees par leurs capitaines. On y traite egalement de
I'attitude des grandes puissances envers ces trafics de I'efforl tente pour
son abolition et des tentatives faites pour rapatrier les survivants...

L'auteur rapporte les faits qu'il decrit d'apres les rapports des
ancetres-parents, grands-parents et arrieres grands-parents, des gens
impliques dans ces evenements.

Jusqu'a ce jour, aucune des personnes melees a ces faits, pas plus du
reste que les gouverncments, les historiens, les raissionnaires, n'avaient
songe a en recueillir la suite. Tout ce qui a ete ccrit se resume en
documents de seconde main ramasses dans les pages du Sydney Morning
Herald oil Ton trouve des notices episodiques sur diverses iles. Hormls la
trop breve histoire de Taole, rhommc de Niue, qui echappa de justesse a
ces horreurs.

A Papeete, le gouverneur de la Richerie agira efficacement contre des
recruteurs, selon ses pouvoirs.

Edmond de Lesseps, charge d'affaires fran^ais a Lima, luttera de son
mieux dans le meme sens. Mais il agit, selon ses propres idees, trop loin
du ministere et de Paris pour pouvoir demander des ordres et des
directives a la Capitale. 11 viendra cependaht a Tahiti assister au proces et
au jugement de la Mercedes.

Felicitons done H.E. MAUDE de ce travail. 11 avait eu, a travers
mille peripeties de voyages assez improvises, I'occasion de visifer un grand
nombre d'iles du Pacifique et sa connaissance des iles ressort dans tout
son ouvrage.

Patrick O'Reilly

Bulletin de la Societe des Etudes Oceaniennest

v/ol.XUIII, no.7 (march 1982), p.1050,
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des annees 1862-63. Ils se porterent principalement depuis les Kermadec,
au sud des iles Gilbert, jusqu'a I'ouest de Rotuma.

Trente deux embarcations, de types divers, allant de 100 a 400
tonneaux, participerent a ce trafic.

En 1862, les esclavagistcs peruviens ruinerent completement I'ile de
Paques en kidnappant une bonne part de la population, dont le roi, sa
farnille et beaucoup de gens instruits. Quelques-uns des individus raptes
revinrent, mais leur retour fut egalement catastrophique car ils
apporterent la pedte verole qui decima la population demeuree sur I'lle.
Au point qu'elle ne perdit le souvenir de son passe. Les Tokelau et I'lle de
Tuvalu subirent les memes sevices.

Le livre dit pourquoi et comment le trafic commenga ; le nombre
de personnes qui, a chaque passage des Peruviens, etaient emportes hors
de leurs iles ; les bateaux qui etaient impliques dans ces exactions et les
methodes employees par leurs capitaines. On y traite egalement de
I'atfitude des grandes puissances envers ces Irafics de reffort tente pour
son abolition et des tcntativcs faites pour rapalrier les survivants...

L'auteur rapporte les faits qu'il decrit d'apres les rapports des
ancetres-parents, grands-parents et arrieres grands-parents, des gens
impliques dans ces evenements.

Jusqu'a ce jour, aucune des personnes melees a ces faits, pas plus du
reste que les gouvernements, les historiens, les 'missionnaires, n'avaient
songe a en recucillir la suite. Tout ce qui a etc ecrit se resume en
documents de seconde main ramasses dans les pages du Sydney Morning
Herald oil Ton trouve des notices lipisodiques sur diverses iles. Hortnis la
trop breve liistoire de Taole, I'homme de Niue, qui echappa de justesse a
ces horreurs.

A Papeete, le goliverncur de la Richerie agira efficacement contre des
recruteurs, selon ses pouvoirs.

Edmond de Lesseps, charge d'affaires frangais a Lima, luttera de son
mieux dans le mcme sens. Mais il agit, selon ses propres idees, trop loin
du ministere et de Paris pour pouvoir demander des ordres et des
directives a la Capitale. II viendra cependaht a Tahiti assister au proces et
au jugement de la Mercedes.

Felicitons done H.E. MAUDE de ce travail. II avait eu, a travers
mille peripeties de voyages assez improvises, I'occasion de visiter tin grand
nombre d'iles du Pacifique et sa connaissance des iles ressort dans tout
son ouvrage.

Patrick O'Reilly

Bulletin de la Societe des Etudes Ociaaniennes.

vol.XUIII, no.7 (March 1982), p.1050.
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Ecumenical Instituie for the Development of Peoples.
Conscienlizing Re.search: A Methodological Guide. [Plough
Publicaiion.s, 48 Prince.ss Margaret Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
1981] 64 pp. How la do research to raise the eonsciausness of
grass-roots activists.

European Trade Union Institute. Industrial Policy in Western
Europe. [ETUI, Boulevard de I'Imperatrice, 66, 1000 Bru.xelles,
Belgium. 1981] 251 pp. BP 700. Papers on industrial policy and
etnploynient, including case studies on European countries and
sectors.

European Trade Unit)n Institute. Price Control and the Main
tenance of Purchasing Power in Western Europe. [ETUI,
Boulevard de ITmper.atrice 66, 1000 Bru.xelles, Belgium. 1981.]
109 pp. Generally favorable survey of price control inechanisins
in 16 li'e.ster/i European countries, with discu.ssion of possible in
ternational caordinatiorr..

Foster, Richard B, .lames E. Dornan, Jr., and William M.
Carpenter, eds. Strategy and Security in Northeast Asia. (Crane,
Russak, & Company, 3 E. 44th St., New York, NY, 1(K)I7. 1979]
350 pp. S19.50 cloth. Compilation of papers from .SRI
International-.spon5ored symposia, focusing on Korea.
Frank, Andre Gundcr. Crisis; The World Economy, [Holmes &
.Meier, 30 Irving Place, New York, NY, 1(XX)3. 1980] 366 pp.
Political economic analysis of the global crisis in capital
accumulation, focusing on the West, but covering the East and
South as well.

Caspar, Carlos et al. Creative Dramatics: Trainors' Manual.
[Plough Publications, 48, Princess Margaret Road, Kowloon,
Hong Kong, 1981] 92 pp. How to u.se theater in community
organizing, based upon e.vperiences in the .southern Philippines
(Mindanao-Sidu).

Gold, David, Christopher Paine, and Gail Shields. Misguided
Expenditure: .An Analvsis of the Proposed MX Missile Sysicin.
(Council on I conomie Priorities, 84 l ifih Ave., New York, NY,
l(X)l 1. 1981 ] 220 pp. ( riiK/iie of strategic arguments for a mobile
missile .systt'iu. phe, an analvsis oj the economic im/>acl of the
/iro/tosed -wstt'in. ■)
Goovlme.n, Ciram Is., and l elix ,M(hvs. I l:e Ihiiled States and
Japan in tlic Western I'acific: Micronesia and Papua New
Ciuinea. [Weslview Press, 55(M) t'enlral .Avenue, Boulder, CO,
80301. 1981] 289pp. S20clolh. ( oUaborattvc study demonstrating
the dependence of the U.S. territory oj .Microncsia and newlv in
dependent Papua Sew Guinea on both the U.S. and .la;>un.
Grilli, En/o R., Barbara Bennell Agostini. and Maria .l .'t Hooll-
\Velva;iis. I'lie World Rubber Economy: Structure, Changes, and
Prospects. (Johns Hopkins Pre.ss, Baltimore, Ml), 21218. 1980]
204 pp. S6.50. World Hank monogiaph on the /iroduciion and
trade (ij both natural and ^ynlheln' r nbher, m, Indmg a cnapier on
the irnpaet of the "oil ensn. "
Hadlcy, Eleanor M. Japan's lAporl Compctifivencss in Ihi.-d
World Markets. [.Signifieani Issues .Series, Volume III, Numher 2,
Center for Strategic and Intcrnaiional Studies, Cicorgctown
University, 1800 K St., NW, Washington, DC, 20006] 91 pp.
$5.95 plus $1.00 shipping. Describes how government policy and
Japan's post-World War // industrial structure led to Japan's
export success. Part of the Georgetown center's U.S. Export
Competitiveness Project.
Hunt, E.K., and Howard J. Sherman. Economies: An
Introduction to Traditional and Radical Views. (Harper & Row,
New York, fourth edition, 1981] 736 pp. Radical economics
textbook, analyzing various theoretical approaches to the U.S.
economy, plus comparison of socialist economies.

26

Jain, Rajendra Kumar. China-.South Asian Kclalions: 1947-1980.
[Radiant Publishers, New Delhi, India, and Humanities Press,
Ailanlic Highlands. N.l, 07716. I98l[ two volumes, 599 pp. & 690
pp. $56.25 clolh. Collection of primarily Chinese documents, in
f.ngh.sh, on Uhinu's rekitiom, with its South .Aviun netghhors.
James, C .1..K. Notes on Dialectics: I!cgc)-Marx-I,enin.
[l.awrcnee Hill & Co., 520 Riverside Ave., Wesipori, CP, 06880.
1981] 231 pp. $6.95. Rcvaiutionarv socialist phiio.sophv, written
in I'm.

James, C.E.R. Spheres of Existence: Selected Writings.
|l.;iwronee Hill & Co., 520 Riverside Ave., Wesipori, CT, 06880.
1981] 266 [111. $7.95. Hiuck revolutionary theorist's es.savs on
political philosophy and the ll'c.sv liuties. '
Kaiko, J :ikeshi, translated by Ceeilia Segawa Seiglc. Into a Black
Stin. [Kodansha International, 10 E. 53rd St., NY, NY, 10022.
1980] 214 pp. $12.95 doth. Novel on Vietnam in early'duys''of
U.S. pieseiui, l'bt)4-65, bused on author's own experience as a
correspondent. Originally appeared in 1968.
Klare, .Michael T. Beyond the "Viclnatn Syndrome": U.S. Inler-
vcnlionism in the 1980's. [Institute for Policy Studies, 1901 Que
Sired. NW, Washington, DC, 2CXX)9. 1981 ] 137 pp. S4.95.
Critical (m.dvsE oj strategies oj armed mtervenlumism • put
jorward hy U.S. //ohey-mukeis who have failed to Icurn the real
lessons oj the Vietnam War.
Ktiiukapalv, loseph A. Blueprint for a Post-Industrial
Civilizalioii, [Jayko, P.O. Box 50, Carlisle, MA, 01741, 1981)207
irp. SE'j.tX) doth plus $2.(X) handling. Selj'-/)ul>lished proposal for
a new eeonomie system.

I  iikoll, Hemia.'i. Erom Dits to Bits: A Personal History of the
IJeetroitie Computer. [Robolies Press, P.O. Box 92, Forest
Grove, OR, 971 16. 1979) 219 |',p. .juloblogra/ihieal storv of the
early veais of the eleelronie computer industry, bv one of its
pumeeis, emphuMzmg the positive impui i.-,.
I yiieiibeig, Steven I), Bankrolling B:d!o(s I pdatc 1980; The Role
of Business in Miiaiicing Ballot Ouesliou Campaigns, |C ounell on
I voiuunie Pi ioi iiies, ,S4 1 iflli ,Ave.. New Wuk, lOOI I . 19.81]
200 pp. hi.-ihsis ot eorponne speiulmv. on juSP \tute bullnl
mcisims , niir.'t. ^1 n It,- ..p .,
eiajjj^fyffooi.uttidnitionff^^ ~
Claude, H i . .Slavers in Paradise: llie IVruvian .Slave Trade in
'olvnesia, 1862 1864. jSlailfoid University Press, Slanford, CA,

9.4.0)5. 1981 1 246 pp. S23.50 doll). .Aeeount oj the enslavement of
l\h ijie ishmders by Peruvtan slave traders, di.seussmg the impact
im Poiyue'-.ut and the conditions in Peru.

.MosXoTrrrrr-.M!:i..ii. .Midlael kai/, .,iid Robert I.eCei ing, eds. "
Everybody's Business: The Irreverent (.ulde to Corporate
Amcriea [U i-p-: Row, S.ui I iauei .^. i , I')>|)1 uys pp. yu.us
.Mnuimu on .*/ nj \mt'iiea •. large',! cmpm.iiions. eonunniti'z
both soetaib '.e.'.nijleiiiu and litlle-kiiown in/ornialimi.
Palli, Aiehinievles i ..A. Why \ iet iN'ain'.' Prelude to .Ameriea's
.Allialross. [U'liiveisily of C alifornia Press, 2223 Tiilion Street,
Berkdcv, (A, 94720. 1981] 632 PP- $19,50 doth. History of U.S.
involvement in Vietnam during and immediately after World War
//, by u former O.S.S. agent who played an active part.
Permanent Peoples' Tribunal Session on the Philippines.
Philippines: Repression & Resistance. [KSP, available in U.S.
from Tribunal Report, Box 24737, Oakland, CA, 94623. 1981]
298 pp. Legal erith/ue and leslimony from I he revolutionary
opponents of the Marcos regime.
Philliber, William W., and C'lydc B. MeCoy, eds. The Invisible
Minority: Urban Appalachians. [University Press of Kentucky,
l.e.xington, KY, 40506. 1981] 193 pp. $15.50 doth. Collection of
scholarly studies on the 3 million Apttalachians who have
migrated to .America's cities, treating white Appalachians as a
distinct ethnic group.
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Maude's Slavers:
Stunning and well
researched work

SALVERS IN PARADIsE~~TilK
Peruvian Slave Trade In Polynesia, \
I8f>2-I984. By H.E. Maude. Stanford )
._ress. 244pp. 1981. $2.3.50.

Scholars ol Latin America tend to
look east to Africa and Europe, or
north to the United States, but
seldom west to the Pacific and
Polynesia,
H.E. Maude's Slavers in Paradise

focuses on Polynesia and the
awesome devastation wrought by
Peruvians who ransacked the
islands for "slave labor" from 1862

to 1864. Professor Maude's work
isn't the easiest to read, laden as it
is with detail, and certainly not
considering the unremitting
tragedy of the subject. However,
the extensively illustrated book —
50 pictures and 12 maps necessary
for most readers unfamiliar with
the geography of the South Pacific
— is a stunning, valuable study.
Professor Maude fits together all

the aspects, starting with the
politics in Peru which launched the
trade, at first modestly, (During .
the United States Civil War, Britain
sought other sources of cotton to
replace those of the Confederacy,
Peru became a major supplier.)
Like Tsunami, the wave of

recruitment liegan rolling out from
the epicenter, Callao, engulfing a
region totally unprepared, which
neven even conceived of such a
visitation.

Quantifying numbers, ob
jectifying events is difficult con
sidering the trickiness of the oral

tradition and the secretiveness ct

the operation. For example, more
people were reported removed
from Atafu than ever lived there.
Ship captains either never kept logs
or soon destroyed them.
However, the author faces these

difficulties successfully to draw a
coherent picture, replacing the
"prolific crop of sensational

assertions retailed by the pur
veyors of South Sea romance,"
demolishing many time-honored
illusions. Despite these obstacles,
the author attempts to avoid a
narrative "hirsute with caveats."
He divides his work, which covers
the two years from the granting of
the official license on 1 April 1862 to
the Franco-Peruvian settlement in
June 1864 into two parts; Peruvians
in Polynesia, and Polynesians in
Peru.

Slavers In Paradise is SO rich in
detail, horror, questions, per
sonalities and international in
fluence that a review can only hint
at the contents and strongly urge a
reader to plunge in himself.

HELL'S G ATE

There is the Peruvian shortage of
hands, a problem endemic to South
America's history, the awful
trickery of getting laborers attoard
the ships, abetted by traditions of
short voyages among the islands for
work, missionary-bred faith and by
outright kidnapping. Callao, the
chief Peruvian port of em
barkation, became known as a gate
of hell; authorities belatedly
realized that however cloaked in
legal terminology, the labor trade
was in fact a pure slave trade.
Recruits be^n to die in great

numbers on the ships, of what
appeared to be melancholia,
loneliness as well as harsh treat
ment — exhausting work,
inadequate food and beatings when'
they landed.
Owners threw them on dung

heaps in their final sickness; one
report found "not a single islander
alive who had been more than six

months in Peru," Some urged in-
mediate repatriation. Even the
longed for going home was a
tragedy of small pox, dysentery,
and ship fever bred by over
crowded, unsanitary, pest house
conditions. Some were abandoned,
dumped not necessarily on their
home island.

LEAR.MNG TO COPE

The starkness is dramatized in
one of Professor Maude's con
cluding sentences: "The real (sic)
percentage of Polynesians
repatriated is therefore 1.28 per
cent,,." But despite the trauma
and the losses, communities began
coping, built on generations of
coping with tidal waves, losses of
ocean-going canoes, interisland
warfare and other disasters,
Repopulation began. Unlike earlier
reactions to disaster, this was
marked by conversions to
Christianity and lost of the original
culture.

For Polynesia, the author con
cludes, the Peruvian slave trade
"consisted of genocide of an order
never seen l>efore or since in her
history." But the islanders isolated
from each other as they were by
distance, language and colonial
states, never fully understood this.
Rather, parents passed down to
children the terror and pathos of the
man-stealing raids,

.  Professor Maude has not only
I gathered material previously
j  igrwred or left scattered, but be has
painsakingly and poignantly given
^ight to the pain inflicted by Peru
in the perceived paradise of
Polynesia, M.K.P.
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Maude's Slavers:
Stunning and well
researched work

SALVERS IN PARAOIS&TfiK
I'eruvian Slave Trade in Polynesia. \
1862-1984. By H.E. Maude. Stanford )
HPress. 244pp. 1981. $23.50.
Scholars ot Latin America tend to

look east to Africa and Europe, or
north to the United States, but
seldom west to the Pacific and
Polynesia.
H.E. Maude's Slavers in Paradise

focuses on Polynesia and the
awesome devastation wrought by
Peruvians who ransacked the
islands for "slave labor" from 1862
to 1864. Professor Maude's work
isn't the easiest to read, laden as it
is with detail, and certainly not
considering the unremitting
tragedy of the subject. However,
the extensively illustrated book —
50 pictures and 12 maps necessary
for most readers unfamiliar with
the geography of the South Pacific
— is a stunning, valuable study.
Professor Maude fits together all

the aspects, starting with the
politics in Peni which launched the
trade, at first modestly. (During .
the United States Civil War, Britain
sought other sources of cotton to
replace those of the Confederacy.
Peru became a major supplier.)
Like Tsunami, the wave of

recruitment began rolling out from
the epicenter, Callao, engulfing a
region totally unprepared, which
neven even conceiv^ of such a
visitation.

Quantifying numbers, ob
jectifying events is difficult con
sidering the trickiness of the oral
tradition and the secretiveness of
the o^ration. For example, more
people were reported removed
from Atafu than ever lived there.
Ship captains either never kept logs
or soon destroyed them.
However, the author faces these

difficulties successfully to draw a
coherent picture, replacing the
"prolific crop of sensational
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HELL'S GATE

There is the Peruvian shortage of
hands, a problem endemic to South
America's history, the awful
trickery of getting laborers aboard
the ships, abetted by traditions of
short voyages among the islands for
work, missionary-bred faith and by
outright kidnapping. Callao, the
chief Peruvian port of em-
barication, became known as a gate
of hell; authorities belatedly
realized that however cloaked in
legal terminology, the labor trade
was in fact a pure slave trade.
Recruits began to die in great

numbers on the ships, of what
appeared to be melancholia,
loneliness as well as harsh treat-
ment — sxhausiing *vai-k,
inadequate food and beatings when'
they landed.
Owners threw them on dung

heaps in their final sickness; one
report found "not a single islander
alive who had been more than six

months in Peru." Some urged in-
mediate repatriation. Even the
longed for going home was a
tragedy of small pox, dysentery,
and ship fever bred by over
crowded, unsanitary, pest house
conditions. Some were abandoned,
dumped not necessarily on their
home island.

LE.ARNING TO COPE

The starkness is dramatized in

one of Professor Maude's con
cluding sentences: "The real (sic)
percentage of Polynesians
repatriated is therefore 1.28 per
cent..." But despite the trauma
and the losses, communities began
coping, built on generations of
coping with tidal waves, losses of
ocean-going canoes, interisland
warfare and other disasters.

Repopulation began. Unlike earlier
reactions to disaster, this was
marked by conversions to
Christianity and lost of the original
culture.

For Polynesia, the author con
cludes, the Peruvian slave trade
"consisted of genocide of an order
never seen before or since in her
history." But the islanders isolated
from each other as they were by
distance, language and colonial
states, never fully understood this.
Rather, parents passed down to
children the terror and pathos of the
man-stealing raids.
Professor Maude has not only

gathered material previously
ignored or left scattered, but he has
painsakingly and poignantly given
insight to the pain inflicted by Peru
in the perceived paradise of
Polynesia. M.K.P.

Knife iUicI Fork

assertions retailed by the pur
veyors of South Sea romance,"
demolishing many time-honored
illusions. Despite these obstacles,
the author attempts to avoid a
narrative "hirsute with caveats."
He divides his work, which covers
the two years from the granting of
the official license on 1 April 1862 to
the Franco-Peruvian settlement in
June 1864 into two parts: Peruvians
in Polynesia, and Polynesians in
Peru.

Slavers In Paradise is so rich in

detail, horror, questions, per
sonalities and international in
fluence that a review can only hint
at the contents and strongly urge a
reader to plunge in himself.

Potato - dish of the Incas
By MARY ROBERTS

Food and Wine Editor
Gone is the gold of the Incas and the silver

from Potosi, gone with a failing Spain and it's
vanquished Great Armada, but what may have
seemed one of the most insignificant of all the
gifts made by the New World to the Old, the
humble potato, is still with us and remains the
queen of the kitchen in Europe and practically
all over the world.

Though by association of ideas Ireland is the
name that comes to mind in connection with
potatoes. Peru is the real potato country, the one
that has the greatest number of indigenous
varieties, and where they figure prominently in
the local cuisine and in that of neighboring
countries. Dishes like the following may even
have been eaten by the Incas!

Papas a ia Huancaina Peru

6 medium sized potatoes
16 ounces cottage cheese
',4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
1 teaspoon salt
Vz teaspoon pepper
Vi teaspoon tumeric
3 tablespoons evaporated milk
third of a cup of vegetable oil
2 tablespoons of chopped onion
hardboiled eggs and olives for decoration.

Boil potatoes in their jackets, peel when cool and
refrigerate. In blender mix cottage cheese,
seasonings, milk, oil and onion until creamy.
Place halved cold potatoes on lettuce leaves,
pour cheese sauce over them and decorate with
chopped hardboiled eggs and olives

smooth, add marinated onions and oil, mix well
and shape into small flat cakes.
Serve with onion sauce made with:
1 finely sliced onion
1 teaspoon hot pepper, washed and seeded
Vi cup of oU and vinegar dressing.
Mix onion with other ingredients and pour over
potato cakes. Serve with white cheese, com on
the cob and shredded lettuce.

Papas chorreadas Ecuador

Causa Limena Peru

1  chopped anioft

juice of 2 lemons or limes
2 teaspoons salt
1 teaspoon hot pepper, washed and seeded. (Or
use dried)
8 medium sized potatoes boiled in their jackets,
peeled and cubed
Vi cup of olive oil

2 pounds potatoes
2 large, finely chopped tomatoes

2 tablespoons of shortening
4 ounces of grated clieese
2 finely chopped cloves of garlic
Salt and pepper to taste.

/

Mix onion and seasonings and allow to marinate
for at least an hour. Mash boiled potatoes until

Cube potatoes and boil.
Heat the butter and shortening and fry the onion
and garlic until soft, add the tomatoes, grated
cheese and a tablespoon of water; simmer until
thickened. Serve hot over hot potato cubes.
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TberEasy Chair

Three Books

On a Shelf
By CLARENCE W. MOORE

Here at The Times of the
Americas^,we are proud of our
Book Pages. A prestigious corps
of some 50 volunteer reviewers
from all parts of the country
choose the books they want to
review from lists we send out
periodically, and we insist that
the reviews have appeal for the
general reader. They do a fine
job. And the books they review
span an interesting array of
subject matter.
This occurred tome as I took

from the "pending" shelf three
books recently received from
publishers. All will be properly
reviewed in the months ahead.

THE FIRST is H.E. Maude's
" Slavers in Paradise" (from Stan
ford U. Press), Did you know
that there was an outburst of
slave trading from Peru into the
Polynesians? It lasted only a
short time, but: it was violent,
striking the islands in 1862-1864
"with the force of one of the -
region's 'tsunami' —the great
seismic waves that from time to
time bring death and starvation
to the area." Slave raids cut
populations by two-thirds "by
outright kidnaping or by disease ■
introduced by the kidnapers."

Maude's book tells it aU,
with lists of the ships that sailed
in the trade, and- how many
slaves each vessel brought back
to Peru.

THE SECOND is Gardiner's
"Pawns in a Triangle of Hate"
(from the U. of Washington
Press). Did you know that some
1,800 Peruvian - Japanese were
interned in the United States
■during World War n? And that
over half of them ended up in
Japan, traded for American
prisoners of war? Fewer than 100
ever got back to Peru. Lima
acted to revoke the citizenship

QUIEN

PANOA"

"Oh, to be a little boy.."
"Oh, to be a panda.." .

CApuntes de Carrefio, Novedades, Mexico City) '

Editorial

Faltering Spokesman
Last Sunday was not a good day for Guillermo Ungo, Presi

dent of FDR —the Revolutioaary Democratic Front— the political

Water Fight Looms as
Border Region Booms

T-i—. r* t T

By Aaron Segal
Rapid population growth along

the Mexican and U.S. sides of
the - nearly 2,000-mile-long
is leading towards a new conflict
over scarce supplies of water.
Through natural fertility and
rapid internal migration, popu
lation along the Mexican side
of the border is growing by five
to six percent annually.

Growth is cme to two percent
on" the U.S. side due to the
relatively high'fertility of young
and predominantly Mexican-
American populations, and due
to an influx of other Americans,
including many senior citizens.

There are 14 twin cities and
towns along the border, such as
Brownsville, Texas, and Mata-
moros, Mexico, and San Diego,
California and Tijuana, Mexico.
Several are already using the
same underground water supplies
which are being depleted more
rapidly than they are being
recharged. One estimate pre
dicts a border population on
both sides of 12 million by the
year 2000 with sufficient local
water in a semi-arid region for
only six million.

Resolving ground water con
flicts between Mexico and the
United States mns into several
difficulties. Mexican border
city per capita use of water is
several times less than that of
U.S. border towns, for both,
residential and industrial use.

Does,this mean that Mexican
shares of declining aquafiers
should be based on present usage ,
or estimated future needs with
populations outgrowing those, on
the U.S. side?

Similarly, underground water
is legally a federal monopoly in
Mexico. Its legal situation varies
from state to state in the United
States. For instance, it is a
private resource in Texas, a
state monopoly in New Mexico,

Hueco Bolsons ground water
which is also used in Mexico.

-  There are alternatives to the
underground aquafiers but' they
are more expensive and often
involve high initial construction
costs. These alternatives include
the reclaiming of sewage water,
desalination, the recyclcing of
fresh water into partly discharged
aquafiers, and the pumping of
water over several hundred miles,
as from the Trans-Pecos Range
of Texas to the border cities of
El Paso and Juarez,

The search for a legal and
political approach to this

. conflict has oegun. The Inter
national Boundary and Water
Commission has been in exis
tence for more than 50 years as
a binational body to regulate
the Rio Grande River which
Mexico and the United States

,share for 1,210 miles. It has no
'jurisdiction, though, overground

water.

A1 Uttonof the Law School of
the University of New Mexico
has proposed a new legal-poli
tical approach to the emerging
ground water conflict. His pro
posals are based on the inter-
connectedhess of surface and
ground water. He would collect
detailed records on well drilling,
usage, and withdrawals, divide
water supplies on an equitable
basis, - allow the International
Boundary and Water Commission
to designate threatened ground
water basins and to control with
drawals, and have the Com
mission set water quality stan
dards to prevent pollution and
to clean up the contaminated
supplies.

Ground ■ water is finding its
place on the crowded United
State-Mexican agenda. There
is still time to anticipate the
conflicts and to initiate the-
appropriate measures. Present
ground water supplies will in
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Home Style Korean Cooking in Pic
tures. Ok, Cho Joong. New York:
Japan Publications/Kodansha, dis
tributed by Harper & Row, New
York, 1981, 96 pp., $10.50. Designed
to appeal to universal tastes and calls
for ingredients .easily obtainable.

At Dawn We Slept; The Untold Story
of Pearl Harbor. Prange, Gordon W.
N'"W York; McGraw-Hill Book Com
pany, 1981, 912 pp., $22.95. Based on
37 years of research and interviews,
the late Professor Prange describes
how Japan planned and executed the
1941 assault on Pearl Harbor.

The Kamikaze Mission of the Battle
ship Yamato, April 1945. Spurr,
Rtissell. New York: Newmarket Press,
1981, 341 pp., $14.95. The author
studies t he kamikaze ethos by examin
ing "japan's decision to send the
Yamato—the largest battleship ever
built to Okinawa in April 1945 with
out air cover and with only enough
fuel for a one-way voyage" (Charles
Kaiser in New York Times Book Review,
10/25/81).

Infamy. Toland, John. New York:
Duubleday, 1982. The author asserts
"that well before the Japanese attack,
Washington knew that Japanese car
riers were heading for Pear! Harbor"
iNew Yorlt Times, p. 6, 11/15/81).

artistic devices" (Publishers Weekly,
11/20/81).

Musashi: An Epic Novel of the
Samurai Era. Yqshikawa, Eiji. New
York: Harper & Row, 1981,1008 pp.,
$17.95. "An authentic Shogun" (Jan
Morris, Satunhy Review).

Middle East
Roots of Revolution: An Inter

pretive History of Modern Iran.
Keddie, Nikki R.; with a section by
Yann Richard. New Haven and

London: Yale University Press, 1981,
321 pp., cloth, $30.00; paper, $5.95.
The authors present an account of
modern Iranian history from about
1800 to the present.

y
Pacific Asia

The Tosa Diary. Tsurayuki, Ki no;
translated by William N. Porter,
kiitland', VT: Charles E. Tuttle Com
pany, 1981,148 pp., $9.75. This trans
lation of the 1912 edition reveals to
the reader the life of a traveler in
tenth-century Japan. This edition in
cludes an introduction and notes on
the text by the translator. The origi
nal Japanese is given in romanization
cm the page facing the English
translation.

japonisme: The Japanese Influence
on Western Art in the 19th and 20th
Centuries. Wichmann, Siegfried.
New York: Crown Publishers, 1981,
432 pp., $75.00. "This erudite, wide-
ranging survey by a German art his
torian is remarkable for the way it
displays Western and Japanese art
side by side in a startling new com
parative perspective. The u jok is or-
ttani/cd around symbols, themes, and

Slavers in Paradise: The Peruvian
Slave Trade in Polynesia, 1862-1864.
Maude, H. E. Stanford, CA: Stanford
University Press, 1981, 264 pp.,
$23.50. This history of the Peruvian
slave raids covers not only how and
why the trade began and how it was
conducted, but details the fate of
slaves in Peru, the eventual abolition
of the trade, and the effects of repa
triation attempts.

South Asia

Mahabharata. Retold by William
Buck; illustrated by Shirley Triest.
Berkeley, CA: University of Califor
nia Press, 1981, xxiv + 417 pp., paper,
$7.95. This Indian epic, in its original
Sanskrit, is probably the largest cver
cornposed. Combined with a second
great epic, the Rniiwynun, it embodies
the essence of the Indian cultural her
itage. William Buck has retold these
classics, as many poets have before.

in a language and at a length that
make them available to the contem

porary reader (adapted from the
introduction).

Ramayana: King Rama's Way. Retold
by William Buck, illustrated by
Shirley Triest. Berkeley, CA: Univer
sity of California Press, 1981, xxxii +
432 pp., paper, $7.95. The author's
aim was "to make it possible for
contemporary readers to know the
Ramayana in terms meaningful for
modern times, as well as in terms of
its origins" (from the preface).

Nepali Aama: Portrait of a Nepalese
Hill Woman. Coburn, Broughton.
Santa Barbara, CA: Ross-Erikson,
1981, 168 pp., $9.95. A personal ac
count of one woman and the town in
which she lives. Coburn is a high
school science teacher in a village in
Central Nepal who spent one year as
the tcr.ar. t of an elderly widow known
to the villagers as Aama (mother).
The author concerns himself with the
human consequences of such prob
lems as deforestation, soil erosion,
overpopulation, and the waning of
traditional values and customs.

The Winds of Sinhala. De Silya,
Colin. New York: Doubleday, 1981,
528 pp., $17.95. "An historical novel
about Gamini, Ceylon's warrior-king
of the second century B.C." (Publishers
Weekly, 11/27/81).

India: Cultural Patterns and Pro
cesses. Dutt, Ashok and Allan G.
Noble, eds. Boulder, CO: Westview
Press, 1982, ca. 400 pp., $17.50. In
this analysis of India's cultural pat
terns, 22 U.S., Indian, and British

scholars address both the diversity
and the unity of India's culture, em
phasizing the spatial distribution of
cultural forms.

Madhur Jaffreys World-of-the-East
Vegetarian Cooking. Jaffrey, Mad
hur. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1981, 448 pp., doth, $16.95; paper,
$9.95. This book is "for both the
beginning cook and the newcomer to
vegetarian cooking who wants proof
that meatless fare can be interesting,
varied, and wholesome. The recipes
arc straightforward and easy to fol
low" (Publishers Weekly, 10/16/81).
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MAUDE, H.E. (Henry Evans). Slavers in paradise: the Peruvian slave
trade in Polynesia, 1862-1864. Stanford, 1981. 244p ill maps bibi
index 81-51203. 23.50 ISBN 0-8047-1106-2

Maude writes of the notorious Peruvian slave trade that operated during
the middle ye^s of the US Civil War. The slavers kidnapped or otherwise
hoodwinked Polynesians, chiefly from the Tokelau Islands and the Thvalu
Group and brought them by the hundreds to be sold in Peru for agri-
cultural labor. Most died, if not before reaching Peru, then not long
afterward, from overwork, improper nourishment, disease, or simply
from homesickness. Here Maude, a respected authority on Polynesia, has
painstakingly recreated the story, tracing almost every ship involved in the
trade. He explains that of a total of 2,846 Polynesians brought to Peru
only 46 eventu^ly saw their homes again. This book is important because it
draws a full picture: the capture, enslavement, subsequent ship journey
and life of the Polynesians in Peru. It then goes back to the islands
themselves and shows the catastrophic effect of the depopulation on them.
Recommended for all college and university libraries and for larger public
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MAUDE, H.E. (Henry Evans). Slavers In paradise: Ihe Peruvian slave
History, Geography & trade in Polynesia, 1862-1864. Stanford, 1981. 244p ill maps bibi

index 81-51203. 23.50 ISBN 0-8047-1106-2
Maude writes of the notorious Peruvian slave trade that operated during

As,a 4 Oceanta the middle years of the US Civil War. The slavers kidnapped or otherwise
h^oodwinked Polynesians, chiefly from the Tokelau Islands and the Thvalu
Group, and brought them by the hundreds to be sold in Peru for agri
cultural labor. Most died, if not before reaching Peru, then not long
afterward, from overwork, improper nourishment, disease, or simply
from homesickness. Here Maude, a respected authority on Polynesia, has
painstakingly recreated the story, tracing almost every ship involved in the

^  I explains that of a total of 2,846 Polynesians brought to Peru,only 46 eventually saw their homes again. This book is important because It
draws a full picture; the capture, enslavement, subsequent ship journey,
and life of the Polynesians in Peru. It then goes back to the islands
themselves and shows the catastrophic effect of the depopulation on them.
Recommended for all coUege and university libraries and for larger public
libraries. ^
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The notorious Peruvian slave trade that operated during the middle years of

the Unitrii Stn-tr-r Civil War kidnapped or otherwise hoodwinked Polynesians,

chiefly from the Tokelau Islands and the Tuvalu Group, and brought them by

the hundreds to be sold in Peru for agricultural labors. Most died, if mot

before reaching Peru, then not long afterward^^rom overwork, improper
nourishment, disease, or simply from homesickness. Here thw auLliirr, a respected

authority on Polynesia, has painstakingly recreated the story, tracing almost

every ship involved in the trade. He explains that of a total of 2^46 Poly-/

nesians brought to Peru, only 46 eventually saw their homes again.

This book is important because it draws a full picture: the capture, enslave,-

ment, subsequent ship journey and life of the Polynesians in Peru. It then

goes back to the I'slands themselves and shows the catastophic effect of the def
A

©<!-
population 9^ them. Recommended for all college and university libraries and

for larger public libraries.
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Pacific SciBnce Association, Information Bulletin

years of age v;hen the Fellowship begins, and will, ordinarily, have had
one year of postdoctoral experience. Special consideration will be
given to candidates who have done research in their native region.
Fellowships will be awarded for one year, with extension for a second
year in exceptional circumstances, and will be tenable in any center
of scientific excellence in the world.

A follow-up program includes a UNESCO grant to the Fellow for research
materials and services to support a research project in the Fellow's
region of origin. Another feature is the award of two travel grants
in the two to three-year period after completion of the Fellowship to
allow one visit by the Fellow to the foreign, Host institution, as
well as one lectureship for the foreign mentor, tenable in the country
or region in which the former Fellow's research project is being
conducted.

Application forms are available from National Commissions for Unesco
or from the Division of Scientific Research and Higher Education at
UNESCO, 7 place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris, France. Completed applica
tion forms should be sent to the Division of Scientific Research and
Higher Education to arrive not later than 1 August 1982. The first
Fellowships will begin between 1 January and 30 June 1983.

PUBLICATIONS NOTED

Slavers in Paradise: The Peruvian labour trade in Polynesia, 1862-1863,
by H. E. Maude. Canberra: Australian National University Press; Palo
Alto: Stanford University Press. 1982, A$25.50 plus handling;
U.S.$23.50. A special paperback edition for the Pacific islands by
the University of the South Pacific at F$5.00. The work covers not
only how and why the trade began, and how it was conducted, but also
the fate of the slaves in Peru, the eventual abolition of the traffic,
and the effects of the repatriation attempts. No single event in the
history of Polynesia had such overwhelming consequences for many of
the 51 islands visited, bringing death and devastation to the scattered
communities, reducing the population by as much as two-thirds (whether
by outright kidnapping or by disease) and creating not only demographic
catastrophe but the destruction of the island societies and the impair
ment of their cultural heritage.

Papuan Languages of Oceania, by S. A. Wurm. 1982, published by G. Narr,
Postfach 2567, Stauffenbergstrasse 42, D-7400, TUbingen 1, Federal
Republic of Germany (West Germany), x + 309 pp. A summary survey of the
present stage of our knowledge of the Papuan language situation, with
discussions of the development of the Papuan linguistic picture and the
history of Papuan linguistic research with detailed bibliographical
information, and descriptions of the nature and salient features of
Papuan languages in general and the problems involved in classification
and grouping. The book concludes with a short review of possible
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CAMPUS REPORT (Stanford)
March 24, 1982

Peruvian slave
raids examined

"  ' 1 Peruvian slave raids of 1862-63 hit
one oKT"" f-- ofone of the regions <snna/ni-the great
seismic sea waves" that can ravagf R
communities, """ise its

■ sr°r'Pol) nesia than any other catastrophe.
P^r cr°°^' ̂ ^°oers in Paradise: TheP?ruman Slave Trade in Polynesia, ml !
m4, recently released by the Stanford
University Press (244 nn $glc!n\;hrop„,„gi„ H.E.'Ma„5rdSi "=" '
ragic history of the slave trade and Stads

their'Sgef£tf ^ ^
:n.?oncttrVS ^
occurrences during the slave trade period

Governmental views on the subjectesp^idly differ, but Maude explains that
his book IS concerned with what actually
took place and only incidentally with
what governments may have hoped, or
even believed, was happening," Maude
wught for many years in the Pacific
History Department of the Australian
National University and is the author of'
more than 100 publications on Pacific
history, literature, and bibliography.
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of the South Pacific Social Sciences As

sociation, 1980. Pp. 291.

Russell Linke, Environmental Education in

Australia. Winchester, Massachussetts:

Allen & Unwin Co., 1980. Pp. 300.
$17.50.

Howard McNaughton, New Zealand Dra
ma. Lincoln, Massachusetts; Twayne
Publishers, 1981. $14.95.

James Macrae, With Lord Byron in the
Sandwich Islands. Hilo, Hawaii: Petro-

glyph Press Ltd., Pp. 90. Paper $4.50.

Henry Byam Martin, R.N., The Polynesian
Journal of Captain Henry Byam Martin,
R.N. Salem, Massachusetts: Peabody
Museum of Salem. Pp. 192, index.
$16.95.

H. E. Maude, The Cilbertese Mancabe.

Suva: The Institute of Pacific Studies

and the Kiribati Extension Centre of the
University of the South Pacific, 1980.

^'"Tp. V, 53, referencesTT^^

H. E. Maude, Slavers in Paradise: The Pct-

avian Slave in Polynesia, 1S62-1864.
Stanford, California: Stanford University
Press, 1981. Pp. 256, illustrations.

.  $22.50.

David Monday, USAAF at War in the Pacif
ic. New York: Charles Scribner and

Sons, 1980. Pp. 160, illustration. $22.50.

Harry Morton, 7?ie Wind Commands: Sail
ors and Sailing Ships in the Pacific. Can
ada: The University of British Columbia
Press. Illustrations. Cloth $29.00.

P. Muhkhaysker et ah. Papers in Pidgin and
Creole. Linguistic No. 2. Canberra: .Aus
tralian National University, 1979.

Alice K. Murata and Judith Farguhar, Issues
in Pacific Asian American Health and
Mental Health. Chicago, Illinois: Pacif-
ic/.Asian .American Mental Health Re

search Center, 1981.

D. J. Murphy et ah. Labor in Power: The
Labor Party and Governments in

Queen.sland, Nineteen Fifteen to Nine
teen Fifty-Seven. St. Lucia: University
of Queensland Press, 1980. Pp. 583, il
lustrations. $42.50.

K.

R. J. Neville, and O'Neill, C. James (Eds.),
The Population of New Zealand: Inter
disciplinary Perspectives. Auckland:
Longman Paul, 1979. Pp. xiii, 339.

J. O'Neill, Edited by Sinclair, J., Up From
South: A Prospector In New Guinea
I93I-3r. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1979. Pp. xxiii, 199.

Patrick O'Reilly, Bois Legendaires de Mara:
Sculpteur Tahitien. Pape'ete: Hachette
Pacifique, 1980. Pp. 41, illustrations,
hard cover.

Papers Presented at the Indo-Pacific Fish
eries Commission Workshop on Fish Si
lage Production and Its Use. New York:
Unlpub., 1980. $7.50.

J. H. Parry, The Discovery of the Sea. Berke
ley, California: University of California
Press, 1981. Pp. 350, illustrations. $7.95.

J. Pataki-Schweixer, A New Guinea

Landscape. Community, Space and
Time in the Eastern Highlands. Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1980.
p. xxii, 165. $40.00.

■ph F. Pervan and S. C. Sharnian, Essays
on Western Politics. Nedlands, Western
Australia: University of Western .Austra
lia, 1980. Pp. 240. $21.00.

Population Environment Relations in Tropi
cal Islands: The Case of Eastern Fiji. Ed.
H. C. Brookfield, New York: Unipub.,
1981. Pp. 2.3.3. $18.00.

Population Information: Resources and Ac
tivities in the Asia and Pacific Region.
New York: Population Council, Inc.,
1981. Pp. 106. Paper $8.00.

Phillip Pepper, You Are What You Make
Yourself to Be: A Story of a Victorian
Aboriginal Family. Melbourne: Hayland
House Publishers Pty. Ltd. 1980. Pp.
142. $11.95.

Eric Reade, History and Heartburn: The
Saga of Australia Film, 1896-1978. East
Brun.swick, New Jersey: Fairleigh Dick
inson University Press, 1980. Pp. 353.
$40.00.

Kenneth L. Rehy and Damian G. Sohl, Po-
napean Reference Grammar. Honolulu:
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